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Celebrating 64 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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2009 SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS CEREMONY HELD
Four graduating seniors were chosen as recipients of awards during the 2009 Scholarship Awards Ceremony, sponsored by the City of
Tampa's Black History Committee. Two of the graduates received the Janett S. Martin Scholarship and the other two graduates were recipients of the Florida Governmental Collaboration Organization Scholarship. The program was held on May 19th, at City Hall in downtown
Tampa. Program participants included from left to right: Frank J. Crum, Gregory Hart, Ms. Lenoir Russell, Ms. Tonja Brickhouse, Ms. Celeste
Gibbons-Peoples, Marvin Martin, Ms. Debbie Mercer, and Assistant Fire Chief Thomas Forward. (Photography by BRUNSON).

Teens In Rape Case
Charged As Adults
: SEE PAGE 3-A -.
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AIDS Workshop
Targets Woman
SEE PAGE 6-A

THA To Usa Funds
On Improvements
.-

SEE.PAGE 2-A
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Rare NAACP Belt
Buckle Found
SEE PAGE 22~A
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Features

Housing Authoritv To Use Increased Member Of Pioneering
Funding on Prooenv Improvements
FamiiV Passes
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

The Tampa Housing
Authority has received an
extra $5 million in capital
funding this year. That,
along with the more than
$10 million T.H.A. received
as part of the H .U .D.
Stimulus Package. will
afford them_the opportunity
to commence property
improvements.
T.H.A. spokesperson,
Lillian Stringer, said a lot
of the improvements are
based on what residents
said they wanted to see
improved.
"Through public meetings
and the resident association
leaders, we have identified
what
the residents have put
~
Q priorities on."
a:
Stringer said Robles
LL.
Park,
North Boulevard
Q
Homes,
and their other
z
c( properties will all benefit
~ from the extra funding.
Q
"We've already started
(J)
making
changes at J. L.
w
::I Young. We've installed new

....

ULLIAN STRINGER

flooring, central air conditioning, new windows, new
sliding glass doors, and
other features."
"No property will be left
out when it comes to the
improvements."
According to documents,
the City of Tampa was
awarded $13,600;915 in
Neighborhood Stabilization
Funding, and Hillsborough
County
received
$19,132,978.
· Also on a report ofH.U.D.

Tampa
Jurisdiction
Funding, Tampa received a
total of $17,369;147, with
$10,540,573 earmarked as
the Public Housing Capital
Fund.
Among the properties
that will benefit from the
funds are:
J.L. Young, $2,992,200 for
annex exterior. and mterior
improvements,
. and
$250,000 for elevator
replacements;
Mary·
Bethune Homes Selective
Improvements, $455,000;
Scruggs Manor Siding,
Doors and Flooring replacement,
$966,800
and
Scruggs Manor Roof
Replacement, $100,000;
Moses White Development,
$2,250,681; North Boulevard Homes Comprehensive
Improvements, $650,000
and roof replacement,
$420,000; Robles Park
Selective hnprove-ments,
$510,000 , and C. Blythe
Andrews and St. Louis/St.
Conrad Selective Improvements, $264,000 ..
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If you've lived at least
half-a-century, you remember when Roger's Park was
the only recreational area
for Blacks in Tampa, and
Walker's Lake was the only
place to swim.
The daughter of James
"Boots" Walker, Alice L.
Edwards, passed away
last week.
"Miss Alice," as she was
affectionately called, had
just visited a friend in the
Intensive Care Unit at St.
Joseph's Hospital only to be
rushed back to that same
unit about two hours later.
The tragic news of "Miss
Alice's" death has shocked
and saddened the Keystone
community where she grew
up.
According to a family
member, "Miss Alice" was
known by many for her
kindness and giving spirit.
She helped a lot of people
and worked hard herself.
"Miss Alice" was very
devoted to her church, Mt.

ALICE L. EDWARDS

Olive A.M .E. Church,
where she served on the
Usher Board. In her early
days, she worked at the
Tasty Donut Shop in Ybor
City and also at Nature's
Classroom before moving
on to the U . S . Postal
Service where she retired
in 2004.
S ervices for Ms.
Edwards will be handled
by Jackson's Funera l
Home.
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Chloe Coney Urban EnterpriSe~-Center . ·
1907 E. Hillsborough Ave.
Tampa, FL 33610
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Reattor. Broker-Associate

(813) 546-3552
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TOSA VE YOUR HOME!!
·-- What to BJ;iug:

Counselors are ava:ilable to:
.•H elp evaluate your situation

.·-~cq:p~,¢~':6f:mb~rrec@t,

.· m ortgage· statement .

;Ali ~current"bills ~~~~ ·

- ...

·: ~- -·- .

· f."'
•Notices
from ..lender
·.':· ···~
JJ: Ji'. " • •
..... ..
.. l

,
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.;Letter of eXplanation fC?r.
_delinquency
/ -~-· · ·
•Recent paycheck stu~? ·or
other proof of income. ,,'
.

.

.::- ·

Elsa Suarez, H omeownership Center

(813) 231-4362 ext. 308
elsa.suarez@cdcoftamp a.org
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CALL FOR AVAILABILITY
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ALWYNN
Realtor

(813) 220-5461

Call Us,
We Can Help!

Specializing In Foreclosures & ln~estment Properties

Facing
Foreclosure?.
.
Having Troub~e Pa~ Your Mortgage?

(J)

~

LAURA
FERGUSON

Need To Sell Your Home
·But You Owe Too Much
On Your Home?

'
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Teenagers To Face Adult Charges In Rape Case
On Tuesday afternoon the
-I illsborough County State
ttorney 's Office charged
our middle school students
· s adults in a sexual battery
ase.
Last week,
Judge
hristopher Sabella
eleas.ed the teenagers from
ouse· arrest because the
tate Attorney's Office had
ot filed formal charges
gainst them as adults or as
j veniles.
Hillsborough County
eputies arrested Lee Louis
yers, 14, Raymond A.
rice
Murray,
14,
iemante J. Roberts, 15,
nd Randall John Moye,
5, on May 6th. They are
lleged to have committed
exually battery on a 13-yearld male victim with a broom
nd a hockey stick on more
than one occasion. The
lleged incidents took place
t Walker Middle School,
here all five were students.
he incidents reportedly
ccurred over a range of two
onths.
Attorney Pam Bondi,
pokesperson for the
lillsborough County State
ttorney's Office said, "All
f ur defendants are charged
ith multiple incidents
i volving the same victim.
ased on the severity of the
ffense, they are being
charged as adults."

RANDALL MOVE
1'11

DIEMAl\'TE ROBERTS

RAYMOND

The four. !teenagers are
accused Qf holding down the
other student in the bathroom of the school. All of the
alleged attacks took place at
the school. All of the boys
played 011 the flag football
team.
They were originally suspended for 10 days. However,
members of the Hillsborough
County School Board had a
meeting and determined that
none of the boys accused in
the attack would return to
Walker Middle School.
During the hearing before
Judge Sabella, one of the
defendants was not present.
All four were in .court on
Tuesday.
Since all four were present,
Judge
Wayne
Timmerman combined the
arraignment and bond hearing. During the hearing, the
victim spoke briefly.

The youngsters . were
charged with four counts
each of Sexual Battery
Multiple Perpetrators.
Judge Timmerman set
bond at $15,000 for the first
charge and released them on
their on recognizance on the
other three charges.
Judge Timmerman
ordered that they could not
have any form of contact with
each other or the victim. He

also ordered GPS monitors
for riit;mante Roberts, ··
Lee Myers, and Rayntond
Price-Murray. He did not
order the GPS monitor for
Randall Moye because he
now resides in Lake County.
All four must also observe a 6
p.m. curfew, a spokesperson
for the Hillsborough County
State Attorney's Office said.
All of them were trans-

ported to the Hillsborough
County Jail. Thursday morning, bond had been posted for
all of the youngsters except
Diemante Roberts.
The boys will appear in·
court again on August 18th
for a disposition hearing.
City Editor Iris B.
Holton can be contacted
at (813) 248-1921 or by e- ~
mail iholton@flsen- 0
tinel.com
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Although his health has
n failing for the past 8
rs, family members of
ilbert
Richardson
eren't prepared for his
timely
death
last
day.
Mr. Richardson, 57,·
ded Howa·rd W. Blake ·
School, and after gradu- .
joined Lo_ngshor~men's .
1402.
Mr. Rich.ardson has two
~ ,. WILBERT
· imd. four sist,er~, cyq _-·.:;. i ·: _; RIC~~Q~T. ·.. · .· .:
s, an& :.;· gra'hdchndr-~·ri~ -= · ~~ p~t:eci~ttf·.a~:W ao.ntt:ti9us:: • ·
love of his life is Angela · from: the ,c<,>mmuJ1ity on hi~
· and his··best friend
behalf. ·,;,' · ·;. .:. ~.,.. . '·
·
·
··
····'=''"·'~'.;
..•
.,-~yu
..-, ... J;,.;.·n·_ ~,~
.....e·r.. es·re·,;3--:.-,...L;in··a'·t:.
MelvinM ~
.77":-"_! ---:n • .·
?: 1 ~· .
..
""-~u"
u.u1 uu.
Since Mr. 'R'i:hardson's .'. · ing:th. M.r •. Richl(r,dsQIJ.'s.
family ~~mber1? have .·)', service c~n call Harmon's
trying to ·raise furid.S for ·:-- · Funeral.Home :at (813)'·~26-, .
-~ervices: ~ey , woui~· . ·,- B?oo.: :
·~
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OFFICE OF.PATRICIA DAWSON,
Criminal Defense; Family Law &
· · · . Personal Injwy
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Cypress Point Office Park , . . .~ .
10014 N. Dale Mabry ~wy, Suite 101 .."
· · Tampa, Florida 33618 · · · ,,
·

. (813) 386-5730_..::· _·......
Former Hillsbo~ough Co~ ·

. . Prosecutor-Deputy .Chief
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LEE LOUIS MYERS
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PRICE-MURRAY ·

f_jf

Familv Needs Help
With Funeral Expenses·
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living in a glass
house, don't throw any
stones." What many people

Months Both Editions: $87.00-Per Year Both Editions.

Opinions expcessed on editorial pages ollhls newspaper by Columnists or Guest Writers,
do not necessarily reHect the editorial stance ol The Florida SenUnel Bulletin or the Publisher.

AKiss On The Foot And
mapOnTheOnTheHead

;:,

n ancient East Indian tradition subscribes a
series of criticisms should always begin with the
criticizer's kissing of the intended target's foot,
followed thereafter, by a solid whack up-side the
intended criticism target's head. So, following this
ancient East Indian tradition, we salute Hillsborough
County Public Schools for its progress in the fourth
and fifth grade FCAT results. But we.continue to be
gravely concerned over FCAT results in high school
grades, especi8lly regarding the tenth grade. ·
The news is nothing new. Since its introduction,
FCAT has seemingly sent a mixed-message to all concerned. Indeed, it has ignited endless debates, while
driving many a teacher to distraction, and more than a
few students to .turn their backs on education, alto- ·
gether.
·
·-~
)jEveryone would agree. A society's bedrock is its
school system." Tremors in the bedrock telegraph an
imminent earthquake in societal well-being. In other
words, as goes our schools, so goes our community. ;, .·
Yes, we are grateful for the tireless efforts of our loCal "''

...J

school system on fire.
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here is an old adage
that says, "If you are

don't realize is that modern
technology has transformed
all of our homes into glass
houses.
This is something that we all
know to be a fact, yet for
some reason we seem to forget about it as we go about
our lives. But, when something happens that requires
the use of this technology, it is
only then that the transparency of our lives comes to the
forefront.
Last month, the family of a
Tampa wife and mother
reported her missing to
police. As the investigation
unfolded and leads were
obtained, the path led to the
Greyhound Bus Station in

downtown Tampa.
Investigating detectives,
with the use of video cameras,
were able to determine that
no apparent harWl had come
to this woman and that
although her family may not
have known where she was,
she did.
· · .. ·
Police were able to track this
woman to the bus station on
two separate occasions.
Videos showed her exiting
and re-entering the bus in
Orlando, Jacksonville, and
Tallahassee. They were even
able to determine that she
changed clothes and removed
a wig she had been wearing
after she reached Orlando.
Since adults have the right
to go and come as they please, ·
police could close their inves- .
·
tigation into the case.
The long and short of it all is
that privacy has given way to
4

•

the world of videos.
Practically every business bar
some sort of camera operating. Businesses began using
cameras .to help capture suspects in criminal cases.
Today, videos have
· become a necessary tool of
law enforcement. And,
although the woman previously mentioned didn't commit a crime, the camera
helped police to determine
that she apparently left of her
own accord.
On more than one occasion, images captured by
cameras at businesses have
provided information that
solved murders.
Singer Rockwell best
sums it up in the lyrics of his
song,
"Somebody 's
Watching Me." "I always
feel that somebody's watching
me,'and I have no privacy... "

~
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· Frederick oauulass: An Interesting life
. .
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Part Two

m

..:.w

here is no doubt in my
mind that if Frederick
.
Douglass were alive
today, he would .be one .of
0
women's staunchest support-·
4(
c
ers for ratification of women's
Equal Rights Amendments.
0
·. You see, one of the little
...J
LL.
known details of Douglass'
o, we cerbiinly don't envy the budget reduction' life·is the speech he gave at
tasks that face County Administrator Pat Bean,
the first Women's Rights con· . her administrative staff and county commisvention at Seneca Falls. As ·
sioners in the coming months.•For~ ~the County's new
the only BHlcltperson attendbudget is a monster rivaling· even the great white
ing the conference, Douglass
whale of Captain Ahab. Amid reduced property taxes
spoke . in support of the
and the loss of new construction· revenue; the ..County · women's petition to' request
must courageously and carefully reduce its budget by
the right to vote, causing the 1t·
nearly $140 million, while eliminating close to 900
convention to almost unanijobs.
mously support the action.
We are also concerned about the fate of programs,
Douglass connected the
which impact and protect minority community interfreedom of men to vote to
ests, among many other concerns and issues.
·
that of women and all humanThough general statements such as "outreach to
ity. Little details such as these ·
minority residents could become part-time work,"
make Douglass' life more
have pricked our attention, here recently, we are
interesting.
specifically concerned about what happens to pro'S'a'me of Douglass' views
grams that impact minority businesses and equal
on employment, education
opportunity for Hillsborough County citizens.
and integration were comparable to those of some of
In addition, the loss of local resources.to report and
today's leaders. Indeed, one
investigate discrimination complaints regarding houssource states Douglass
4( ing, employment and public accommodations we find
~ troubling.
"believed that education was
key for Mrican Americans to
~
Consequently, we have much that frightens us
improve their lives and was
~ regarding this recent series of County cutbacks.
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Countv Budget Cuts
Are Frightening ·
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N

an early supporter of the
States Marshal of the District
desegregation of schools" in
of Columbia, in 1877, and as
1850 when he openly critithe Consul General to the
cized the New York School
Republic of Haiti (1889 to
system for the horrendous
1891).
condition of the schools for
During
the
1888
Blacks.'
Republican
Nation'a l
When it came to advocacy.
Convention, Douglass gave a
in the 186o's, Douglass met'
rousing speech that resulted
with President Abraham · in his becoming "the first
lincoln (1863) on the issues
Black to receive a vote for
of unequal pay and poor
· President of the United States
during a major party's roll call
treatment of Black soldiers.
Later, he met with President
vote." Douglass received one
Andrew Johnson on the · vote from the state of' '
right of Black people to vote.
Kentucky.
In the late 187o's, Douglass
In 1892, the Haitian govopposed the movement of
eniment appc)Uifoo ·him its
many Southern Blacks to tlie
commissioner to the Chicago
Midwest to form all-Black
World 's
Columbian
towns, urging 'Blacks to
Exposition. While at the
remain where they were and
Exposition, Douglass met
fight for equality.
. ·
Black poet Paul Laurence
In time, Douglass gained
Dunbar, and helped him
·n ational prominence as a
find employment as a clerk,
statesmc.n and became worldalso arranging for Dunbar's
renowned. In 1872, he was
public poetry recitals.
nominated for Vice President
Secondly, Douglass colof the United States as
laborated with Ida B. Wells
Victoria Woodhull's running
to organize a boycott of the
mate on the Equal Rights
1893 Exposition and wrote a
Party ticket, even though he
pamphlet "Reasons Why the
did not attend the meeting or
Colored American is not In
campaign for the position.
· the World's Columbian
Furthermore, Douglass
Continued On Next Page
was appointed as a United

as
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Making Florida Prisons More EHective

AFist Full Of Dollars!

T

here are some bad,
've never met the woman.
That, of course, means
bad people locked
But I know her, very well.
nothing to you who don't live
away in prisons all
out in the suburbs and never
Right now, based on the
across Florida. These people
run into rattlesnakes. But
more than 900 job cuts she
deserve to be there and they
may have to
make,
that isn't all. Environmental
Hillsborough
- · County
Protection ~nd Planning are
need
to
be
there.
Administrator Pat Bean
being crit, possibly never to
Rehabilitation of these bad
must be the loneliest person
be seen again, anytime soon.
people is right next to imposin the world. But she
And they Will be followed by
sible. The shame of it all is
shouldn't be lonely, by herthe department, which furthat so many people who
self!
nishes in-house visits to
made one mistake or one use
Stupidity is a smorgasbord.
needy elderly.
of bad judgment is locked in
There's always plenty to go
Thanks to that $200, we
among them.
around. So, get in line·and let
can't afford such antics anyUnfortunately, all too
more. Also say good-bye to
me serve you some. Yes, I'm
often, these people learn to
talking to you, who got bamone quarter of the workforce
be hardened criminals
boozled py local and state
in Code Enforcement. And
because of their contact with
politicians who fooled you
while you're at it, bid adieu to
the really, really hardened.
into voting pall-mall and bigCounty fraud and business
When this writer worked
gledy-piggledy for a "pie-ininvestigation (Ooh, I know
with State Representative
the-sky;" "winner-take-small"
the underworld is · simply
Les Miller, we sponsored a
property tax cut. And what
crazy to hear that)!
bill designed to minimize the
did you get? I'll tell you what
Nonprofit groups are getgood and the bad being .
ting kicked out, too (trying to
you ~ot. YOU GOT TWO
HUNDRED DOLLARS!
get a piece of our $200)! And
locked up in the sanie priBut. don't feel bad. Those
what's going to happen to the
sons.
two hundred dollars your legArts Council and Lowry Park
It is this writer's opinion ·
islative representatives spent
Zoo? NO MORE MONEY
that the time has come for
miqnight
hours
in
WILL THEY GET, AS OF
2011!! lsn'tthat exciting?
Taliahassee to save for you;
hav~ had dividends the likes
But I'm not through!
of which you arid your jealMinority Outreach can forget ·
ous-minded assumptions
it, as far as ·money from the ·
could never have i.ffiagined. · ·
· County is concerned·! And
Uh-oh! Now, you're angry
while we're at it, .Economic ·
bocause• I called you jealous- "' Development will lose a third ·
nihided. Well, if-you hadn't
of its people, and the publi~
been so jealous-minded and
libraries will lose employees,
too! After all, who needs
more afraid about people you
never met making off with
books when society is going
what'you thought was your
to hell? TO HECK WITH
'
..
hard-earned tax dollars, you ·.-- READING,
ANYWAY!
'wouldn't' have · . allowed " Duuuugh!!
any of us have
-smooth-talking, fast-walking,
Indeed, I'm told more surbecome
so arrogant.
jive-time politicians to take
prises await us taxpayers.
We've forgotten what
you down a prim-rose path of
And it's all because of our
it was like in the 1950s and
property tax_cuts ' lmd make . hard-earned two-hundred
.
1960s. We've forgotten being
you believe that what they
dawlerz! AREN'T WE
fed through back doors, win..:
were selling was a Lottery
PROUD OF OURSELVES?
dows, or not even being
ticket in disguise. We tried to ·
So, what's going to hapallowed on the property.
tell you. But you wouldn't lispen to Pat Bean and
ten. So, now, what- have we
Hillsborough County governWe've forgotten about
ment? Well, consider this
got? Well, where should we
'Colored Restrooms," Colored
begin?
possibility. If the -voters at
Only Entrances,' . ·and
Ooh, I'm so exdted! Thanks
home or the legislators in
"Colored Only' businesses.
to that two hundred dollars
Tallahassee don't come to
Now we're in a de-segregated
we got from our loyal
their senses, the government
society and 'playing' on that
of Hillsborough County might
Tallahassee legislators, the
level field everyone talks
County Animal · Servicessoon consist of the County
about. It didn't take 'long to ,.
Department is about to lose
Administrator and 'a laptop! · see that not only is the field . ·
30 percent of its employees.
(Ooh, I'm so excited!!!)
not level,' it has potholes and
is ~~i}l.split ,by cHlture ~n~ , .·
ethp}c background. ·
.
~; - ·;r._ ' B:Ia~~ Americ~n
,.
D~n't fool yom:self into .
contir:-ued from page ·4 -A .
thinking that because things .
appear to be getting .better
Exposition," documenting the · married a white .feminist,
that means they are. With the
progress of Blacks since their ·
Helen Pitts, against both of election of President
arrival in America.
their families' wishes.
Around · ·- this
time,
He died in 1895 and
Douglass constructed rental
reportedly, in 1921, was desighousing for Blacks in the Fells
nated an honorary member of
Point area of Baltimore,
the Alpha Phi Alpha
Maryland. Today, the area is
Fraternity, Incorporated -as
known as Douglass Place and
the first man to receive honis listed on the National
orary membership posthuRegister of Historic Places.
mously.
Late in life (1884),
Now you know what an
Douglass created local and
interesting life Frederick
national controversy when he
Douglass led. Harambee!

I

our legislature to look at this
bill again and make every
effort to enact this bill into
law.
The State of Florida's penal
system is divided into districts. Each district is made
up of individual prisons
located in a defined geographical area. The bill
would designate one prison
in each district as a rehabilitation center or prison.
The designated prison
would be repopulated with
first-time inmates who are
non-violent, good people
who made a mistake and
committed a minor felon.
These centersor .rehab prisons would be equipped with
programs that will provide
an education and ·a skill for
those who need it.
It is my belief that people
in these prisons would. avoid

contact with the "bad guys,"
learn to read, write, count
and learn a skill. It is also my
belief that these inmates will
be able to adapt to living as a
· free person and will less likely return to prison.
The main reason the bill
failed was because legislators
felt that to do so would cost
too much money. I believe
that the savings from exinmates returning to prison
would more than pay for the
prison restructuring. I
believed that this concept
would work · then, and I
believe it will work now.
Today, our prison system is
basically · wa-rehousing
·inmates: By' that I mean we
are locking them up and just
letting them serve out their
time. This must be stopped. I
challenge somebody to make'
· it happen.
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Have We Forgonen What It used To ae·Likeil
.
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Barack Obama, African
The time has caine to' open
school on the history of Black
Americans are supposed to
people in this country. It's
· feel more secure.
The success of some Mrican
important our young people
Americans doesn't mean the
know and understand what
old ideals and system has disdues were paid and why. It's
appeared. It doesn't mea~
also important they ,underthat there 'is :freedom and jus- .
st~nd why certain activities
tice for all.
are in-..abundance in Black
We've had l~ader5 fur~_ugh~. ,. , .·communities.'· , ·
.The struggle that African
out our history ·who've point.:. ·
Americans continue to expeed us in the di~ection they felt . rience has set the stage for an
we needed to go. '
entirely new systein of values
Th_
· ere's no need to be con·
and priorities. No longer can.
cei~JJ. or ~n\mat~d.iJ.Pout the ~ '\Ve"Be'i1am£tand prel:en(fthat'
achievements . ·;,_ African ·
bigotry and 'racism is tolerat:
Americans " have 11 made.
· ed for the sake 'of job or 'a
Th,e,r.e;&.~O,Ao ~d;~o tllink·~ r'pla&'to
t" nc · , <( , ·: ' '
thatlif~:sh~ald;be less com:.· · 1•- 'I~ really hasn't been that
plica ted ·because of these ,.. "long' since the 'playing field
achievements. There is still a
. changed. It's not too late to
lot of work to do, and that's · · ' make it change again, only
evidenced by the. rise in . ·this time; we'll lay ·ili~ pl~n for
Black-on-Black crime. '
what it needs to be. ·
'
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'Between Sisters' Workshop
Targets AIDS Prevention
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

According to statistics, the
HIV Virus is one of the
fastest growing illnesses
among African American
women in Florida. In an
effort to combat the spread of
the disease, the National
Coalition. of 100 Black
Women, Inc., has chosen the
Tampa Chapter of its organization to conduct informative
workshops about the illness
and tips on prevention.
Ms. Marion Cole, President of the National Coalition
of 100 Black Women, Inc.,
Tampa Chapter said, the
organization will sponsor its
second
workshop
on
Saturday, June 13th, at the
CDC of Tampa, Inc., 1907 E.
Hillsborough Avenue. The
workshop will take place
from 9 a.m. until 12 noon and
will include informative sessions and lunch. The event is
free and open to the public.
Ms. Liesta Sykes is the
HIV/AIDS Chairperson for
the Tampa Chapter of the
organization.
Entitled "Between Sisters,"
the workshop will target
women who are heterosexual,
non-drug users, and over the
age of 16. "It is very impor-

MS. MARlON COLE

MS. LIESTA SYKES

President, National Coalition of
100 Black Women, Inc.,
Tampa Bay Chapter

HIV/AIDS Chairperson,
National Coalition of 100 Black
Women, Inc., Tampa Bay Chapter

tant that everyone attends.
No one is exempt from
lllV/AIDS. We are encouraging parents to come and bring
their teenage children. We
want grandparents there also
because many of them are
raising their grandchildren."
"We were fortunate to
receive this mini-grant
because it will allow us to
educate, and heighten awareness oflllV/AIDS testing and
prevention. People think that
because they are non-drug
users or heterosexual that
they cannot get the disease.
That is simply not true.
"We want parents to come
and bring their teenagers

because some teenagers feel
that if they are involved in
oral sex that they are not sexually active. However, what
they don't know is that they
can con tract HIV through
oral sex," she said.
Ms. Cole said two of the
reasons why the epidemic is
taking a toll on African
American women is because
of not getting tested early
and not receiving treatment
once diagnosed. She also said
that professional women are
also at risk of contracting the
disease.
Known as lllV, The Human
Immunodeficiency Virus precedes the AIDS disease.
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Mother Of Murder Victim Calls
Son's Death 'A Real Trauedv'

....
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Willinda Green said she
will be the first person to tell
you she's made mistakes in
her life. But when she got
news of the death of her son,
Cedric, she fell into depression and is still recovering.
Cedric Green, 36, was
found shot to death inside a
car on May 28th. Police have
arrested Maruice Allen,
27, as a suspect in Green's
murder. A second suspect is
still being sought.
Ms. Green said her son
was the father of 8 children
and the family had to scrape
up funds to cover his funeral.
"I was able to get some
money from a friend, but his
daughter,
17 -year-old
Jessica and her brother
went out and raised $390.
God is good."
Ms. Green said she
doesn't know the young man
being held for her son's murder.
"What I do know is drugs
and greed are behind
Cedric's death.
I was on drugs for 20 years ·
and I've been clean for 13
years. That was a tough time
in my life, and I know what
the environment is like."
Ms. Green said after she
got the news of her eldest
child's death, she stopped
eating for 6 days.

"I last
saw him Mother's
Day. He
had
his
problems
and was
v e r y
aggressive.
Growing
up in the
Child's CEDRIC GREEN
Park area
...father of
had quite
8 children
an influ. ence on his life and the people he associated with.
"I tried to teach Cedric
how to protect his sister and
two brothers. I think his
death is part of the way
things go in the streets."
Ms. Green said she ·
doesn't blame herself for
what. happened to Cedric,
but she said she believes he
was trying to change.
"He was trying to get back
into school. I believe he had
grown tired of that life and
started seeing the dangers."
A wake for Cedric Green
will be held from 5 p.m. until
8 p.m. at the Zion Hill
Mortuary. Services have
been scheduled for Saturday,
11 a.m., at Macedonia Free
Will Baptist Church in St.
~
Petersburg.
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In past years, Radio Station WTMP -Tampa hal been the vanguard voice of the
- African American Community. New ownership
and manage~ent have created a vacuum and·~ of that voice. We are literally "excluded" from information that serves us
best.
~

On the interim, the Michelle B. Patty Personal lnjuryShow has always allowed different individuals to become guests to allo~
them to share and provide imp~rtant information·pertinent to our community interests. However, none of the guests ever had to
_pay ·for anything; the cost .was always covered by myself and this was an investment that was worthwhile if it would keep our
community educated and informed. I have been a Community Activist and leader most of my adult life and share in the sufferings and assault upon it.
Unfortunately, the new owners have accused me of "slandering" someone on my radio show. This is an allegation that is without foundation and I have a tape which substantiates my innocence. In addition to the tape, we have hundreds, if not thousands
of audience listeners that heard the same show! My show was cancelled without probable cause, but we in the community be.
lieve that this is censorship and does a disservice to the entire listening audience.
I have great co~cern. that for the fut~re of ~ur y~ung people who will be subjected to distorted and filtered information from
this station rather than the truth, As a community, we need to accept every opportunity to help our youth progress and not di- ·
_______ ___ . ______ ____
;,,. ,,.
·,
- ~,
• g~ss. .
A three-hour meeting with 'NTMP management last week did not yield any positive results. They were stoic and unresponsive
.to these false allegations. In an attempt to"clear my name and -reconcile this situation, I pulled my Pickett supporters and also
held my Florida Sentin~l advertisemenfs.J;ye·n though these allegations are-false, I was still willing to work with the own~rs of
WTMP to come to some type of resolution to unify the community.
.·
.
.
. '~ ·
In WTMP's attempt to appease the community and not rectify the situation, they are boosting the fact of having the syndicated
radio programs such as the Tom Joyner Morning Show and the Michael Basden Show on the air. Although these are very admirable shows, they cannot and do not address the needs of the local community.
,
·
·
.
.
As _such, in the face of censorship for our community, we shall continue to boycott WTMP-Tampa Bay and ·its sponsors until
an amicat?le result is achieved ..The tape reveals the truth and is offered to anyone who cares to listen to it.
·
··
'

Because of my love, support and dedication for our community, I will continue in the spirit of the late, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. to stand against any and all injustices that plague our community.
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HELP TO INSURE NO FURTHER INJUSTICE BY TURNING OFF WTMP 1150 AM!
PdAdv.
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EVANGELINE BEST
ETCRP Chairperson
The East Tampa Community
Revitalization Partnership will
be holding their meeting on
Tuesday, June 9th, 6:30 .m., at
the Ragan Park Community
Center, 1200 East Lakd
Avenue.
Chairperson,
ETCRP
Evangeline Best, said it's
important that the public
attend this meeting, as a lot of
information will be available
on safety initiatives, and new
projects underway in East
Tampa.

Business
Workshop
Focuses on
Regional ·
Economv
On Thursday, June nth,
members of the business community will gather for an
ongoing business workshop·.
The event will take place at the
Tampa Convention Center,
with registration beginning at
8a.m.
'·
The seminar, which is free to
the public, will feature an aliday segment from th~ Tampa
International Airport. Subcontractors will have an
opportunity to meet and network with general contractors,
construction management,
engineering, and architectural
firms in the Tampa Bay area.
The workshop will focus on
financing, cash flow, marketing, arid conducting business
with the government. Entitled
the Tampa.Bay Area Business
Expo,
the. b theme
is
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· Conquer your cash management challenges online.

)>

With Online Cash ManagerSM you can have peace of mind - that's because everything is right in front of you,
online, in real time. You can view all of your _accou~ts at on~e, easily transferring money between busi~esS
checking accounts and convnerciallines of credit, even between business and ~rsonal ~ccounts. You also
get the added security t~t your business is being protected from fraud. More sec';lrity means less panfc. ·
'And less panic means more productivity. To learn more, call866.587.1780 or speak to your SunTrust banker.

. ;_._(_ You can wtn'a.FREE ~ear ofSunTrust bu~tness solution~ and ~r~. *
Enter the Solid Performance Contest at suntrust.comlbusfness.
i.

.

·.t:l

1.

';~

..
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"Strengthening
Our
Regional Economy."
The Minority and Sma11
Business Multi-Jurisdictional
Regional Task Force is hosting
the workshop. The task force is
comprised of government
agencies throughout the
Tampa Bay who engage in economic development activities
to maximize opportunities and
to increase the economic welfare of minority and sma11
businesses.
·
To obtain additional information or to register call (813)
914-4028, #4; or visit the web_site at https: 1/sbic.hillsboroud;lcounty.org.

111~

Cash Management

StiNTRusT
Financing Solutions

Retirement Solutions

Live Solid. Bank Solid;

Deposit products and services are offered through Sun Trust Bank, Member FDIC.

Securities and Insurance Products and Services: Are not FDIC or any other Government Agency Insured · Are not Bank Guaranteed • May Lose Value
©2009 Sun Trust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federany registered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc. Live Solid. Bank Solid. is a service mark of SunTrust Banks,
·
Inc. ·~o purchase or other obligation required to enter.
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Mother Upset over Son's Reported Gang Association
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel Staff Writer

Harriet Doster is still trying to deal with the pain of
the death of her nephew,
Kwane Doster. Although
an arrest was made in
Kwane's murder, the
charges were later dropped
an~ the suspect released.
In the midst of all this, Ms.
Doster has been trying to
find answers for how her son
was sentenced to 21 years in
federal prison on drug
charges.
Her son, Durwood Gwyn,
33, was charged in February
2008 with several drug
charges. However, according
to Ms. Doster, the charges

were referred over to federal
jurisdiction that result~d in
her son's lengthy sentence.
"His charges were enhanced
when the decision was made
to change his drug charges
from state to federal.
"I think some deal was
made or a favor granted.
Durwood was arrested by
Tampa Police and he does
have prior drug charges.
But, I don't think it warranted the sentenced he
received."
Ms. Doster believes that
the reason her son's case was
given over to the federal government is because of his
alleged gang affiliation.
"My son was not a part of
any gang. That was assumed

HARRIET DOSTER

DURWOOD GWYN

because he knew some guys
who were part of a gang. I
think if he had been represented by a paid attorney
instead of a public defender,

this wouldn't have happened."
·- Ms. Doster said 'she wants
to join a group of local
women who are fighting
Mandatory
Minimum
Sentencing guidelines.
"That law only affects
African Americans. I think it
was put in place only to get
the Black men off the street.
They have other ways of
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HANDS OF GOD
MINISTRIES, INC.

w

2918 East ·27th'Avenue

~
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fig hting drugs, bu t they
want to lock up all of our
young men. That's not fai r
and it's time something is
done about it."
Ms. Doster said she's in
favor of helping others create
a petition to submit to the
government, asking for legislation to end this kind of sentencing.
"When you lock up a young
Black man for 21 years on
drug charges and let a white
guy go for doing the same
thing, you quickly see what ·
the plan is.
"If we don't speak up, this
will keep happening. The
government will do whatever
it wants to show that they
are getting drugs off the
·street. What I want to know
is what are they doing to
keep drugs out of the country?"
Ms. Doster said she hasn't ·
given up efforts to get her
son's sentence reduced, and
hopes that she and others
are successful in getting a
bill passed to end Mandatory
Minimum Sentencing.
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Rainbow Ministries
Church pr God In Christ
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1405 Park Street
Seffner, FL 33584
813-933-2404
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CHURCH LAW SEMINAR
•.Incorporation.
• Criminal. Liability,
• IRS Issues · -..
• Ciyil Liability ~·
•·Sexual Offender-Wars
•'50-1(c)3.:,~tat~s~ · :_ · · -:·.. .
•·Beq.uests To The Church
•.Trustee & Steward Respon~i

· Pastor:

And PASTOR & ElDER
DOROTHY FERGUSON

ELDER JOSEPH B. GREEN

Sunday:
Sunday School 10 A.M.
Praise &Worship/
Morning Service 11 A.M.
Evening Service 6 P.M.
Wednesday:
Bible Study 7 P.M.
Friday
Evangelist Night 7 P.M.

MISSIONARY CHERYL GREEN

First Lady:

Weekly Worship Schedule
Sunday School- 9:30A.M.
SundayMorniDgWonhip- nA.M.
Monday Morning Prayer- 9 A.M.
· WednesdayN'JihtWorship
Prayer Service 7 P.M.
Bible Study 7:30 P.M.
Saturday Morning Prayer
WarriOI'I Service
Every Seeond Sat. Of Each Month

"Fulfilling The Vision Tlrroug/IFaith •

!.

Speaker:

Reverend
Andre Wright
Douglas, GA
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Tampa Native Is West Point Graduate
Virginia; Delegate (2008 ) to
the National Conference on
Ethics in America; 2009
Outdoor Army vs . Navy
Shot Put Champion; Indoor
Patriot League Title in the
Shot Put; and ranks 4th All-

(11

Time History in the shot
~l

N

g

Offic e r White received co
her West Point nomination
from
former
U.S.
Congressman Jim Davis, of
the 11th District in Florida.

HELP WANTED

Sales Reps Needed - Will Train
International Association Of Benefits Corporate
Vice President, Bobby Rhodes Presenting And
Introducing The New Smarter Ways To Healthcare.
You, Your Business, Family And Friends Are Invited.

June 6th • 8:30A.M.- Please R.s.v.P. By 6/5/09
Second Lieutenant Geryah White is shown with her family outside the Cadet Banquet Hall:
William Clinton White (brother), Evangelist Ann Sankey-White (mother), and community
activist, Rev. Gerald White (father). The family members attended the graduation, the Cadet
Banquet and Dance, the Cadet Parade and the Awards Program.

On Saturday, May 23,
2009 ,
Tampa
native
Geryah Anneece White
graduated from the United
States Military Academy at
West Point, New York. She
received the Bachelor of
Science degree and became
a 2nd Lieutenant Officer in
the U.S. Army.
In a special ceremony,
Rev.
Gerald
White
(father),
along
with
Evangelist Ann SankeyWhite (mother) and maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Jimmie Fletcher "Pinned"

the Commission Officer
Bars on 2nd Lt. White.
This summer, Officer
White, who has branched
"Signal," will begin training
in Communications in
Georgia. Afterwards, she
will return to West Point to
serve as an assistant Track
and Field coach.
She was recognized as an
"Exceptional Graduate,"
which guarantees her the
option to attend a fullyfunded, fully-salaried, fulltime future graduate degree
program at any institute of

Jones (813) 294-2214
Anna (813) 205-5964
Brown (813) 516-9031

Win Gate Hotel
Conference Room
3751 E. Fowler Ave. • Tampa, FL

her choosing.
Included among Officer
Geryah White's many
West Point achievements
are: Undergraduate Fellow
with the Center for the
Study of Presidency;
President of the Cadet
Gospel Choir; Captain of the
Women's Track Team; Most
Valuable Player, Women's
Track Team; Professional
Military Ethics Education
Officer; Company Academic
Tutor; Summer Internship
(Washington, D. C.) with
Rep. Bobby Scott · of
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Mt. Calvary SDA Church Music Dept. Ministry Presents:
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Ministries Respqnslble For Ananclal Reports
During Pastor's Anniversary
Friday • Juna 5th • Pastor's Aide Ministry
Wednesday • June 1Oth • Choir Ministry
(A Word from the Pastor)
Friday • June 12th • Women's Ministry &
Evangelists & Missionaries
Sunday • June 14th • 11 a. m.
New Hannony • Ushers Ministry
Sunday • June 14th • 4 p. m. - Trustee Ministry
Friday • June 19th • Sunday School &
. Youth Ministries
Saturday • June 20th • Individual Gifts .

tctory Tem:Qle Outreach Ministries
Pastor Laytecia McKinney
.
7633 N~ ~~fh Stt:<;et. TAJDpa, FL 33617
~
(813) 989-1863
· www. victorytempleoutreach.com

,~
. ~-~"
- ~ . ~--7~-;,r,~
20(!.9 V)t)rHnen,~

~ ·

June 9th Thru June 13, 2009
At 7:30 P.M. Nightly

For mote ihformation cohtactJeanette>Btown, Music Dir.ector: (813) 787-5782
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Dr. Marvin johnson
Minister Of Music
Piano, Organ Keyboard

Local

3111 Ybor St., Tampa,FL 33605
(813} 248-5955

Mother savs Dancing came
Natural For Her Daughter

I Also ReP.air And Tune
Pianos And Organs
For More Info Call:

386-569-4125
or

386-597-7432
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF
PROGRESS VILLAGE
8616 Progress Blvd., Tampa, FL 33619
• Church Office: (813) 677-1948
• Pastors Office: (813) 672-0389
• Academy Office: (813) 677-5988
• Fax: (813) 672-0514
• E-Mail: fbcopv@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday School o 9:30A.M.
Morning Worship o11 A.M.
Bible Study • Tues. o 7:30 P.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

·

Sl Mark Missionary Baptist Church
7221 S. Sherrill Street
Port Tampa, Florida 33616
(813) 839-5263

DR. SAM MAXWELL, SR.,
Senior Teaching Pastor
AdufVChilrfren Worship Times
7:30A.M. & 10:55 A.M.
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Sunday-9:45A.M. ~Adult &
Youth/ Children
Tuesday- 11 A.M. -Adult
Wednesday- 7 P.M. - Youth/ Children
7:30 P.M. Adult

Sunday Mo~ Worship- 10:55 A.M.

A Satellite Campus For Faith Bible Institute
Growing The Churcll For Global Change
{Acts 1:8, Rom. 1:8, 1 Tiles. 1 8)

Transportation Services Available

· Seffner.'FL, 33584
.

·.

·

(813) 371-3758
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. ST~ JOHN CATHEDRAL
WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
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3401 E. 25th Avennue, Tampa, FL (Corner Of 34th St. & 25th Ave.)
Phone: (813} 248-3737 Or {813) 248-3651 Fax: 242-8076
· Careline: 248-HELP
Bishop Eddie Hewkilt<, Sr. Pastor

Sunday:

a:·
g Tuesday:
u..

8:00 A. M. Spiritual Enrichment
9:45A.M. Sunday Sohqol/ Orientation
10:45 Worship Service .
(Youth Church 2nd And 3rd Sundays)
12:00 Noon Intercessory
Prayer w!Bible Study

Wednesday: 5:30 P. M. Free Tutoriai
6:45P.M. Adult &Youth Mid Week Service
Email Us At
stjministries@aol.com
Mission Statement:
"A Church of the inner city
reachingout to the community
by ministering to the
whole man."
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. Outreach Ministry:
NOAH COMMUNITY, INC./
HOUSEOFLYDIA

Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship -11 A.M.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday-7:30P.M.
"To Know Christ And ToMek., Clvtst Known" .

*.Ciuuch School* 10 a.m. Each Sunday
*Sunday .Morning Worship* 1~ :1. m.
~ Biblt:. Study * 7 p. ni_. Each Tuesday Night

Dir•·t:tiol\~: 2 liloc·ks East ofWaJ-Mar1. (Mango) on W. Dr. MU;:. Jr. Blvd. and \\•\ ,
Ute Churc·h is on tile Tdt
·
.,..,
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there wasn't a dry eye in
the house. That really surprised me."
Ms. Kennedy said Tia
danced last year, but she
couldn't · see her performances.
"I spent a lot of time in
the hospital last year. But,
this year is different. -I'm
determined to not miss any
of her performances this

REV. ANTHONY GREENE, Pastor
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D.

4025 W. Palmetto St.¥ 879-1351

Bible Study - 6:30 P.M.
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daughter, Tia.

Wecfnesday Night Prayer Service &

UNITY
.A.M.E. CHURCH
1013 W. Dr. Martin Luther King; Jr., Blvd.

BISHOP EDDIE NEWKIRK And
PASTOR AUDREY NEWKIRK

Teasha Kennedy and her

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF LINCOLN GARDENS
*Building On A Firm Foundation*
Sunday Scbool- 9:309\.M.

· · Cqm~ share with.~lS the·
NEW THING God is doing!

a:

No one is prouder of Tia
Kennedy than her mom,
Teasha . The 8-year-old
Booker T. Washington student recently participated
in a showcase of talent that
was held at Howard W.
Blake, and performed a
praise and worship dance.
Her mother was shocked at
the reaction of the people in
attendance.
"As she was dancing, I
noticed how everyone was
really locked in on her.
When she finished, everyone was very emotional and

year.!'

.

Ms. Kennedy said she
knew Tia had some tal~nt,

'

WOMEN GJANONG EVOLVll\G AND MAlliRING

but she didn't know it
would be dancing.
"' think this came natural
for her.
"She's always been a
great child, but now she
touches so many people
with her dancing. I never
thought her dancing would
have that kind of effect on
people."
Ms. Kennedy said Tia
has been invited to five different churches to perform
her dance.
"I'm very proud of her.
W e:ve been through so
much over the past 3 years.
In 2007, Tia suffered
severe burns on her entire
body 'and recovered from
that. Last year, she and my
other kids thought I wasn't
going to make it because of
all the time I spent in the
hospital."
Ms. Kennedy said she
thinks Tia's dancing is a
way for her to express herself and deal with all the
things that are going on
around her.

Reporter Leon B. Crews
can b,e reached at (813)
2jl8-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews@jlsentineLcom.
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Zeta Phi Beta Sororitv Presents Sir Debonair/Sir Lord Presentation
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DR. F. M. LEMONS
Basileus

PR. JULIA BARNES
· Choreographer

SHERIKOON
Choreography

MR. RUFUS LEWIS
Humanitarian Of The Year

BETIY KINSEY
Chair

Beta Sigma Zeta Chapter
of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
Inc, is actively preparing for .
the 29th Annual Sir
Debonair/Sir
Lord
Presentation, featuring
"Men of the 21st Century."
The elegant charitable
benefit will be held at the
newly decorated Clarion

Hotel, 2701 E. Fowler Ave.
on Sunday, June 14, 2009, 5
p. m. F. Michelle Lemons,
M. D., Basileus; Betty
Kinsey, Dr. Elaine Lee
and the Zetas have an exciting evening planned.
The audience will be kept
to an element of surprise as
the commentators uniquely

unfold the program and present a group of handsome
and skillful young men who
will take center stage with
grace, dignity and style to
meet the Tampa Bay community.
The choreography is under
the directio.n of Dr. Julia
Barnes, an instructor at
Young Middle School, and
Ms. Sheri Koon. Both are
renowned
and
noted
pageant organizers/directors. Ms. Koon, an alumnae
of
Bethune-Cookman
University, is a former Zeta
Archonette and organizer/director of many of the local
pageants. She is currently
Director of Sales at the
Clarion Hotel.
The Zetas celebrate Rufus
M. Lewis, noted community
leader and National Black

Golf Hall of Farner, who is
this year's recipient of Zeta's
Distinguished Humanitarian Award . He is an
agent of positive change and
a man of many hats.
Currently, Mr. Lewis is
making final arrangements
to open a new golf school for
all ages: Your Creative
Swing.
The presentation is created to recognize young male
youth who have potentials
to become tomorrow's leaders. During the "Debonair
Season," these young men
attended workshops and
met outstanding AfricanAmerican male role models
who shared their experiences on the road to success,
and gave advice to help the
contestants stay the course
in an effort to attain their

goals. Role models who
shared with the contestants
were Edward Stone,
David Harris, Rufus
Lewis, Brother Daryl
Richardson and Howard
Harris among others.
The 2008 Sir Debonair,
Tenoderick Bunts and
2008 Sir Lord, Dy'Kota
Davis will take their last
stroll and relinquish the
"Royal Throne" to one of the
contestants listed.
The community is cordially invited to support these
young men, role models,
community service and
scholarship programs sponsored by the sorority. The
attire is dressy.
Tickets may be purchased
from contestants or sorors.

NEWTESTAMENTM. B. CHURCH
11530WalkerRd., Thonotosassa

REV. JOHN D. ANDERSON, Pastor
Choir#1 Family will be hosting 2 June events:

June 17, 2009

''

Sale

·

Time: 11 a.m.- 3 p.m. for Each Event
Pleasecall(813)986-3971 fororders&directions
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Jurisdiction of Southwestern Florida
,
· Church of God In Christ
11th Ann~al Auxiliaries~ In Ministry Convention
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For The Wee
pTo Key West

. With
Temple A.M. E. Zion
Trip On Deluxe Geo Tours

$15.00
ng Tampa Thursday Evening, June
1 0:00 P.M. & Returning June 29th.
·tn"·"""""·"'"""'""f Persons Would Need To Make Their
Hotel Reservations. (Ust Of Hotels Available)

More Information Call (813) 248-0140

Deacon Bennie Smith - Jurisdictional Minister of Music
Elder Robert Douglas ... Jurisdictional Missions President
Elder Theadore Hill - Jurisdictional Evangelism President
Evang. Beve!'fy "T:IW!or - Jurisdictional Elect-ladY. Evangelism
Elder' Craig Srilalley- Jurisdictional YPWW President
Mi~. Usa Seav - Jurisdictional Chairlady YPWW
Elder Roosevetf Dunbar - Jurisdictional Sunday School Supt.
Sister Cecilia Otis - Jurisdictional Sunday School Field Representative
Elder Roosevelt Watkins - AIM Chairman
Mother Alberta M. Baker - Jurisdictional Supervisor Women Department
Bishop Matthew Williams - Jurisdictional Prelate
·

All services will be held at Brown Memorial Church
of God In Christ- 2313 E. 27th Ave., Tampa, FL 33805
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Night Club To Host
'Old School' Fridav Events
There is a group of people
who are concerned about the
lack of places for older
adults to go for entertainment.
Putting their heads
together~ C-Hampton and
DJ Billy D will be presenting "Old School Fridays",
beginning this Friday at Sin
City (formerly The Sugar
Shack),
5634
East
Hillsborough Avenue. Doors
will open at 9 p.m.
DJ Billy D, a member of
the · Golden Hawks II
Motorcycle Club, has been
an icon at the Horseshoe
Lounge on Chelsea for 11
years.
"Now, we want to take it
back to the old school when
people respected ~ach other

C-RAMPTON AND DJ BILLY D

<

Survivor, Inc.
Underwood
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Amazing Results
Seeing Is Believing
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Instant
Transformation
While Losing Weight
In The Process

and had a good time in a
safe environment. We all
remember when you could
go out and not worry about
yiolence. We're trying to
bring those days back."
C-Hampton, who is also
an artist, said they are out
to bring a taste of quality to
Friday nights.
"We know others have
tried to stage events for the
older crowd · on Friday
nights, but none of them
seem to last. We're here to
stay, and we know it all
depends on what we bring to
the stage and how comfortable the patrons feel."
As a point of security, all
patrons; especially the
ladies, will be escorted to
and
;from their vehicles.
1
, . There will also be plenty of
security inside and outside
the club.
·
For more information on
Sin City and their Old
School Friday events, call
(813) 410-0881, or (813) 6107654 .
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
crews@jlsentinel.com.

MALORY
The Spotlight this week shines directly on the
lovely Malory. This young lady loves hanging out
with her friends, and has no problem partying
when the scene is right. !'Jialory is very unique in
the way she treats others an~ what she expects
of others. She can be very demanding, while at
.the same time patient enough to give you the
space you need. When it comes to the man in
her life, Malory said he must possess qualities
. that put him -above all ·other men and yet still
maintain respect for her. He .also must have
goals set for his life and have a sense of humor.

Abe Brown Ministries, Inc.
Family Trip Schedule

2nd ~day Trip

$25.00/PERSO~HILDREN: $12.50

23 v~ars- Of s~rvice

eed Our Children
Ministries, Inc.
P.O. Box 290415 • Tampa, FL 33687
(813) 784-1021
FeedOurChildren.org

PASTOR MOSES BROWN

#1 DEPARTURE: 5:00A.M.
#2 DEPARTURE: 7:00 A.M.
11
#1
Hamilton Annex &Work Camp................ Marion C.l. & Work Csmp..........Lowell, FL
...................................................Jasper, FL Lowell C.l. &Work Camp...........LqweR, FL
Madison C.l. &Work Camp................;.... .. Gainesville C.l. & Work camp...................
........................................,. ........Madison, FL ...............................................Gainevilie, FL
Jefferson C.I........................Monticello, FL Putnam C.I...........:............East Palatka, FL
12
FCI Tallahassee................Tallahassee, FL Hernando C.I..........................Brooksville, FL
-Sumter C.l. & Work Camp.........Bushnell, F
Coleman FCI.. ...........................:Coleman, F
3rd Saturday Trip
$25.00/PERSON* CHILDREN: $12.50
3rd Sunday Trip
DEPARTURE: 5:00A.M. .
$50.00/PERS~ CHILDREN: $25.00
DEPAR. . 4:00A.M.
Quincy Annex............: .............Quincy, FL 11
.
. Gadsden Cart. Faclllty..............Quincy, FL Taylor C.l. &Work camp................Perry, FL
Uberty C.I....................................Brtstol, FL Wakulla C.I.........................Crawfordsvllle, FL
12
.
River Junction Work Camp......................
Levy Forestry Camp......................Bristol, FL
......................................Chattahoochee ' FL Lancaster CI
Trenton FL
Franklin C.I...........................Carabel~, FL Cross City c.i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::c~
FL
Mayo C.I...........................................Mayo, FL

citi,

PLEASE CONTACT THE MINISTRY OFFICE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
'Each trip requires that the ride!s anive at the Ministry one-half hour eartier than departure.

LOCATION: -2921 N. 29th ~treet • ~amp_a, FL ·PHONE: (813) 247·3285

~c

All About You

ITo MV love, MV Soul Mate I luke Fa~~r.uke son I I Honor Roll
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TERRANCE And
THURSTON
Happy birthday Thurston,
Sweetpea.
With much love from, your
lil sister.

JERICKA IRVIN
Grade7

JERRY IRVIN
4th Grade

Congratulations! Good luck as you strive to reach your
goals in life.
Love, grandma, Betty Irvin; and father, Jerry Irvin.

SHELLY And CARL (CHELLO)
God has woven our lives together, entwining the strands
that are you, that are me. Your prayers are mine to form
something greater, stronger and more beautiful than the two
of us.
We started out, much like all lovers do, with twinkle in
our eyes and burning passion, but we had a big something
extra on our side - faith.
- We found in each other an answer to our prayers and a soul
mate to share our hopes and dreams, our sorrow and our
joys.
By trusting in the Lord and turning to Him, together we
found the kind of life that leads to deep, lasting love, the kind
that never bums out. Praise the Lord! In you, I've found my
forever.
Happy birthday. Love. Carl (Chello).

Congratulations
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YVONNE GREEN
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Happy birthday to our
mom, world's greatest. She
will be 55 on June 9, and
she's still got swagger.
Love, your baby girl,
Sen ita.
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STEPHANIE t. YOUNG

~bs[

Weatherization Works
in Florida

nns

Congratulations, Stephanie L. Yonng (standing with her
9 til
:,.., sister, c amt"11 e, left). Class of 2009 graduate of Freedom
. High School. May God's will and presence be in all you do.
.
I love you and I'm proud of you ... your dad!
,.,.,

0

weath-er-i-za-tion:
To make (a house or other building)
secure against heat, cold, or stormy
weather, as by adding insulation,
reinforcing windows and stopping
all forms of air infiltration.

Congrats
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. The Tampa Hillsborough Action Plan's
(THAP) Weatherization Progra~ .is a f~erally
funded progtam that focuses on Jncr~mg the
energy efficiency of homes, thus lowering the
home's energy burden (monthly electric bill).
This is a FREE program for low-income f~mi. and priority is given to the elderly, dJs1~~
12
abled, and families with children under age
'
Jiving in the home.
THAP's Weatherization Assistance Program
serves Hillsborough and Polk counties. .
Call NOW to find out if you qualify for this
FREE program.and get your name on our service waiting list!

· Hillsborough & Polk Counties
Hillsborough County Office: (813) 626-4926
Fax: (813) 626-9695
Polk County Office: (863) 519-4444
Fax (863) 519-4440
Toll Free: (866) 378-8228
Email: tsewelll O@hotmail.com

TAMPA HILLSBOROUGH

ACTION PLAN, INC.

MS. LILLIE

MS. LILLIE (Teacher)
And MS. JENNIFER -

Congratulations to Ms. Lillie, who graduated on 5/31 fromnursing school. It takes faith to achieve goals. It also takes
strength for dedications. So, as far as the negativity that
thought she would )lot prosper, she's well done.
Good job. "Congrats."
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Ten Star All Star
Basketball Camp
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Towards Bucs' Staneril
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emerged as a star with the
Tigers. Jackson is currently
5-3 with a 2.54 ERA.
His fastball clocked at 93
MPH with the Rays is up to
98 MPH with the Tigers. In
addition, Jackson has developed a nasty slider. The Rays
knew Edwin was a future
star, but the Rays had too
many starting pitchers with
talent.

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers
signed Luke McCowan and
told him the quarterback job
was his. Then they signed
veteran quarterback Byron
Leftwich, a one-time starter
for the Jacksonville Jaguars.
The Bucs have been busy
with pre-season workouts.
Leftwich has made a huge
impression on Bucs' coaches
and players.
Leftwich has been so
impressive that I would dare
say if the season started
tomorrow, Leftwich would
be the quarterback. I know
that there is a long way to go
before the first game and the
starting quarterback job is up
for grab~. For the· time being
though, Byron Leftwich is
the man.

Lakers vs. Magic
The National Basketball
championship is now front
and center. What was supposed to be a Kobe Bryant LeBron James, Los Angeles
Lakers vs. the Cleveland
Cavaliers battle has had a
script change. It is now Kobe
vs. Dwight Howard, Lakers
vs. the Orlando Magic. But
don't put the Lakers' name on
the championship trophy, yet.
The Magic are a tough team
and very difficult to· match-up
with. Dwight will dominate
inside and a slew of shooters
will surround the perimeter,
ready to fire and make the
three-point shot.

Jackson Finds Home
In Detroit
Former Tampa Bay Rays
starting pitcher, Edwin
Jackson was traded to the
Detroit Tigers after last season. The Tigers are not as
good of a baseball team as the
Rays, but Jackson has

Final applications are now
being evaluated for the Ten
Star All Star Summer
Basketball Camp. This camp
is by invitation only. Boys
and Girls ages 10-19 are eligible to apply.
Past participants included:
Michael Jordan, Tim
Duncan, Vince Carter,
Jerry Stackhouse, Grant
Hill and Antawn Jamison.
Players from 50 states and
11 foreign countries attended the 2008 camp. College
basketball scholarships are
possible for players selected
to the All-American Team.
Camp locations include:
Babson Park, FL; Phoenix,
AZ;
Gainesville.
GA;
Champaign, IL; Glassboro,
NJ; Ithaca, NY; Marietta,
OH;
Lebanon,
TN:
Commerce,
TX;
and
Blacksburg, VA.
There is also a summer
camp available for boys and
girls ages 9-18 of all skill levels. • ·
For a FREE brochure on
these Summer Camps,
please call (704) 373-0873
ANYTIME or visit www .tenstarcamp.com.

lebron Has Benign Growth
Removed From Jaw
In 5-Hour Operation
CLEVELAND - - The
Cleveland Cavaliers say
LeBron James has had a
benign growth removed from
his jaw at the Cleveland
Clinic.
The team says the surgery
took five hours on Tuesday,
and James has been aware
of the medical issue for several months, but ·opted to
postpone the surgery until
the NBA season was over.
James is recovering at the
Cleveland Clinic and will
soon be returning horne to
his family.
The team says doctors

LEBRON JAMES

believe James will make a
complete recovery and will
not require any further
treatment.

Obama: lakers·Over
· Magic ·In Six
WASHINGTON- OK, Mr. President, let's see how you
do picking the pro game.
Barack Obama was on his way to the Marine One helicopter on the South Lawn on Tuesday when a reporter shouted a question. The topic: Who is going to win the NBA championship, the Los Angeles Lakers or the Orlando Magic?
Said the smiling president: "Lakers in six, I think." In
sports terms, that means the Lakers will win the best-ofseven series in six games. The series began yesterday
(Thursday).
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Enterprises II

WANTS TO HELP YOU PREPARE BEFORE A HURRICANE!
TIPS TO REMEMBER* Have a fully ·charged cell phone
Have an extra cell phone battery·
Have a car cell phone-charger

*

Have,a cell~phone \\lith textinessagirig and GPS capabilities- these .systems
' wili work eyeri if you loose your ability to talk
* Pre-program emergency numbers- fire, rescue, police, hospitals & utilities
* Pre-program.
evacuation numbers- family, hotels along evacutation routes
.
.
* Pre-program yout insurance company's phone number
.
* Pre-program weather information
* Use youf-teell phone camera to photo any storm. damage to your property
.

;

'

CELL PHONES ARE A. NECESSITY IN
EMERGENCY SITUATIONS!
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Patriots Safetv
Harrison Retires

RODNEY HARRISON

FOXBOROUGH, Mass. Two-time Pro Bowl safety
Rodney
Harrison
announced his retirement
on Wednesday, saying he is
through hitting quarterbacks after a 15-year career
for the New England
Patriots and San Diego
Chargers.
"I'm done," he said in a
conference
call
with

reporters. "And I'm very
much at peace with that.
Football has been good to
me; I worked hard and I
played hard."
The 36-year-old Harrison
holds the NFL record for
defensive backs with 30-1/2
sacks; he also has 34 interceptions, making him the
only player to have at least
30 of each. But the numbers
only.rtell part of the story
about a player who had a
reputation as one of the
hardest hitters in the
league - and one of the
dirtiest, too.
"People have called me a
dirty player. I'm a very passionate player," Harrison
said. "I also understand
that this is not volleyball.
This is a very violent, physical game, and if you hit
someone in the mouth,
they're not going to be your
friend. That's what the
game offootball is."

Marshall Will Not
Be Suspended

BRANDON MARSHALL

ENGLEWOOD, Colo ..Brandon Marshall is free -l
to play the entire 2009 sea~
son, providing his surgically
repaired hip allows it.
Marshall l earned
Tuesday he won't face disciplinary action from the NFL
. over his latest . arrest in
domestic dispute.
League spokesman Greg
Aiello said that the Denver

a

Broncos' Pro Bowl receiver
has been notified that :no
punishment is forthcoming
as the result of his arrest in
Atlanta on March 1 that
stemmed from a fight with
his new fiance.
Charges were dropped the
next day when Marshall
and his fiance, Michi
Leshase
N ogamiCampbell, refused to testify against each other. .
"Brandon is thrilled,"
Marshall's lawyer, Harvey
Ste inberg, said. "I'v e
always maintained that the
NFL would treat us fairly.
We felt if they took the time
to do a thorough investigation, which they did, there
. would be no basis for discipline. That was the finding.
We're thrilled."
Steinberi said Marshall
received a letter from commissioner Roger Goodell
_clearing him but also cautioning him to steer clear of
trouble.

Magic's Howard
Donates 20K And
New Shoes To Kids

Orlando Mauic Plavers
Have Pricev Homes

SEMINOLE COUNTY,
Fla. - The Orlando Magic
left for Los Angeles on
Tuesday for Game 1
against the Los Angeles
Lakers and players like
Dwight Howard and
Rashard Lewis are turning into household names
in Orlando.
DWIGHT HOWARD
WFTV reporter Daralene
Jones
set out to see what
Orlando Magic superstar
Dwight Howard took some kind of houses those houselocal kids shopping Thursday hold names live in.
afternoon at the Mall at
Orlando's most famous
Millenia.
resident
lives in the most
First Howard gave the
home
in
Boy's and Girl's club of expensive
Central Florida a check for 20 Seminole County. Dwight
thousand dollars, then went Howard's $7.7 million
shoe shopping with 50 mem- home has a custom built
bers of the Pine Hills Club,
giving each kid a 100 dollar spa, an elevator and he
gift card to spend on new may soon add a bowling
alley.
shoes.
Unlike many charity events
Kristin Mazza is one of
involving players, this shop- a handful of realtors who
ping spree was not organized sell multi-million dollar
by the team or NBA but
instead planned entirely by homes to people like
Howard and his business peo- Howard and his teample.
·
mates.
Last week Howard was
Realtors told Eyewitness
named the Rich and Helen News that Howard's deciDeVos Community Enrich- ·
ment Award for the 'third sion to build .in Longwood
year.

is attracting more athletes
and celebrities to Seminole
County. In fact, golfer
Chris DiMarco just built
a home three doors down.
"The price per square foot
up this way is going to be a
little more affordable. Not
that that's going to be a
huge precursor to one of
these athletes," Mazza
said.
Most of the other Magic
players live in Orange
County.
Superstar
Rashard Lewis is living it
up in a $4.5 million Winter
Park home with a summer
kitchen and a pool.
Courtney 'Lee and
Hedo Turkoglu live in
The Sanctuary, an upscale
downtown Orlando condominium, where the price to
live can easily top more
than a million dollars.
Coach Stan Van Gundy
has a basketball court at
his $2 million home in
Lake Mary, not far from
Howard.
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Nobodv Will Rent To Him
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ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. -Here's a potential first to
add to the "Not In My
Backyard" homeowner's list
of complaints: Terrell
Owens.
The Bills' high-profile
receiver's search for a place
to live in the Buffalo area
has hit a snag after Owens
said he was denied a
chance to rent a home in
Orchard Park because of
the potential "drama" he
might bring to the neighborhood.
Owens first announced
·what happened
late
Tuesday night by posting a
message on his Twitter .com
site.' The message read that
he's "tripping about residents" who won't rent a
home to him _because they
"[don't] want any drama
[in] their neighborhood!!
LOL!!! Wow!!."

Agent: Young
Doesn't Want Trade

Owens then went into
further detail about his
search -- describing the
snub as no big deal -- following a voluntary minicamp practice Wednesday.
"They didn't want me to
rent this spot because of
the extra or added attention that I may bring," said
Owens, who was informed
of the news after a real
estate agent and his bodyguard viewed the property.
Referring to his real estate
agent, Owens added, "In
her words, she said,
'Drama.' I thought it was
funny."
Perhaps, Owens added,
the owners aren't Bills or
T.O. fans.
The place in question is a
six-bedroom home at. 1
Deer Rim in Orchard Park
that lists for $489,397. It's
also available for rent and
close to Ralph- Wilson ·
Stadium.
Real estate agent Bob
Wozniak disputed .Owens'
complaint.
"I don't know how it all
got
started,"
said
Wozniak, who added that
his clients are more than
willing to have Owens tour
the house.
"He's got the key to the
city," Wozniak said, referring to Owens receiving
the key · to Buffalo last
month. "I'd like to give him
a key to buy a house."

GAINESVILLE -- An
attorney for a University of
Florida cornerback charged
with punching another man
in the head during a fight
said his client acted in selfdefense.
~ Gainesville Police
spokesman Lt. Keith
Kameg said police saw UF
cornerback
Janoris
Jenkins punch another
man in ·the head shottly
after 2 a.m. Saturday.
When Jenkins continued
fighting, they shot him with
a Taser, and he tried to run
away.
He was arrested on
charges of resisting arrest
without violence and posted
bail . .
Kameg said Jenkins told
police the fight started
because he thought someone .'\1Vas going to steal the
gold ~hain around his neck. .

VINCE YOUNG

Vince Young's agent says
the quarterback has no
desire to be traded from the
Tennessee Titans. Young,
who told Baltimore television station WMAR earlier
this week that he is focused
on winning back the starting
job in Tennessee, but that if
that doesn't happen, that he
would be ready to move on.
Major Adams, who represents Young, said his client
has not asked for a trade,
nor does he have any desire
to be moved away from the
Titans.

ANQUAN BOLDIN

JANORIS JENKINS

Jenkins' attorney
Huntley Johnson says he
believes his client acted in
self-defense and prosecution
will be deferred or charges
dismissed.
A spokesman for the
University of Florida's athletic association said no
action has been taken.

Cowbovs Release.
.lB Greg Ellis .

Boldin Hires
Condon.As
NewAuent

a:0

...J
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Florida Cornerback
Arrested, Shot With laser

IRVING, TX -- The
Dall.a s Cowboys · have
released Greg Ellis, ending t_he linebacker's career .
after 11 seasons and the
eighth-most sacks in club
history.
Tuesday's announcement
was no surprise. A week
· before, team owner Jerry
Jones said the club was
. planning to cut Ellis if he
couldn't be traded.
The Cowboys bypassed
Randy Moss to take Ellis
with the eighth overall pick
in the 1998 draft. He ~ad
77 sacks and 634 tackles
over 162 games and led, the
team in sacks six times.
Ellis was a defensive end
for most of. that time, then
moved to linebacker when

TEMPE, AZ.- Arizona
Cardinals general manager
Rod Graves says he looks
forw'ard to working with
Anquan Boldin's new
agent, Tom Condon.
Condon has not confirmed
multiple reports he was
hired by Boldin, but
Graves· ended any doubt
' with his comments' ufter the ·
Cardinals practiced ori.
Monday.
·
. "I look forward to working
with him·· on this deal when- · ·
ever we.can get the opportu- ·
nity to conc.e ntrate on _it,"
Graves said. ·
.
Graves said he's Blready
had contact with Condon.
"I anticipate a meeting
. with him sometime later this
month," Graves said.
Condon, represents such
NFL stars as Peyton and
Eli Manning and Marvin
Harrison. Condon's clients
also include Cardinals backup quarterback Matt
Leinart.

GREGELUS

Bill Parcells changed to a
3-4 defense. He 'grumbled
at first, then tore his
achilles' tendon.
He
returned in 2007 and had
his best season with 12-1/2
sacks in 13 games, earning
NFL comeback player of ·
the year honors.
.!f

·-cALLING ALL

· ~AINTS/1

. THE COPELAND PARK SAINTS
. FOOTSAU d CHEER/,EADING
· REG.ISTRA TION · ·
.

.

.

A6ES 8-14!: TACKLE
EVERY SATURDAY
12NOON- 3PM
f/9

COPELAND PARK

$102.00

CASH OR M/0 ONLY

mACZE

3~2-0093

OR

FREZELL 7'27-!120-!1029

Copeland Park Saints Football Team and Cheerleaders
·
2ndAnnual
GoH Tournament Fundraiser
Saturday, .June 20, 2009
Tee off time: 8:00am
Rogel"ll Parle Golf Cou....
Lunch, door prizes Included
Coat: $65.00 per pel"llon
2 Person T-m•: $120.00

Tracie O.wkln•· 312-0093 Geo

Grav- 813-728-8168

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·~
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friends include, Mr. Frank
Shellman and Mr. Reggie
Moore.
The remains will repose at
Aikens Funeral Home from 58 p. m. The family and friends
are asked to meet at the chapel
at 3:15p.m. for the service.
. AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
www.aikensfuneralhome.net

MR. R. T.· CLARK
Homegoing services for Mr.
R. T. Clark, affectionately
known as "Uncle Hot and Fat
Daddy," who passed away,
Monday, May 26, 2009, will be
held Saturday, June 6, 2009, at
1:30 p. m. at Aikens Funeral
Home Chapel, Rev. Donald
· Yeoman, officiating. Interment
will be at Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery.
Mr. Clark was born October
17, 1928, in Meridian,
Mississippi, to the late, Mance
Clark, Sr. and Cecelia Leggett.
R. T. joined Union Grove
Baptist Church in Philadelphia,
·MS, at an early age.
He was preceded in death
by: his parents; brothers, R. L.
Clark and Mance Clark, Jr.; sisters, Zellie Mae Williams,
Hattie Cecelia Clark and
Gurtharee Clark-Greer; children, Ivory Sidney and Haven
Clark.
He leaves to cherish his
memory: his wife, Utah Clark;
children, Larry Clark, Robbie
Clark, Neretha Clark and Linda
Clark; grandchildren, Issac
Ward, Shaquita Taylor,
Anderetha, Raheem, Shannon,
Terrante, and Maurice Ward,
Roshe, Sandra, Connethia,
Demetrious, Antonio, Sidney
Ivory and Laurette Clark,
Jeneatha Christopher, Eldora
Madry, Jamie Clark (Neidre),
Lenika Mitchell, Joesell K.
Clark, Dominique, _Towan,
Marie and Christopher Ward;
great grandchildren, Ezavia,
Deontray, Shantelle, and Evan
Clark, Teranisha Howard, Ariel
· Jones, Roderick V. Rivers, Jr.,
Tiniya
Royal,
Tashina;
Dontavis War~, Roshard,
Destiny and Aaliyah Taylor;
brothers-in-law, Reuben Greer
and Mucie Calvert, both of
Philadelphia, MS; sisters-inlaw, Idell Clark of Meridian,
MS, and Juanita Parker of
Memphis, TN; 6 nieces and 7
nephews; a host of cousins;
special friends, Ernestine
Kelly, Cherry Doby and
Frances Baker; and a host of
other relatives and friends.
The remains will repose at
Aikens Funeral Home on
Friday, June 5, 2009, from 5- 8
p. m. The family and friends
are asked to meet at the chapel
at 1:15 p. m. for the service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME

MR. JULIAN
HOOK "JAY''

MR. DAVID C.
HUMPHREY

Homegoing services for Mr.
Julian "Jay" Hook of 2501 E.
38th Avenue, who passed away
on Friday, May 29, 2009, will
be held on Saturday, June 6,
2009, at 11 a. m. at Aikens
Funeral Home Chapel, with Dr.
James L. Pruitt, officiating.
Internment will be in Rest
Haven
Memorial
Park
Cemetery.
Mr.
Hook was born
September 3, 1941, in
Bremerton, Washington. Mr.
Hook enjoyed golfing, archery
and hunting. He was a
Hillsborough County Deputy
Sheriff for 18 years and served
in the U.S. Air Force for 25
years. He was a home-body
who, laughed and told many
stories.
Mr. Hook leaves fond and
cherished memories with: his
devoted wife, Martha Hook;
children, Lisa Bell (Henry) and
Marquis Hook (Xanthene);
grandchildren, Marquis H-ook,
Jr., Jomari Hook, Julian Bell
and Trey Bell; sisters, Darlene
Daggs and Daphne Glover,
both of Seattle, WA, and
Camille Evans of Everett, WA;
nieces, Rosanna Henry, Julie
Tibbs, Tina Glover, and Ena
Parks; nephews, Victor Daggs,
Darryl Glover, and Fynniecko
Glover, Sr.; and a host of great
nieces, nephews and friends.
The remains will repose at
Aikens Funeral . Home on
Friday, June 5, 2009, from 5-8
p. m. The family will receive
friends from 5=30-6:30 p. m.
The family is asked to meet on
Saturday at the chapel for the
service.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
www.ai)rensfuneralhome.net

Homegoing celebration for
Mr. David Curtis Humphrey of
1517 E. McBerry St., who
passed away on Monday, June
1, 2009, will be held Saturday,
June 6, 2009, at 3:30 p. m. at
Aikens Funeral Home Chapel,
Rev. Thomas Hadden, III, officiating. Interment will be in
Rest Haven Memorial Park
Cemetery.
David Curtis Humphrey
(affectionately known as Rack)
was born February 18, 1945, in
Bainbridge, Georgia. He was
the son of the late Ivo
Humphrey and Daisy Cooper
Humphrey. He attended school
in Brinson, Georgia and
Tampa. He was employed in
construction until he retired.
David was preceded in death
by: his father, Ivo Humphrey;
brothers, George Henry
Humphrey and Alger Gene
Humphrey; and sister, Lonie
Humphrey.
He leaves to cherish his memory: a loving and devoted
mother, Mrs. Daisy Humphrey;
a · devoted companion, Ms.
Freddie Mae Surrat; one son,
Anthony L. Cochran (Charisse)
and one daughter, Roleisha
Humphrey-Allen; three grandchildren, Robert Keyshanna
Allen, Daisy Mae Allen, and
Ariona Cochran; three sisters,
Helen ·
M.
Handford,
Gwendolyn L. Humphrey-Mills
(Burn Jr.), asnd Gussie M.
Rucker (Randy); two brothers,
Luther P. Humphrey and
Arthur L. Humphrey; nieces,
Annie Pearl Davis, Evelyn
Handford, Sandra Humphrey,
Latricia Humphrey, Sonia
Humphrey,
Lavonda
Humphrey, Nekeda Simmons
and special niece, ·Elizabeth
Humphrey; nephews, Andrew
Handford, Connell Handford,
Donald Handford, Robert
Humphrey, Steven Humphrey
and Randy Rucker, Jr.;
cousins, Laura Bell, Jeanette
Cummings, Willie Mae Jones,
Nathaniel Glenn, · Sr., and
Johnny Glenn; and special

Family Owned & Operated
Everett-Derr & Anderson Funeral Home.
5117 North ~2nd Street •

T~a,

Florida.33610 _, .'

813-237-5775
Personalized: Funeral Services
. Shipping & Cremation

·o lir Family Can Meet
Your Hamily's ·Needs

CRISIS

LFD.813 626-8600

JOHN HARMON
JAMES HARMON LFD
5002 N. 40th Street • Tam a, Florida 33610

Margaret and other sorrowing
relatives and friends that we
didn't get to mention.
The remains will repose at
Aikens Funeral Home on
Friday, June 5. 2009, from 5-8
p. m. The family will receive
friends from 7-8 p. m. The family and friends are asked to
meet at the church on Saturday
at3:15p. m.
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
www.aikensfuneralbome.net
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MRS. MARGARET
WILLIAMS STEVENS
Homegoing services for Mrs.
MISS RICQUIERA
Margaret Williams Stevens of
NICOLE TUCKER
1107 E. Lambright, who passed
away on Sunday, May 31, 2009,
Homegoing services for Miss
will be held on Saturday, June
Ricquiera Nicole Tucker, 11
6, 2009, at 3:30 p. m. at
years old of Tampa, who
Ministry Of Spirit And Truth,
passed away, Wednesday, May
1417 E. Holland Avenue, with
28, 2009, will be held
Bishop Saughanto Austin, pasSaturday, June 6, 2009, at 11 a.
tor, officiating. Internment will
m. at New Covenant Family
be in Rest Haven Memorial
Center, 11619 E. Dr. M. L. King,
Park Cemetery.
Jr., Blvd., Seffner, Pastor L.
Mrs. Margaret Williams
Vann, officiating. Interment
Stevens was born March 14,
will be in Rest Haven Memorial
1946, in Palatka, Florida. She
Park Cemetery.
was a member of Northside
Riquiera was born on March
Baptist Church. She loved play14, 1998, in Tampa, to Ms.
ing cards and attending the
Sharika Lambert and Mr. Ricky
Station Bar.
Tucker. She was a member of
She was preceded in death
New Covenant FamilY, Center
by: her parents, Molly
and attended Hillsborough
Johnson, and Albert Williams;
County Public School System.
childr~n, Terrance Thomas
Riquiera was preceded in
and Deirdre Thomas; sister,
death 'by: her grandmothers,
Sally Aikens; and aunt, ·
Dianne Lambert and Juanita
Henrietta Hall.
Hodges; uncle, Brian Lambert;
Mrs. Stevens is survived by:
and aunt, Donlin Kirby.
;her
companion,
Alfred
She leaves behind to cherish
Watson; children, Mary
fond memories: mother,
iralbert (James Felton),
Sharika Lambert and Bridgette
Theodore Williams, Roosevelt
Vann; father, Ricky Tucker;
Holmes (Cassandra), Melissa
stepfather, Antonio Bradshaw;
Holmes, Yemeka Harrison and
3 grandmothers,
Sandy,
husband, Ronnie Andrews,
Dianne and Jackie; 2 grandfaTronda Wimbley (Nookie Man)
thers, Willie Tucker and
and Stacie Holmes; grandchilTimothy; 5 sisters; Rickia,
dren, Tony and wife, Fatavia
Racquel, Ayanna, Brittany and
Scott, Nikki, CeCe and husCourtney; 3 brothers, Ron,
band, Charles Ray, Toya,
Ramon and Jyren; 6 loving
Roshanda, Wallace, Gerald
aunts, Nicole, Tammy, Natika,
Gay, KeKe, Demetris, Ashley,
Lil Tammy, Sabrina and
Jermaine, Michael, Sharday,
Dessiree; 11 uncles, Larry,
Joelisa, Niko, Theo, Ted, Jr.,
Corey, Tony, Roger, Freddie,
Teasha, Kevin, Terrance,
Leroy, Bird, Kool-Aid, Charles,
Taquisa, Keleirea, Kalayha,
Anthney and Darrell; cousins,
Terrance, Terrell; Laderidre,
Montrail, Valeerie, Sophia, · Elizabeth, Pam, Samika,
Tonya, Sol, Jericho, Donald,
Rakema, Jaquez, Lay-Lay and
Michael, Toya, Corey, Larry,
Bernard; grP-at grandchildren,
Crystal,
Angel,
Gary,
Cedric and Sedrika Holmes,
Cassandra,
Jasmine,
Roosevelt Holmes, Jr., Jai'rein,·
Dominique, Torio, Jamel,
Li'terrance,o"Cuttie; Nakira,
Katrina, Deonte, Vanna,
Li'Jaboo, Shamara, . Jiaun,
Kitaina, Rod·l;ic~,. Ta'nia, _ Destunee, Shakira, ~:ubba,
1 Esha, Nanka ; Cash, Diane,
Sunshin'e , . Jacob, .. iChad,
Antonio, Jr.,. Nia, Mahogany, · NeNe, Iii Crystal, Yuanna, Mya,
Bird, Hollaboo, Tee; CoCo,
John, Brianna, Erica and Lil
·shashay, Charles, · Chris,
Rashad and many more; brothLashonda, Tweety, Kalisha,
er, Al:l;ieif"Williams, Jr.,or·.
Jameka, CoCo, Tyra, Tara,
Gairu!~ville; sister, Rebecca
Stephanie, Sherlene, Darion,
Wallace of Tampa; aunts,
Tee, Kee Kee and Danielle; and
Helen, Williinns, Gertrude
a host of family and friends;
Edward and Charlene Ellis
both oi Washington, DC, . · special .friends, Rashad
And.erson; Courtn~y, Neeche
Carolyn Bogas of Michigan,
and Jaida; if we forgot- anyone
Doris Raines of Tamp~, and
please forgive us in our time
Ruth Ann Norton of Tampa;
sorrow and take all mistakes
uncles, Sonny Raines of
,.
Tampa, and Charlie Ha1I of . for love.
The remains will repose at
Wuhington; nieces, Dc!bra
Aikens Funeral Home from 5-8
Aiken~L. . Top,eka
Aikens,
p. m., Friday evening. The famShawna.'W'ilmi'iDs and Lavonne
ily and friends are asked to
Aikens, all of Lake City, FL;meet at the church for the sercousins, Erica Raines and famivice at 11 a. m.
ly, Valencia Williams and Gina
AIKENS FUNERAL HOME
Grimes and family; goddaughter, Intisar Hempfield; godson,
David Harley; special friends,
Lisa Gay, Samuel Johnson,
Brenda Pickens and family,
Temeka Watson, Chuck Goins,
Janie Collier and family,
Janette Hamilton and family,
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Home going celebration of life
for Mrs. Audrey Broom
Homegoing services for ' Mrs.
MS. OLGA (GEE)
MRS. PEARLIE
Williams, who passed away,
Sarah Aron who passed away
BROWN MILLS
MAE MELVIN
Monday, June 1, 2009, will be
on Sunday, May 24, 2009, will
held Saturday, June 6, 2009, at
be held Saturday, June 6,
Homegoing
services
for
MsMrs.
Pearlie
Mae
Melvin,
81,
1:30 p. m. at Greater New
2009, at 11 a. m. at First
Olga "Gee" Brown Mills, who
of Tampa passed away May 30,
Salem Primitive Baptist
Community Christian Church,
passed away on Saturday, May
2009.
Church, 1605 N. Nebraska
3621 E. Genesee Street, with
30, 2009, will be held
She was preceded in death by:
Ave., Elder Theodis Lane, pasRev. Johnnie Wright, pastor,
tor, with Rev. Laurise
Saturday, June 6, 2009. at 2 p.
her parents William Monroe
officiating. Interment services
Hamilton, eulogist.
m. from El-Bethel Tabernacle,
and Lucy Lewis; sister, Rose
will follow in Rest Haven
Audrey was preceded in
2121 South 78th Street, Tampa,
Lee Newsome; 4 brothers,
Memorial Park.
death by: her mother, Agatha
with the Rev. Kenneth Stewart,
Enos, Jimmie, Sylvester and R.
Mrs. Sarah Aron was born in
Edwards; father, Charles
officiating. Interment will folC. Newsome; daughter,
Clarkesdale, Mississippi. She
Taylor; brother, Rudolph
low in Orange Hill Cemetery.
Revonne Melvin; son, Alfonzo
relocated to Florida in 1960.
Melvin·,
and
gra.ndson,
Taylor; and other family memMrs. Aron was preceded in
Ms.
Olga
"Gee"
Brown
Mills
Nathaniel O'Neal, Jr.
bers.
death by: her husband,
was born on November 9, 1957,
She is survived by: her daughShe leaves fond and loving
Roosevelt Aron; and her parin Montego Bay, to the late
ter, Barbara Jean Olesco of
memories with: daughter,
ents,
Eddie and Ruthie Mae
Melton and Ralphena Brown.
Miami; three sons, Freddie
Zeraldine Jackson; and son,
Jackson.
In 1985, she moved to Tampa,
Newsome, Rudolph Melvin, Jr.
Donnell Anthony Williams,
She leaves to celebrate her
both of Tampa; grandchildren,
where she worked at the
and wife, Helen, and Anthony
memory, 3 daughters, Bettie
Lesia Morton, Vonnie Thorpe,
National Seafood Company and
Staten and wife, Marian; foster
Tullos (Paul) of Tampa, Geneva
Jr., Connie Denise Thorpe
the Embassy Suites for 11
children, Sylvester Newsome
Davis (Larry), Detroit, and Lisa
(Antoinette), Mark Anthony
years.
and Patricia Walker, all of
Aron (Chu) of Miami; 3 sons,
Thorpe, Kathy Ann Marshall,
She leaves loving memorie~
Tampa; grandchildren Patricia
David Aron (Margaret) of
Maya Yvette Myles and Latasha
with: her significant other,
O'Neal, Valerie Olesco, Joseph
Detroit, Lee Aron (Pauletta) of
Nicole Myles; great grandchilOwen Morgan (Jello); children,
Olesco, Revonne Melvin,
Tampa, and Jim Frank Jones
dren, Eddie Lee Biggins, III,
Sylbourn (Clinton) King,
Amber Statim, James Gray,
(Quan) of Detroit; 2 sisters,
Whitney Sharmaine Thorpe,
Quinetta (Avia) King, and
Anthony Blue, Freddie Lee
Geraldine Brown and Earline
Tahria D. Williams, Alasia
Ticketta (K. K.) Mills; grandNewsome, Jr., . and Derek
Jackson; brother, Roosevelt
Taylor, Shaukee Slater, Jr.,
children, Sylborn (Papi) King,
Newsome; eleven great grandJackson, all of Detroit; ·39
Cha'Quavia Euniquie Williams,
children and one great, great
grand children; a special
Charles Edward Williams, III,
Ornetta (Precious) :.King,
grandchild; si.s ters, Effie
friend, Carolyn Strozier; a host
Chantz Rashard Williams, . Melbourne King, Princess
Bennett, Madene Green, Hattie
of great grand nieces, and
Jilmarcus Antonio Thorpe,
Aaliyah King and Alona King;
George and
Ella Jean
nephews; other devoted relaDalton Wadley, Nyla M. Thorpe
siblings, Lincoln, Katty
Robinson, all of · Tampa,
tives and friendsand Markiria Simmons; great,
Robinson, Ainsworth, Ophelia .... Deloris Pickens of Boston, GA,
Viewing of Mrs. Sarah Aron
great grandchildren, Skyla
Robinson,
Glasspole
(Monte)
1 0 Lilli_~ Latimore and husband,
Biggins, Zion Biggins, Morris
will be held Friday evening
Brown, Setford (Scotch)GN Fretldie; two brothers, Joe
Bush, Mariah Rashae Green,
from 5-8 p. m. at Harmon
Brown, Dalton, Joan Brown,,. V Le~is and wife, Ossie, and
all of Tampa; niece, Betty Jean
Funeral Home, 5002 N. 40th
Grethel (Hyo) McPherson and l~ Uoy6~wis and wif~, Darlene;
Wilson (Ted) and family of
Street.
.
Valda Brown, England; nieces · three aunts, Mattie Brown,
Phoenix, AZ; cousins, Bill
Friends attending the homeand nephews, Steve, Harriet ~ A~d~e Sailor and Trud.die
Robinson and family of Miami,
going service are asked to meet
Robinson, Claudette Robinson, · W~lh~, all of Tampa; cousm.s,
Russell Person and family and
at the church at 10:45 a.m.
Fitzroy,
Richard,
Lisa
Wdhe · Mae I:ane, Charhe
Edwin Person, all of Tampa,
A HARMON BURIAL.
Brenda Wilson and family, the
Robinson, Keisha Robinson,
~ald-:n, Sh~rle.Y Watts,
Christina (Byrd) Rob'
Vu&i.m.a Lamb, Ohver Hoyte,
Pascoe, Pringley, Young and
,
Inson,
Patr1c1a Boyte, Betty Cole,
Tolbert families, all of Tampa;
Shanta Robmson, Devanta
Martha Cole Leath B
devoted friends, Josephine
(Charlie) Robinson, Philpot
Markette Tri~ble a!d ;::;~
Barton, Mrs. Hunter and
R~b~nson, St-:phanie, Warren
Cole, all of Tampa, Joseph
Lerory Lentz, Sisters of the
William~, Norme. Omar Evans,
Lewis and Margie Brown of
Eastern Star, Daytona Beach
Octor~1a (Tori) Robinson,
Ochlocknee, GA; a host of
family and numerous other
LaCor1a Que, Paul Lee,
nieces and nephews; and very
sorrowing relatives, friends
Sherena (Tasha) Marshall,
special friends, Samuel
and neighbors.
·
Deran, Darryln McPherson,
MitchellandMaryWrigbt.
The remains will repose at
Aikens Funeral Home from 5-8
Dwayne, Shantel McPherson,
Pearlie worked at the James .
p. m., Friday evening the famiSedricka Brown, Rollend
A. Haley Hospital for over 30
ly will not have a wake. The
Simmons, Keyon Brown,
years.
•
.
family and friends are asked to
Scottisha . Brown· Colsia
The family .wdl . receive
meet at the church at 1:15 p. m.
Brown, Klyla Brown.'sabastian
friends from 6-8 p. m., Friday,
for the service.·
.
(Nuke) . Brown, Devante
June 5_, 2009, at Garden of
AIKENS FUNERALIIOME
Brown, Shamar Donaldson,
Memones Funeral Home, 4207
www·adkenefimcraJhome.net H1. Bi'
B
J
E.LakeAve.,T~.
.
.
1
MR. WILI.JAM ·
JOn . rown, · oe Brown,- ~ FUneral services will 'i;e held
Jobon Rose, .chloe Robinson,
at 11 a. m., s~turday, June 6,
P.COLLINS
Kwane Rob1nson, Brianne
2009, at St. John Cathedral,
Robinson, Erica,J,lqbinson,
3401 E. 25th Ave., Tampa.
Funeral services for Mr.
Gary Robinson. Gariyo~na .
Interment will follow at the ';William P. Collins who passed
Robinson and Kristen Robins;
Garden of Memories Cemetery.
away on Monday, June 1, 2009,
will be held Saturday, June 6,
uncles and aunties, Ashley
Words of comfort may be
2009, at 11 a. m. at Harmon
Russell, Silvan, Faye White,
expressed at www.sardepofFuneral Home Chapel, 5002 N.
England, Kingsley White,
memoriestampa.com.
40th Street, Tampa, 33610,
Canada, and Feaninand Russell
with Dr. Victor Ball, of Oakhill
and family, England; cousins,
Baptist
Church, offi~;iating.
Clive, Brenda Harris, Gloria,
Interment services will follow
Collin Grant; and a host of
in Rest Haven Memorial Park
grand nieces and nephews,
Cemetery, 461.5 E. Hanna Ave.,
cousins and friends.
Tampa, 33610. ·
The wake for Ms.,pJp ..~Gee"
Mr. William P. Collins was a
Brown Mills will be held on
Tampa native, educated in the
Friday, June 5, 2009, from 7-8
public schools of Hillsborough
p m. at Everett - Derr &
County; honorably discharged
Anderson Funeral Home, 5117
after a successful stint in the U.
N. 22nd Street. Family and
S. Coast Guard, and retired
from
the
International
friends are asked to meet at the
Longshoreman Association
church on Saturday, June 5,
after more than 30 years of
2009, at 1:30 p. m.
service.
"EVERETr- DERR & ANDERHe was preceded in death by:
SON FUNERAL HOME"
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Willis and Annie Collins;
brother, Herman Collins; and
son, Gary CollinsHe leaves to celebrate his life:
a loving and devoted wife, Mrs.
Coretha Collins; children ,
Patricia (Wintzer Jones) ,
Vanessa and Bruce of Tampa,
Daniel (Wanda) of Tallahassee,
Darrell and wife of West Palm
Beach, Sylvester (Carolyn), and
Ezell, Cedric, Junior ofTan1pa;
stepchildren, Sharon and husband of Tampa, and Eva of
Tampa; sisters, Wilma Hill of
California, and Nattra Lee
Williams of Tampa; sister-inlaw, Naomi Collins of
Pensacola; grandchildren,
great grandchildren, nephews
and nieces; other relatives
from California, Quincy,
Sanford, Pensacola and
Jacksonville; Mary Robinson
of Gainesville; nursing care
staff of St. Joseph's and
Kindred HospitalsViewing of Mr. William
Preston Collins will be held
Friday evening from 5-8 p. m.
Friends attending the home
going service are asked to
arrive at the funeral home at
10:45 a. m, Saturday.
A HARMON BURIAL.

MR. IPHODY JEUNE
Funeral services for Mr.
Iphody Jeune, who passed
away on Tuesday, June 2,
2009, will be held Saturday,
June 6, 2009, at 1 p. m. at St.
Peter Claver Catholic Church,
1203 N. Nebraska, with Father
. Dorel, officiating.
He leaves behind his beloved
ones: wife, Cleane Jeune; his
children, Julmene, Valmy,
Liliane, Fodelene, Landedie,
Remonson, Tracy, Milkefor,
and Jean-Gardy Jeune; his .
three beautiful grandchildren,
Eric T. Jeune, Elijah N. Jeune,
and Reyanna Emile R.
Longstreet.
He will be joined in heaven
with his father, Jules Jeune;
mother, Lila Charlestelor; and
sister, Viala Jeune.
·
Iphody will always be loved
and forever missed.
Viewing of Mr. Iphody Jeune
will be held Friday evening
from 5·8 p. m. at Harmon
Funeral Home, Inc., 5002 N.
40th Street. Friends attending
the celebration of his life at the
·church are asked to meet at
12:45 p. m.
•
" "'·
A HARMON BURIAL.
.

'Earth has.no
sorrow that
heaven can
not heal.'
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Harris, Ortie Brown, Lois
Miles, James Wright, Rhonda
Dula and family, Evelyn and
Bernard Warren, Debbie and
David Brown, Audry George
and family, Ms. Susan Boyle;
and a host of other sorrowing
relatives and friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p. m. today, June 5, 2009, at
Ray Williams Funeral Home,
301 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.
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BRO. ALLEN
MCNEAL

MR.CORRIES
FACION

Mrs. Elouise E. Daniels of
The homegoing celebration
1320 W. Arch Street, passed
honoring the life and legacy of
away Tuesday, May 26, 2009.
Brother Allen McNeal, who
Mr. Co~es Facion of Tampa,
Funeral services will be conwas changed from mortal to
passed away Wednesday, May
ducted Saturday, June 6, 2009,
immortality by his heavenly
Homegoing celebration for
27, 2009. ,Funeral services will
at 11 a. m. at Allen Temple A.
Father on Tuesday, June 2,
Sis. Alice Leona Edwards, who
be conducted Saturday, June 6,
M. E. Church, 2101 N. Lowe
2009, will be held Saturday,
passed away on May 25, 2009,
2009, at 11 a. m. at New St.
Street with Reverend Willie J.
June 6, 2009, at 2 p.m. at St.
at a local hospital, wiD be held
Matthew Missionary Baptist
Cook, pastor, officiating.
John Progressive Missionary
Saturday, June 6, 2009, at 1 p.
Interment will follow in Rest
Baptist Church, 2504 E.
m. at Mt. Olive A. M. E. Church,
Church, 1006 S. 50th Street,
Haven
Memorial
Park
Chipco, Tampa, with the
1902 LaSalle Street, Rev.
Reverend Alec Hall, pastor,
James C. Givins, pastor, officiCemetery.
MR ERNEST
Reverend Dr. Bartholomew
with Elder Edward L. Sailor,
Mrs. Daniels was a native of
•
Banks, Sr., pastor, and the
ating. Interment Rest Haven
Sr., officiating. Interment will
Adel, Georgia, and a resident of
L. HILLS, JR.
Reverend Dr. C. T. Kirkland,
Memorial Cemetery.
follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Tampa for many years. She
eulogist. Interment wiD follow
Sis. Edwards is a native
Park Cemetery.
was educated in the public
Mr. Ernest L. Hills, Jr. of
at Rest Haven Memorial Park
Tampan.
She
attended
Mr. Facion was born
Middleton High School and is a
schools of Hillsborough County
Ruskin, Florida, passed away
Cemetery.
February 11, 1930, in Houston
1956 graduate. She retired
and was a graduate of
peacefully at H. Lee Moffitt
Brother McNeal served bonCounty, Alabama, to Mr.
from the United States Postal
Middleton Senior High School.
Cancer Center in Tampa, after
or ably in the United States
Eugene Facion, Sr. and Mrs.
Service in 2004 and was
Mrs. Daniels was a member of
a courageous 2 -year battle with
Army and retired from the City
Ora B. Keys Facion. He was
presently working for Care
Allen
Temple
A.M.
E.
Church.
leukemia,
Thursday,
May
of Tampa Water Department
00
educated in the public schools
Plus Insurance Company. She
She leaves to cherish her
after 33 years of dedicated ser28
200
of
Houston
County,
AL,
before
memory: a loving and devoted
•
9· Funeral services will
vice. He was a man of few
was a member of Mt. Olive A.
relocating to Florida.
son, Lewis A. Rioland, Sr. and
be conducted Saturday, June
words, but had a heart of pure
M. E. Church.
He met and married Miss
She leaves to cherish fond
wife, Priscilla; grandchildren,
6, 200 9• at 2 P· m. at Biblegold and loved and provided
Bytha Lee Register and to this
memories: children, Anthony
Patrice M. Smith of Tampa,
Based Fellowship Church of.
for his family and friends.
union five children were born.
(Waynette), Shelia Vanessa,
Pamela M. Rioland of Orlando,
Temple Terrace, 8718 N. 46th
He leaves to celebrate his life
They also raised three of their
Audwin/Sweet Pea (Brenda),
Onika M. Rioland of Tampa,
Street, with Pastor Earl B.
ancllament his passing: two
Phyllis and Sylvia; 17 grandgrandchildren, Robert Doster,
Lewis A. Rioland, Jr. of Tampa,
Mason, · Sr., officiating.
sons, Delatorro McNeal, Sr.,
children, Topeka Lewis,
Jackie Doster and Ella Barkley.
Kenneth E. Rioland Jr.
Interment will be Monday,
and wife, Anna and Ponce D.
LaTonja Edwards, Lil Angel
Relocating to Tampa in the
(Cynthia) of Heathsville, VA,
June 8, 2009, at 11 a. m. at
McNeal and wife, Rena, two
Mack
(Mountry),
Miss
early sixties, they settled and
and Johnathan Rioland of
Florida National Cemetery,
daughters, Valaria C. McNeal
Edwards (Antonio Torres),
established themselves in Ybor
Tampa; a lifelong friend, Eddie
Bushnell, Florida.
and Limbana J. Lester and
Anthony Edwards, II, Alice
City.
Clark of Jasper, FL; great
Ernest·L. Hills, Jr. was born
husband, Johnny; 15 grandEdwards, Audwin (Tee)
andchildren, David A. Smith,
children, Allyna,Dana, Pepe',
Mr. Facion worked for many
gr
on December 10, 1961, in
R0 b t
B 0 bb
M' h I
Edwards (Peanut), Jonetha
years as a Plant Manager with
Jr., Delvin Smith, Dasha
er •
y,
Jc ae •
Christopher,
Dominique
Tampa, to Katreen Whitehead
Delatorro II Ponce Jr Ruby
Happy Egg Dealers before
Smith, DaNielle Smith, Tyree · Dalcour ·and Ernest L. Hills,
'
'
'
Howard, Anthony (Tra)
Brandie, Carselia, .,Isaac,'
semi-retiring.
Figging, Tyler Rioland, Lanika
Sr. He received his formal eduToarlyn, Torri, and Jehnae; 24
Edwards, Audrey Edwards
He was preceded in death by:
Johnson, Christine Johnson,
cation from the public schools
great grandchildren; two
(Nathaniel), Asia Edwards,
his parents; son, Carries
Faith
Johnson,
Dest~~\li·
H ills b orough County and
brothers, James McNeal of
Ambria Edwards, Ashley
of
Facion, Jr.; and daughter,
J o h nson, Kenneth Ri oI an d • I ~·
Edwards, Joe Hayward
Hemmingway, SC, and Harris
was
a
graduate
of
Tampa
Bay
Gwendolyn Barkley.
Ra s h ard Guy and Chioe B ey;."'
Napoleon (Kelly) of _New
Bradshaw, Kevin Anderson
·
·
· ·d
Vocational Technical High
He leaves to cherish his memand Aakayla Anthony; 20 great
caring
an d d evo t e d niece
aJ!"f1
Haven, CT; three sisters, Jessie
caretaker, Joyce Scott; sist.;~
School. Eight years of his life
Davis, Ann Donnelly and
ory: a beloved wife, Bytha Lee
grandchildren,
Quinton
in-law, Corrine Mobley; nieCelh
was devoted to the United . Wilhemenia Boykins, all from
Facion of Tampa; brother-inBradford, Maurice Jackson, II,
Catherine
Jackson
o,f
States Army; this time includNew York City, NY; daughterlaw, Jonas Turner of Miami;
Elijha . Howard, Cuwissie
Hamilton, Johnathan Bowie,
Jacksonville, Joan Pearson of
ed serving in the Gulf War
in-law, Mae McNeal; sister-inthree daughters, Jacqueline
Topeka Lewis, Reggie Lewis,
Cleveland, OH, Gwendolyn
(Desert Storm).
law, Josie McCall; special relaSmith of Quincy, FL, Arie
DanyeU Lewis, Rockelle Lewis,
Brown (Elijah) of Cleveland,
Ernest worked as a Customer - tives, Fletcher Anderson,
Sailor (Edward) of Tallahassee,
Amari Lewis, Nija Torres.
OH, Valerie Presha (Kenneth)
Service Representative for
Florence Jelks, Carolyn Ryals,
and Bonita Black (Douglas) of
Amani Torres, Ricardo
of Atlanta, GA, Josephine
Verizon Wireless in Brandon,
Jannette Washington; and a
Valrico, FL; fifteen grandchilWatson, Charles Daniels,
Morris of Tampa, Bernita Bess
and was a faithful member of
host of caring and loving reladren, thirty-one great grandCharniqua Daniels, Andrea
of Jacksonville, Ashley Mitchell
tives and devoted friends.
children and two great, great .
Bible-Based
Fellowship
Counsel, Audwin Edwards,
of Tennessee, and Mary Mobley
The remains will be reposed
grandchildren; numerous
Church of Temple Terrace.
Ahmad Coleman, Anthony
of Cleremont, FL; nephews,
after 5 p. m. at Ray Williams
nieces, nephews, cousins and He leaves to chedsh his
Jenkins, Malik Davis, Amyah
Ronald Mitchell (Myra), Adam
Funeral Home, 301 N. Howard
friends.
Powell, Brianna, Bradshaw,
Mitchell, Aaron Mitchell, all of
memory: his wife of over six
Avenue, and the family will
The remains wiD repose after
Jobria Bradshaw, Johayward
Tampa, Michael Mobley of
years, Carolyn Yvette Hills; his
receive friends from 6-7 P• m.
5 p.m. today, June 5, 2009, at
Bradshaw,
Jr.,
Jaylen
Cleremont, and Ricky Mobley
adoring children, Tiana R.
at the Chapel. Friends are
Ray
Williams
Funeral
Home,
Bradshaw. Barbara Bradshaw,
of Orlando; very caring and
Hills, Andre M. Hills, Brittany
asked to assemble at St. John
301 N. Howard Avenue.
Mya Bradshaw, Maniah
devoted cousins, Julius and
Randall and Trentanson
Progressive M. B. Church at
Arrangements
entrusted
to
Bradshaw; nieces, Edith
Eloise West of Warrensville
.Bacon; his devoted brothers,
approximately 1:45 P· m.
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Robinson, Claudia Clemons,
Heights, OH, and the entire
Jeffrey-L. Hills, Robert ·L. ,.. Saturday.
.
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Loretta Footman, Thelma
family of Gary, IN; cousins,
Dalcour and Ryan Hills
Arrangements entrusted to
Robinson
and . Dorothy
Owners.
Erma Griffin of Tampa, and
St d d h' loVii
• t
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Warren; nephew_, Claude
-. Cynanth'ar..J_~sPittm.ng· ·~v•s : rs;.,, ;~ HOME, Rhodes & ' Nortiiern,
BarbJ!r~
~~Griffin
of"l'exas;
;.
1a·~u""'
.
on,
eno
1
..
·
Owners
• . -~ _ . . • .. .
Robinson, Jr.; special friends 00
and'
Shanika" Lawrence,
Hills Lynwood and Teresa
·'
Clyde and Harriet Manning,
Vernon Pearson and wife,
Dalcour Phillips; and trear---"l'""-~~----~...,11
Donna Jones, Janice Coles,
Henry Pearson, Andrea
d b h'
d b'ld
Gladys Tucker, Gia Stone,
·, . Chapman, Darrel Rainey, all of ,. sure
Y IS gran c 1 reo,
t~
~
Gorden an,d;Yvonne Jones, "
.l•''
'Tampa,
Mattie
Love
and
·
cekwan·"'.e'von
··
woodson,
ti"O.
Linda Red.\Ush and , Helen
~;~·· ·Johnny Pritchett, both of New
Tykwan Kevon Woodson and
Thomas; anet-a host of other
York, New York; special
Dauron L. Malone; along with
relatives and mends in Tampa
friends, Edwin Person, Ruth
a host of countless family and
and Keystone.
and Russell Person, Cath~rine
friends whom were blessed to
VISitation will be Friday, June
know him.
5, 2009, at Mt. Olive AME
The remains will repose after
Church, 1902 LaSalle Street,
5 p. m. today, June 5, 2oo9, at
from 5-8 p. m. The family will
receive friends from 6-7 p. m.
Ray Williams Funeral Home,
Family and friends are asked
301 N. Howard Avenue.
to meet at the church, at 12:45
In lieu of flowers, please send
as .-...-.n"'"''cn
p.m.
donations t~ H. Lee Moffitt
Arrangements entrusted to
in funeral services for over 70 years.
Cancer Center Foundation,
Jackson Funeral Home.
12902 Magnolia Drive, UTCRay Williams Funeral Home
"A JACKSON SERVICE"
FOUND, Tampa, Florida 33612
Rhodes & Northern, Owners
(813) 745-1403 in honor of the
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa, FL 33606
in the
late Mr. Ernest L Hills, Jr.
Arrangements
entrusted
to
.
.
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Fax: (813) 251-4912 Email: raywms@ij.net
813-248-1921
Owners.

SIS. ALICE LEONA
EDWARDS
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MRS. IRENE
O'NEAL REID
Mrs. Irene O'Neal Reid of1710
W. Palmetto Street, passed
away Tuesday, May 26, 2009.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, June 6, 2009,
at 2 p. m. at Ray Williams
Memorial Chapel, 301 N.
Howard Avenue, with Pastor T.
D. Leonard, officiating.
Interment will follow in Rest
Haven
Memorial
Park
Cemetery.
Mrs. Reid was a native of
Pineview, Georgia, and a resident of Tampa for 59 years. She
was a member of Mt. Tabor
Missionary Baptist Church for
many years, initially under the
of Reverend W. J.
~ pastorate
c Glover whose wife was her sister. She served o.a the Willing
LL Workers Committee and the
Usher Board until her husband
c became
ill in 1993·
She was preceded in death by:
~
her parents, Thaddous O'Neal
~ and Gertrude Reynolds O'Neal;
c her husband, Ossie Reid; son,
(/)
w Charles Reid; ·great grand"
::> daughter, Cassandra Cullen;
1- siblings, Adriene Lester,
Laurene 0. Glover and Douglas
> O'Neal
and nephew, Fred
a:
w Lester.
>
She leaves to cherish. her
w memory
and mourn her passc ing: a daughter,
Mary Reid
w Dunn of Tampa; daughter-in:::1:
(/) ' law, Lena Pearl Reid ofTampa;
::::i grandchildren, Aajilliyah Reid,
m Charlene Reid, Lisa Reid::> Thornton and husband,
a. Haussian Evans, Andrea R.
Ward, Telisa MarshaH and husband,
Henry
Marshall,
·i= Valencia
Davis and Kevin Reid
w
.J and wife, Kimberly Reid; great ·
.J grandchildren, Terrence Ward
::>
m of Tampa, Veonardo "Tony"
Davis (Rose Davis), Alkunte
w Anderson, Jade Thornton,
Chase
Evans,
Anthony
Tinecia Cullen,
i= Tompkins,
Chevon Reid, Ashleigh Judd,
w Danielle Judd, Mayah Judd,
(/)
Marquise Smith, Teneisa
~ Marshall
and
Lindsay
Marshall; nephews, James
Lester and William Lester and
0 wife, Doris, all of Columbus,
.J GA; nieces, Sarah O'Neal Bell ·
LL
of Tampa, Precious Lester
Johi_lson of Harrisburg, PA,
and Trudy Lester Miller and
husband, Robert Miller ·of ' ·
Helena, AR; devoted friend,
Ebone Lavern Wiley of San ,
Francisco, CA; and a host of
other loving and endearing relatives and friends.
The remains will repose after
5 p. m., today, June s, 2009, at
Jlay Williams Funeral Home,
~01 N. Howard Avenue.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners.
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MRS. DIANA MARIA
VV~R-GRIFFIN

Mrs. Diana Maria WalkerGriffin of Tampa passed away
Tuesday, May 26, 2009.
Funeral services will be conducted Saturday, June 6, 2009,
at 11 a. m. at Ray Williams
Memorial Chapel, 301 N.
Howard Avenue, with Bishop
Francis Davis, officiating.
Interment will follow in Rest
Haven
Memorial
Park
Cemetery.
Mrs. Walker Griffin was a
native and life long resident of
Tampa. She was educated in
Hillsborough County Public
Schools and was a graduate of
East Bay High School. She also
furthered her education at
Hillsborough Community
College.
Mrs. Walker-Griffin was preceded in death by: her son, ·
Abraham Walker; nephews,
Ronnie Mayes and James
Walker; and brother, Willie
Charles Walker, Jr.
She leaves to cherish fond and
loving memories: her loving
;md devoted husband, Johnny
"J. D." Griffin; daughter,
Cynthia Levy; sons, Tarvares
Blackmon, Sr., Joshua Le\ry,
Jermaine Levy, Derick J.evy,
Erick Levy and Att
·onio
Walker; grandsons, Ta '.ares
Blackmon, Jr., Joshua
, Jr.
and Alan McDaniel; granddaughter, Juanita McDaniel;
parents, Willie Charles Walker,
Sr. and Mamie Claudia Walker;
sisters, Rosalind McDaniel
(Pastor Hayward) and Darla
(Clint) McCoy; brothers, Willie
L. (Eleanor) Walker and
Michael Walker; aunts, Carrie
Burston and Emma Jean
Crews; uncles, James Walker;
sisters-in-law,
Rosetta
Johnson, Dorothy Smith, Mae
Bertha (Cornelius) Johnson
and Katherine Gourdin; broth_ers-in-law, George (Veronica)
Griffin, Rooservelt (Joyce)
Griffin, Isiah Griffin and wife,
Carlton (June) Griffin and
Zannie Griffin and wife; best
friends, Shirley and Lisa; and a
host of nephews, nieces,
cousins and friends.
The remains will repose from
6-8 p. m. today, June s, 2009,
at The General Assembly
Church Of The First Born, 2123
W. Main Street, Tampa, 33607.
Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME; Rhode!i ·&· N or~rn~; ..
Owners.

MR. ANTHONY LEON
JONES 'TONY'
A memorial service for MrAnthony Leon "Tony" Jones of
Mesa, Arizona, who passed
away May 15, 2009, in Phoenix,
Arizona, will be held Saturday,
June 6, 2009; at 2 p. m. at
Wilson Funeral Home Chapel,
3000 N. 29th Street, Tampa,
with Pastor Delia Coleman,
.officiating.
Interment will
be made in Florida National
Cemetery, Bushnell, Florida, at
11:30 a. m. on Monday, June 8,
2009.
He leaves to cherish fond
memories of him: 4 children,
Ms. Carlotta Daniels, Mr.
Andree Jones, Mr. Daniel
Jones and Master Kevin Jones,
all of Tampa; one granddaughter; mother, Mrs. Carolyn
McMillan and husband, Willie,
Jr. of Tampa; sister, Mrs.
Vanessa Allen of Phoenix, AZ;
maternal grandmother, Mrs.
Eunice Engram of Tampa;
uncle; Mr. James Engram of
Houston, TX; nephew, Mr.
Jamaar Hairston of Tampa;
special friends, Ms. Bobby
Rena Jones of Tampa, Ms.
Sable Jones and Ms. Lydia
Lopez of Phoenix, AZ, and Mr.
Sidney Storr of Riverview, FL;
and a host of cousins and other
fri~rids.

~.:;Jones was born in Tampa,
d&''M'ay 29, 1963. He was edu~ecJ!,in the public schools of
lf(hl§:horough County. After
~4J$.ation in 1981, he enlisted
iri';tfi&Uriited States Army. He
w~-lionorably discharged from
the· Army, at which time he
relocate" to Phoenix, Arizona,
where he resided until his '
demise.
Friends are asked to assemble
at the funeral home at approximately 1:45 p. m., Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

MR. GEORGE
PETERSON, SR.

MR. CLARENCE
VV.SLATON ·

A funeral service will be held
for Mr. George Peterson, Sr.,
who departed this life on
Friday, M~y 29, 2009 1 . on
Saturday, June 6, 2009, at 12
noon at the 29th StreefChu'rch
of Christ, 3310 N. 29th Street,
of which Minister Harold
Rodriguez is pastor, with
Brother Edward Sammons,
officiating. Interment will follow in Rest Haven Memorial
Park Cemetery.
Mr. Peterson was born on
April 3, 1933, in Barbour
County, Alabama, to the late
Love and Bertha Peterson.
George received his early education at the Rebecca Comer
Vocational High School in
Eufaula, AL. After high school
he moved to Florida and later
relocated to Philadelphia, PA,
where he resided for a number
ofyears..
.
He came back to Florida arid
made his residence in Tampa
where he residedand worked
for the past 49 years. January
1963, he met his soul mate,
Dorothy White, and shortly
thereafter the two were married and they shared their life
together for 46 years.
Over the years, he was a
Mason for several construction
companies and was employed
by Kimmins Corp. for approximately 24 years before retiring
in March 2007. George obeyed
the gospel of Christ at 29th ·
Street Church of Christ. He
worshipped for several years at
Drew Park Church of Christ
before becoming a member of
Habana Avenue Church of
Christ, .where he was a faithful
member and church treasurer
until his death. He truly
enjoyed trying to bring people
to Christ.
He leaves to cherish loving ·
memories: his beloved wife,
Dorothy Peterson; · 2 sons,
George Peterson, Jr. and
Christopher Peterson; 2 daughters, Deanna Martin and husband, Renaldo Martin, and
Tina Peterson and friend,
Derrick; 10 grandchildren who
he cherished so much and
loved to spoil, Lasharon,
Latisa, Tamara, Antonio,
Taniya, Jada, Tiyana, Scott,
Tinijah and Derean; brother,
William
. Peterson
of
Pltiladelphia;'PA; 3 sisters,
Daisy and Mittie· Peterson of
Philadelphia, PA, and Ruthie
Brito ofWillingboro, NJ; uncle,
Abraham "Jake" Conner and
wife, Johnnie Mae of Leesburg,
FL; longtime friends, Rue Lee
McGill and wife, Navlt, Ola Mae
Conner and family; and a host
of other relatives and friends.
Viewing will be held from 5-9
p. m. and a wake service will be
held from ·6-7 p. m., Friday,
June s, 2009, at ·wilson
Funeral Home, 3000 N. 29th
Street. Friends are asked to
assemble at the church at
approximately 11:45 a. m.,
Saturday.
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

A memorial service for MrClarence W. Slaton, 75, of
Tampa, who passed away
Tuesday, June 2, 2009, will be
held at 11 a. m. on Saturday,
June 6, 2009, at Wilson
Funeral Home Chapel, 3000 N.
29th Street, with Rev. W. D.
Sims, officiating.
Mr. Slaton was preceded in
death by: his wife of 30 years,
Coletha Slaton; his parents and
seven brothers and sisters.
He will be sadly missed by:
his nieces, nephews, family
and friends.
Mr. Slaton was born in
Woodbury, Georgia, to Ralph
and Dassie Slaton. He was a
widower and resident of
Tampa for more than so years.
Mr. Slaton was retired from
the transportation industry.
He was a generous and devoted
friend to all who knew him.
Friends are asked to assemble at the chapel at approximately 10:45 a.m., Saturday.·
"A WILSON SERVICE"
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

ROBERT CHARLES
MCKNIGHT, SR.
Robert Charles McKnight, Sr.
was born on September 10,
1956, and passed away on May
27, 2009, in Jacksonville.
He leaves to mourn him: son,
Charles McKnight; daughter,
Carol King; son-in-law, Quintin
King; grandchildren, DeShay
McKnight, Xavier McKnight
and Kiara King; first wif~ l
Gwen Johnson; second wife,
Belinda McKnight; family and
close friends.

Support
The
Florida
Sentinel
Advertisers
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ROBERT CECIL
HOUSE, JR.
Robert Cecil House, Jr., was
born on March 7, 1991. He
passed away on May 29, 2009.
Services will be held
Saturday, June 6, 2009, at Zion
Temple Holiness Church, 821
E. Flora Street at 3 p. m.
He was preeeded in death by:
grandparents, Mr. Robert
(Carrie) House; and great
grandfather, Earl Koger.
He leaves to cherish his memories: a devoted companion,
Tameka; mother, Mary Beth
Doan of Tampa; father, Robert
(Danielle) House, Sr. ofTampa;
son, Alonzo (Bam) Jones of
Tampa; grandparents, Jack
(Mary) Chesson of Tampa;
great grandparents, Katheyn
Koger;
sisters,
Ebony,
Teawanna, Jessica, Veronica
(Darius),
Ny'Jarie
and
Cheyenne of Tampa; brothers,
Robert, Cornelius, Derrick, and
Marcus of Tampa; aunts, Teal
(Todd) of Dade City, Becky,
Dorothy, Shelley (Lamar),
Beatrice, Almatine and Sandra
of Tampa; uncles, Donnie of
Tennessee, Larry, Jack (Becky),
Tracy, Stacy, Johnnie (Carrie)
of Albany, GA, David of Ocala,
Tommy, Bobby (Barbara Jean)
of Albany, GA, and Herschel
(Vicki) of Tampa; great aunts,
Mother Clareather Curry,
Mother Gladys Jenkins, Mother
Marrie House, Mother Gloria J.
House, Mary L. (Donald),
Pastor Ophelia House, Lois and
Annie Mae, all of Tampa; Leila
Lee of Albany, GA, and Mayetta
House of White Springs; great
uncles, Willie (Marlene), Dea.
lsiah (Josephine), Dea. Sam
(Diane), Tyrone (Vicky), and
Napoleon (Annette), all of
Tampa, and Gl House of White
Springs; 2 nieces, Marquisha
and Quanshayla ·of Tampa; 6
nephews, Marques, Jay-Von,
Talando, Jason, Ja'Shawn, and
Jeremiah, all of Tampa; godmothe.-s, Andrea Iron and
Tasha Williams of Tampa; god
granddaughter, An'Tionne
Chambers, of Tampa; a host of
cousins and family (extended);
and 5 brotherly friends, Berk,
Sam, Quarter, King and Andy.
Friends and family are asked
.to meet at the church at 2:45 p.

DANIEL ULYSSES
ROBINSON
A homegoing celebration dinner for Daniel Ulysses
Robinson will be held today,
Friday at Woodland Terrace
Park. Everyone is invited to
celebrate the life of our dear
"Dan The Man" from 6 p. m. to .
9 p. m. Please be on time, this
will be a sit down dinner affair.
Info call (813) 217- 2462 or
458-1043·

IN
MEMORIAM

"Let Not Your Heart
Be Troubled"
Whenever I am troubled and
lost in deep despair, I bundle
all my troubles up and go to
God in prayer...
I tell Him, I am heartsick and
lost and lonely, too. That my
mind is deeply burdened and I
don't know what to do •..
And then I just keep quiet
and think only thoughts of
peace. And if I abide in stillness, my "restless murmurings" cease.
From, your loving wi(e,
Juanita; children and grandchildren.

DAVID N. SMITH
Departed: June 7, 2008
God gives each of us a reason to live and a season to achieve it. .,
You took your gift oflife and made it an adventure for all to experi· rence.
0
Sadly missed by your wife, daughters and grandsons.
::D
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Speaking for Itself~
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We're not just in
your neighborhood. ·

.JOYCE REYNOLDS
Although it's been 3 years,
but it seems like yesterday. We
still love you.
The Reynolds family.
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IN LOVING
.MEMORY

ABBY FUNERAL HOME

MR. FREDRICK
JAMES

(FREDDY) BUIE
4/24/64- 6/6/07
It has been two years since
God called you home. We miss

you. Not a day passes that we
don't remember your .smile,
your love and your laugh. We
miss you.
Children, brothers, sisters,
family, friends, and sister,
Wanda. R.I.P. Love always.

Z ·

ROBERT CHARLES
MCKNIGHT, SR.
September 10, 1956 May27, 2009
The mountains are smiling
and happy, o' the violets are
blooming beside the way, my
step may be slow but I'm not
alone, because it is time and I
am going home.
Our loving thoughts will
always envision your beautiful
smile and loving heart. You
will be missed. We know that
you are rejoicing in a better
place. ·
Precious in the sight of the
Lord is the death of his saints.
Psalm 116:15.

m.,

'Earth has no
sorrow that
heaven can
not heal.'

MSGT. JOHNNIE
JACKSON
6-4-1933
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· We'~e part of
-your c,ommunity.
Being located in your comrm.mity and being an active
member of it are two very different things. As your
neighborhood funeral home we're honored to serve you
both through fu"eral care and community involvement.
--.~Olll us to learn how we can serve you further.

w~
FUNERAL HOME

300:1 N. 29th St • Tampa, R. 33605

(800)605-3350. (813} 248-6125
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Memoriams/Cards Of Thanks

CARD OF THANKS

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

CHELON''LEE' LEWIS
6-3-02

BRIAN 'KIILA B'

You left us seven years ago.
Miss you.
Wife, Lula Lewis, family and
friends. ,

Happy 32nd birthday 'Killa
B'! We love and miss you so
much.
Ms. Jo, Ms. Blaque and Big
Joe!

BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM
~
c

ADAMS

IN LOVING
MEMORY AND
.BIRTHDAY

MRS. STEPHANIE
'TINA'
CALLAWAY-MONROE

MS.CYENNA'"
WATTS
)

MRS. ANGALIA
WHICKER-TABOR
\

J

The family of Mrs. Stephanie 'Tina' Callaway-Monroe, Ms. Cyenna Watts and Mrs. Angalia WhickerTabor would like to thank you for your many acts of kindness during the loss of our loved ones.
Special thanks to: Pastor Garmon and New First Unioin Family, Pastor Alec Hall and St. Matthew
Family. Highland Pines Family, Pastor D. Osborne and God's Side Family, Pastor Epps and Mt. Olive
Family and Humana.
:
Dea. and Sis. Robert Barnum, Jr., Callaways-Monroe, Whicker-Tabor and Watts families. ·

IN
MEMORIAM

a:u.

Local

Collector Finds Rare
NAACP Belt Buckle
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BENJAMIN F.

WRIGHT, SR.
June 4, 1950 Jan. 31,2009
Happy birthday, Ben, you will
forever be in our hearts.
From, your soulmate,. Ossie
Glanton, children, Ben, Lisa,
Dionne and Essence, grandchildren and Wright family.

KENT JAMES

5/7/20- 6/2/08

UNDA.ANN
WILLIAMS
- ., ,
!June
28, 1965 . r. lei
)1 "
~une 10, 2007
l nP

Our hearts are still missing
you darling. It's been one year.
But it seems'like yesterday.
Your loving wife, Florence,
sons, Arnold and Elliott, family . l
Go~ and His angels called
and friends.
. ,you ;tway. We miss and love
1
you ~veryday. Gone, but not
forgotten .
Love, Mary F. William,;
mother; Augusta and Priscilla,
children; and your brothers
and sisters.
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BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sen~nel City Editor
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Ronnie Moorer stands beside a display table at the NAACP
Centennial Ban-quet last month. The NAACP belt buckle,
dated 1959, was displayed. (Photograph courtesy of Donald
V. Stokely, Jr.).

For several years, Ronnie
Moorer has collected artifacts that display African
American history. But, in
April 2009, Moorer ·came
across a NAACP Belt Buckle
engraved with the year 1909.
"I started paying more
....~ I
.~ !:· attention to things after I
found 'the NAACP magazines. ·
~~-.-~·
Jt ju~( depends on where you
The T~mpa Bay 'Chapter Of · ,~,ri, that you might d,iscover
The National Coalition Of 100
something of historical
Black Women, Inc. is calling
value."
. ,
.
all GENTS, former and new,
While some of the items
to call (813) 382-0531 to conMoorer has found may have
firm your
participation: If ·s ome ,monetary value., he is
you are a returning "GENT",
concerned about preserving
you know the camaraderie
the items for future generathat awaits you. If you are a
tions.
first-year "Gent," we guaranHe ca me across the belt
, . tee an afternoon full of fun felbuckle while on an auction
lowship. We welcome all
house on the Internet in
Gents that want to share thei
April. When he saw the belt
culinary skills.
buckle, he decided to enter a
Marion F. Cole, President,
bid and his was accepted. He
Tampa Chapter of th e
recalls it took about a week
National Coalition of 100
for the belt buckle to arrive
Black Women.
from Scottsdale, Arizona.

Calling
Gourmet
Gents·

"When I talked to the guy
that owned it, I learned that
he worked at a scrap medal
place and saw the box. It was
about to be destroyed and he
rescued it. He said he felt
someone would like to have
this important piece of history."
An artist by trade, Moorer
said he keeps the item!! lie ,1
acquires at a secured location
until he is asked to display
them. And for those·who may
b~ interested-in ~~Mming"
collectors, he said !fou just
need to be in the right place ,
at the right time.
Moorer has acquired sev-.
eral items of interest during
his travels. An artist by trade,
he came across a collection of
magazines published by the
NAACP while the. agency was
in its infancy. Known as "The
Crisis," some of the magazines he has acquired are considered rare and hard to find.
Additionally, he has other
items of interest ranging from
statUes, figurines, coins, slave
shackles, and pendants.

.,
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suspect In Execution
$tvle Murder Identified

CEDRIC GREEN

MAURICE ALLEN

.•.murder victim

••. identified as suspect in
Green's murder.

etectives have identified
a uspect in the murder of
C dric Green. Green was
fo nd last Thursday inside
a ehicle parked at a pet
bu iness on Cypress Street.
H was fatally shot in the
he d.
etectives said Maurice
AI en, 27, was seen by witne ses in St. Petersburg
ki napping Green at gunpo · n t hours before he
tu ned up dead.
Allen was arrested
S~day in St. Petersburg,
a d is being held on a
ch rge of armed kidnappi g.

Police report that witnesses saw Allen, armed with a
rifle, and another man with
a handgun, kidnap Green
between 4 a .m. and 5 a.m.
Witnesses reported that the
two men forced Green 'into
their vehicle, and were seen
driving off with him.
Allen is a suspect in
Green's murder and is
being held without bond.
Police are still looking for
another suspect. They are
asking anyone with information to contact the
Tampa Police Department
at (813) 231-6130.

Fourth·suspectldentified
In Child's Murder · · ·

STEPHEN
HARPER

DONDRE
DAVIS

MARIO
WALlS

. PETERSBURG- St.
ersburg Police report
Duong Dai Nguyen
been identified as the
suspect in the mur·of 8-year~ old Paris

Instead, Paris was killed as
she slept in her bed.
Stephen Harper, 18,
was arrested hours after
the shooting, a~d later
Dondre Davis, 19, and
Mario Walls, 18; were
s was killed April ~ arrested. Nguyen, 19, still
when her home was hit hasn't been charged . in the
bullets. Members of a
girl's deat:tt and police have
borhood gang were
not clarified what ·role he
ting a member of a
played in her death..
gang inside the home.
When police arrested

we
to
solid advice, 18, 19,
, a hard life becomes
r testimony." 29, 30,

Nguyen with Davis and
Walls, h e was charged with
possession of marij u ana.
When he was arrested, he
was awaiting trial on 2008
charges of grand theft, burglary and possession of burglary tools. His bail on
those charges has b een
revoked.

Man Charged With
Punching Girlfriend

CLEARWATER - On
Monday night, Clearwater
Police arrested a man after a
domestic altercation.
Police said Gregory
Reed, 44, punched his girlfriend in the chest, causing
her to fall and hit her head
on a computer.
When the woman's son
came to the aid of his mother, police said Reed grabbed
him and caused a cut on his
finger that required stitches.
Reed is being held without
bond on domestic violence
and assault charges.

Man Steals Beer,
Assaults Guard

Man Stabbed To Death;
Familv Evicted
DEKALB COUNTY, GA- A DeKalb County family
said they are facing eviction
after an incident that left
their friend dead.
Jatuan Stallings, 17,
was visiting friends at the
Kensington
Manor
Apartments in Decatur
Friday night. A downstairs
neighbor,
Valerina
Neverson, invited him to
play cards in her apartment
and he agreed.
Police said a fight broke
out and Neverson stabbed
the teen to death.
Now apartment management wants Stallings'
friends upstairs to move
out.
Jatuan Stallings, 17,
was stabbed to death during
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JATUAN STALUNGS Killed
By VALERINA NEVERSON

a card game.
"They were gone from my
house. They had said, 'Bye,'
and
we
locked
our
door...everything. They had
been down there for at least
an hour or an hour and a
half before the incident
occurred," said Brittany
Hendricks.
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Video Shows Double Murder
Suspect Hopping Atlanta Bus
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ATLANTA, GA --The
m
DeKalb Cou.nty Sheriffs
r
Office relea&ed surveillance
:I:
video Thur~day of former
m
deputy
:~nd
fugitive
c
m
Derrick Yancey.
•
I
<
The VIdeo, shows Yancey
m
~
buying a Greyhound bus
-<
ticket in Atlanta and then
-f
c
boarding the bus to Los
m
Angeles.
en
c
.- Yancey is accused of
~
- ~k}iling his wife a nd a day
)>
. ·laborer. He di sappeared
DERRICK YANCEY
z
c
: :i:llllt~J after he was placed on home
'-------'ii
confinement by slipping out
shared new details about "11
of his ankle monitor.
how
Yancey got away ·and !!
JOSE VAZQUEZ
c
The sheriff not only
how he may have financed
~
released the video, he also
his alleged run from justice.
Tampa Police arrested a
man Wednesday morning for
stealing beer from a store.
Police said Richard
Curry, 21, a security guard
at the Publix Store, ·2724
.Open 24Hours
West Hillsborough Avenue,
7 Days A Week
'observed Jose Manuel ·
Lebario Vazquez, 19, enter
"We'll Get You Out Quick...
the store, walk to the cooler 7628 N. 56th street, Ste. 13
So You Won't Have To Sit"
·a nd remove two cases. of
mpa, FL 33617
Heinekin beer.
Office (813) 988·7881
A.ccording to Curry,
Vazquez then walked pass
the cashiers and left . the
store. Out'side the store,
Curry confronted Vazquez
and identified himself as a
security guard. Vazquez
then reportedly threw an
elbow punch at Curry and
'struck him in the face before
fleeing to a n earby business.
Curry got up off the .
ground, chased Vazque z
and was able to detain him · S006 E. BROADWAY AVE. • 813-300-9107
until police arrived.
STATE & FEDERAL BONDS • PRIVATE GPS
Curry sustained minor
SERVING
injuries to his knee and
MIAMI • N EW YORK· GEORGiA
~
LOS ANGELES AND
C>
e lbow in the incident.
m
MANY C ITI ES IN FlORIDA
Vazquez was arrested and
1\)
wI
Jolm3: 1 6 - ForGodsoloYedtheworld,thatHe.~hisonlybegoucn Sm. I·_,.,'W'_...,.
..
_~I
charged with theft.
tbat whosoever believetb in him sbouJd DOt pcrisb, but have everlasting life.. .'<fi/1111 ~- .
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Flu Scare Diverts Normal Tom Jovner Cruise Destination
Every year, people from throughout the country plan to be on board for the annual Tom Joyner
Fantastic Voyage Cruise. The cruise is billed as a "Party with a Purpose" because it serves as a
fund raiser for Historically Black Colleges and Universities.
·
This year marked the wth Anniversary celebration and the 9th consecutive year that the VO.)'age
has drawn people from all walks of life to board the Royal Caribbean's vessel. However, this year,
the trip was diverted to Canada instead of Mexico because of the threat of Swine Flu.
As in the past, Tampa's Danny Green was aboard the ship. This year, Green participated in his
6th consecutive fashion show. He won first place for having the Best 70s outfit, and shared a second
place win with Ms. Cheryl Edwards, of Dallas, Texas, in the Mardi Gras contest.
Green said the ship left a week earlier than its normal Memorial Day departure and that the ship
sailed from Los Angeles, California. In addition to the new destination this year, Green said a lot of
Old School rappers were on board for the first time.
He said that while the trip was fun, he looks forward to returning to a warmer climate next year.
Forever the traveler, mixing and mingling with the stars, Green's next stop is the BET Awards
Show on June 28th in Los Angeles. Jamie Foxx will host the show. The following week will find
Green at the Essence Music Festival, July 3rd through July 5th.

Tom Joyner, of the Tom .
Donna Richardson .
Joyner Morning Show and ··Joyner, wife of Tom Joyner,
the
Tom
Joyner hosted the fashion show.
. Foundation, hosts the
cruise each year to raise
· funds for Historically Black
Colleges and Universities.
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David Mann and Tamela
J. Mann, of "Meet The
Browns," visited Canada as
part of the Tom Joyner
Foundation's
annua l
cruise.

Luke Skywalker, of 2 Live
Crew fame, was aboard the
cruiseship.

JIMMY JAM

Florida Emancipation oav Celebration Held
On Wednesday, May 20th, the Tampa Bay History Center and the Tampa Bay Chapter of the
Association for the Study of African American Life and History held its Florida Emancipation Day
Celebration. The event was held at the Tampa Bay History Center.
The program opened with Dr. Cheryl Rodriguez, ofthe University of South Florida Institute on
Black Life, serving as the Mistress of Ceremony. Reverend Thomas Scott gave the invocation.
The Woods and Wanton Chapter of Buffalo Soldiers presented the colors and the audience recited
the Pledge of Allegiance and sang the Negro National Anthem.
C. J. Roberts, of the Tampa Bay History Center extended the welcome and Fred Hearns,
Tampa Bay Chapter of the Association for the Study of African American Life and History, gave the
Asalh welcome.
Atty. Marsha Ryberg, Tampa Bay History Center Board Trustee; Ken Hagan, Hillsborough
County Board of Commissioners; Reverend Thomas Scott, Tampa City Council; Fred Hearns,
ASALH, Carol Kurdell, Hillsborough County School Board; Curtis Stokes, Hillsborough County
Branch NAACP; Ms. MaryEllen Elia, Superintendent of the Hillsborough County School District,
and Frank Bell, Woods and Wanton Chapter of Buffalo Soldiers read the Emancipatiom
Proclamation.
Dr. Sydel Barnes-LeGrande, Fruit of Glory Ministries, Inc., and Your Place Health Systems,
LLC, served as the Keynote Speaker.
Attorney Warren Dawson served as the Moderator for the Panel Discussion, which included
The Honorable Doretha Edgecomb and Attorney Henry G. Gyden. (Photography by
BRUNSON).

DR. SYDEL BARNES
LEGRANDE
Keynote Speaker

\

.

ALBRll-T BELL
Buffalo Soldier

FREDCRUM

JOEY HENDERSON
Buffalo Soldier

Attorney Warren Dawson, left, served as the moderator for the panel discussion.
Panelists were Mrs. Doretha Edgecomb and Attorney Henry G. Gyden.

Alexandria Frazier, Kim McCray, and Je'Meia Porter
those attending the event.

Jair Cook, Shirl McCray, and Jaquan Cook were among
those in attendance at the Emancipation Day Celebration.

OWEN YOUNG
Assistant Principal at
Middleton High School

MS. SUE McARTHUR
Tampa Bay Chapter of the
Association for the Study of
African American
Life and History

_ - MR. AND MRS. KURT (ARNA) YOUNG

Among those in 'attendance at the Emancipation Day
Celebration were from left to right: Trent, N'Namdi, and Jo
Green.
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th Grader uses Her 'Gift'
To Share With Others

Fed.UP Mother
Pleads For Help
BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

~

c

School, was the ·
only student in her grade
and i her school to receive a
p
ct score of 6.0 on the
FCA Writes. For having
ed such an honor,
received a certificate
giant pencil bank.
n Lyrik received the
she realized that the
was something she
not keep. It was not
didn't want to keep
t it was something
As she so eloquently
in her church a few
ago, she would like
it to the Pediatric
Foundation.·
· ze that there are
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school recently
oai"tl¢:loate<1 in a Pennies for
drive along-with other

Lyrik Courtney with the pencil bank she received as
a gift for earning 6.o on the FCAT Writes.
schools in Hillsborough
County. That is what gave
her the idea to continue to
do her part and continue to
give back.
Anyone who wishes to help
by making a donation along
with Lyrik, may do so by
contributing in her honor to
the
Pediatric -. Cancer

Foundation, 5500 W.
Executive Dr., Suite 300,
Tampa, FL 33609-1002.
Lyrik is a member of
New Progress M. B. Church,
where she is a member of the
#3 Youth Choir and the
Youth Sunday School. Lyrik
is the daughter of Nikki
Wilborn• .

Ms. Delphene McCroy
has seen up close and personal
what incarceration can do to a
person. Her son has been in
and out of prisons for more
than a d~cade.
"My son is mentally challenged, and has been since he
was born. Not one time was
this taken into consideration
when he was sentenced.
"If that's not bad enough, it
appears no one in the prison
system is capable of seeing the
mental breakdown of young
men and women who are serving time."
Ms. McCroy said mentally
challenged lawbreakers are
railroaded in and out of
prison, because they aren't
give1.1 the help they need.
. "All they do is keep locking
them up and -that makes the
situation worse. I consider it
cruel and unjust punishment,
and I'm seeking someone who
is honorable and believes in
fair play. It's obvious the
courts are failing to dig deeper
in these kind of cases."
Ms. McCroy said she's try- ·

ing more to bring attention to
this problem, than trying to
get her son an attorney.
"I would like to get a probono attorney to help me, but
I think it's more important
that I speak out on this problem.
"We are in an era of public
defenders telling their clients
to accept plea deals when no
consideration is given to their
innocence or state of mind. All
you become in that system is a
folder of information, not a
human being."
Ms. McCroy wants to
appeal to elected officials, both
local and nationally, and hopes
that even the highest courts
will look into this problem and
come up with solutions.
"A lot of these men and
women are damaged goods
when they enter prison. The
prison environment only
makes that condition worse,
a:nd when they are released,
it's no wonder some of them
find their way back in prison."
Ms. McCroy said she's fed
up and wants help, not just for
her son, but all the young men
and women in prison suffering
from mental disabilities.
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SundayJune21,20096PM
- Crowne Plaza
Tampa Westshore
5303 West Kennedy Boulevard
Tampa, Florida
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Featuring
2009 Father of the Year Award Presentation
. ,, Foodaod Edu-Tainmeot. --·. ·
_. --··-- ---· _100 Black Men of Tampa Bay Pinning Ceremony

VOTE NOW FOR YOUR FATHER OF THE YEAR!!!
Your Name:
Your Telephone Number: __________
Candidates Name: _________
Candidates Telephone Number: _ _ _ __
The 100 Black Men ofTampa Bay operates under the 4 for the Future initiatives;

Mentorlng, Education, Economic Development, Health and Wellness
Which of these areas does your Candidate most qualify for?
_Mento ring
_Education
_Economic Development
_Health and Wellness
Tell us about your Candidate, and why Is he the best fit for the 2009 Father of the Year•

Coille and Tr~a;Your Father to an ExtraordinarY Event .. . .. ! h;;: .....

,r

the Entire Family will Enjoy!!!
ickets are only

30 per individual
r $50 per couple
eserve Your Seat
nlineat
ww.1 OObmtb.org

Tune in and Listen Live
to WTMP 11 SOAM/96.1 FM
for Date with the Doctor
Hosted by James Cole
and Dr. Ayer-Cole
Sunday Mornings @ 830
for your Chance to win
Free Tickets

Entries Must Be Submitted by: June 7, 2009
Submit Your Entries Online by going to www.1 OObmtb.org
or
Mail Form to:
100 Black Men of Tampa Bay
3837 Northdale Blvd #165
Tampa, Fl 33624
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CRATIANA
MCCAULEY
Now

CRATIANA
MCCAULEY .
At3Months
1
,,

MS. ABBIE
WILLIAMS

Look Who's
Turning One·

TY'ONNA ·
Happy birthday.

·.

!Love, NUkie and Tetot. ·

Look ·Who:s ·,~

: Ttirnh1g ·;· ~-~- ·;

.

'

Mit And M~ ..' CHESTER (SHiRLEY) MCKINZIE

......
···:· .;. •

_·, .

-~

~

1996 - 2009 .

,.. ~- ·' ~

.,v.. s

. On our wedding day we could not promise each· other a life of
sunshine, riches, wealth or gold: But we do ..promise _and pledge
each other all of our hearts' devotion. · ' : .,. .
· ·
From, Chester to Shirley McKinzie'.
From Shirley to Chester McKinzie. · ·:.. .._, '

__ I Middlet~n_ High

Pro~ King And Quee~;:l ,~~=~ ·. ·- ~~GORY, s:R. And ~~~:E~ s~AR#EY
·

·

Thank you God for blessing us to see anothe~ anniversary, 22
years, Sunday, June 7th. What God has put together let no ·inan
put asunder. One heartbeat between us and a love that will last
forever and aiways.
·

Ads Will Be

Friday, June 26, 2009

Happy 1st birthday to
"II>addy Miles~" who turned·
2lonJune2.
- . .
Happy birthday from,
_~ommy, daddy, Kayla, ·
i~sa. Miracle, Grandma
at, Moshi, Auntie Kim,
ookie and Cookie.

"The vhice
of
Our Community
fpeaking for Itself"

248-192

Deadline Jo Bring In Ad

ThursdaY, Jtfue·18;;2009
t

-

··

(DionO:e) Ball and Joseph
·Mingo, Jr. (Tina Cox);
granddaughter of Joseph,
Sr. and Lillie Mingo; and
special niece of Nate and ·
ERIC LEEKS And
Joyce Harris, Edward and
JASMINE MINGO
Cheryl Cook.
Jasmirie and Eric also won
On May 16, 2009,· Eric
Mr. and Miss Freshman.
Leeks and Jasmine Mingo
Jasmine was crowned Miss
were crowned 2009 King and .'. Juni or -~md 3.rd place Miss
Queen.
.
Teenage Tampa. Jasmine
Jasmine is the daughter of
will attend FAMU this fall
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
majoring in Phannacy. -

$10 For._Photo-

. · . Student's School:
-student's Name:
·Parents:
Gra':ldparents:
Honor: (Choose)_Princip§)'s Honor Roll,
• · High Honor Roll, Honc)r, Roll, Citizenship,
· Pedect Attendance: '

· HobbieS·' -·.
Church:
Daytime Telephone Number:
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BrooksDeBartolo
Valedictorian

Congratulations
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Crai~will

be graduating
June st from A Bridge Of
Learning Academy Pre- K,
Class
of
2009 .
Congratula-tions sweetheart !! ! This is a very
important milestone and
we look forward to many
more. We are so proud of
you and it's a privilege to
have you for our son.
Special thanks to our
"village:" his teachers,
Mrs. Lucy and Mrs.
Sandra, Jones' family,
Mother Mattie Mills
and family, Auntie Tasha
and Tammy, Neijia,
Gladys Johnson (Big
Mama),
Brother
Michael Jackson and a
host of relatives and
friends . .
Parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Craig, Sr. (Chaquita)
Slater; sister. Neijia
Slater; godmother, Ms.
Angela Jones; grandparents, Mr. Elliot Birt, III

Congratulations, Stillman Grad
On May 9, 2 009, Cedric
Harris graduated from
Stillman
College
in
Tuscaloosa, Alabama, with a
Bachelor of Science Degree in
Business Administration.
His proud parents are: Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willie
(Cheroida) Harris, Jr.;
brother, Amard Harris;
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie (Brenda McGill)
Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie (Irene) Harris, Sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Grady
McGill, Jr. and the late, Mr.
and
Alton (Ossie)
~as..~on. · , ~:· . ,~~~ _ ·.,
....• J1t~J\YP1f. ~t:· Pl~~n..tM: ..
B: ·· Church family, the

Mrs.

MR. CRAIG
SLATE~

JR.

(Ms. Jenny); Brother
Michael Jackson (late,
. Mrs. Sylvia Jackson); Ms.
Debra Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles (Gloria)
Slater; great grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Elliot Birt,
II (Velma) of Hartford, CT
and Ms. Maxine Davis.

BRANDEN
MCDANIEL
Congratulations to Branden McDaniel for being
valedictorian of the class of
2009 at Brooks-DeBartolo
Collegiate High. He will be
attending the University of
Florida. Go Gators!
Church: Rivers Of Life
Church Ministries. ·

.- ..

CEDRIC HARRIS
Edgecomb,
Hubbard .
Regiita_l,d _.
Fra...lldin.

~

Welcome Home
Block party on June
6th for the homecoming ·
of Jimmy at Riverview
Terrace Parks starting at
2p.m.
Also, we'll be celebrating birthdays ·for Terry,
Keshawna, . Iss a char
and Malcolm~
So come out ·and help ··
celebrate! .
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Want the chance to win a great getaway? Better step on it!
Just Invite family and friends to visit Rorida this summer.

We m~ke It easy _: simply send them a FREE video invitation online at ShareaLittleSunshlne.org. You'll automatkally be entered Into our
12 weekly drawings to win a great vacation getaway. Every Invitation you send improves your odds of winning. So Invite everyone you know,
Including that cute little nephew of yours. With low seasonal rates, there's never been a better time to plan a family reunion In sunny Florida.

Coach

and(so!~;)

tunShine
,
state
.,

SharealittleSu~shine~org

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ ~

GRACE MARY MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
3001 N. 37th St ¥ (813) 248-377

NEW FRIENDSHIP
M.B. CHURCH

29TH STREET
CHURCH OF CHRIST

~

New Testament M. B. .2 , c
Church Of Thonotasassa, Inc.
}<

HERITAGE CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY BAPTIST
CHURCH

HAROLD RODRIQUEZ- MINISTER

11530 Walker Road
Thonotosassa, FL 33592
(813) 986-3971
(813) 610-1252

Hillsboroug!J High School
5000 N."Central Ave.
Tampa, FL 33603

3310 N. 29th St. ' TAMPA, FL 33605
OFFICE & FAX (813) 242-4572
EMAIL: romello@verizon.net
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REV. H. L. DANIELS, Pastor

Pastor

Ear1y Morning Worship- 8 A.M.
Sunday School - 9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship- 10:50 A.M.
Bible Study, Wed. - 7 P.M.
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED

Weekly Activities
Sunday Church School
9:30 A.M
Morning Worship
t0:45 A.M
4:30P.M
Bible Class
Evening Worship
5 P.M
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
7 P.M
7:30 P.
Bible Study

BROWN MEMORIAL

Weekly Services:
Sunday School • 9:30 A.M.
Sun. Morning Worship • 11 A.M.
Wed. Night: Youth Prayer Service
And Bible Study
Thurs. Night: Prayer Service
And Bible Study

REV. DELORES CAIN, Pastor
Sunday Bible Class...............9:15 A.M:
Morning Worship................. 10:30 A.M.
Evening Bible Class....:.........5:00 P.M.
Evening Worship.: ...... ."..........6:00 P.M.
Wednesday Night Class...... .7:00 P.M.
Personal Work: 1st Sat....1 0-12 Noon

Sunday Moming Worship
Service 8:00 A. M.
Bible Study Tuesday 7:oo·P.M.
New Mt Silla M. B. Church
5702 E. 32nd Ave.
Tampa, FL33619

. "Saving The Sinners And
educating The Believers•
"I Can Do All Things Through Christ
Vvflo Strengthens Me.•- Phil. 4:13

CHURCH OF GOD IN CHRIST

2313 E. 27th AVE. ¥ (813) 248~5690 ¥ (813) 241-690

WEEKLY WORSHIP SCHEDULE
Sunday School
.....9:30A.M.
Sunday Morning Worship
.... 11 A.M . .
Sunday Evening Worship
.
.. ..7:30P.M. - .
· _· Morning·.Prayer:..- ..
(Tuesday- Friday):::.9 A.M. 111illlfl
Wednesday Night Worship BISHOP MATTHEW
.....7:30P.M.
Wl~}:~~s
~-

ST. MATTHEW
M. B. CHURCH
3708 E. Lake Ave., Tampa, FL 33610
.

· FIRST MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH OF
HIGHLAND PINES

(813) 628-0752 *Website: www.atrnaHhewchurch.org
.
Email: rsims@tampabay.rr.com

4711 21st Ave.

., · "A Ch•ch Where The Love Of God Flows
And The Holy Ghost Is In Full Control."
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Teen Night

· ·
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..________...___--'-"'
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· Friday.,., the 2nd Sunday 7 , 1 1~.m. REV., W. D. s • , Pastor
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New St. Matthew Missionary Baptist Church
· ., . 1006 South 50th Stre~,h*. J~mpa, Florida 33619
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Study

. .
... , 10a.m.
.
·· :_ . VoutltBible lnstHute l{12·- 4p.m_
·· · - :
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· Praise & Worship Service
Wed. ¥ 8:30 - 9 p.m.
Children & Youth Bible Study
Wednesday ¥ 7 - 8:30 ·p.m.

' ,-..:

,....---·-· ~
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Prayer Service Wednesday ¥ 7 p.m.
Study of the Bible Wed. ¥ 7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

· Saturday Prayer Sennce & Bible

. Prayer Meeting ·& Bible Study
Wednesday - 7 P.M. , .
Sunday Schoot-...,9;~0 A. M: ·
Morning Worship - 1.e.:55 A~ M.
· Church Van - (813) 627-0~38
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Break Of Day Worship 7:45 A. M.
Sunday School 9:30a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

;

REV.

.,....

813-242-t>.lt's·

GREATER FRIENDSHIP
M.B.CHURCH
3325 E. E
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MOUNT PLEASANT M.B. CHURCH

~

2002 N. RomeIAvenue* (Corner of Rome. Ave. and Spruce St.)

P.O. Box 4724 *Tampa
Dr C.T. Kirkland, Pastor .
Tel: (813) 253-5714 * Fax (813) 254-1441
E-mail: MtPieasantMB@ aol.com

· Sund~y Morning Ch~rch.S.chool@ 9:30 A,M. _
.. ·Sunday Morning Worship@ 11:00 A. M. ·

Thursday Night Youth Bible Study·@6:30P.M. .
Wednesday"Night.Prayer Meeting &Bible Study@ 7:00.P.M.
'

•

I

•

Devotion By Mt. P.leasant Praise' Team
'

EARLY MORNING WORSHIP AT 7:45A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL* 9:30A.M.
MORNING WORSHIP- 11 A. M.

~

'

•

•

ol

'

Sunday School -9:45a.m.
. Morning Worship - 11 a.m.
Evening Worship - 5 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
Tuesday-7:30p.m.
Visitors Are Welcome!

..

College Hill Church Of God In Christ
64 14 Nortll 30th Street

813-239-3 f61

PEOPLE FOR CHRIST
MINISTRIES
~

Growth And Sharing God's Lo'te

1ST SUNDAYS
5 PM- f.._~ily S_eri~ _Hour(B.T.U.)
6 PM-Lorif's Suppet:(Communion)
TUESDAYS ·
6 PM - Prayer Service ·
7 PM - General Bible Study
7 PM -Youth Bible Study

c
~

105.1.1 Main Street
Thonotasassa, Florida

Worship Oppoi1unities .
~~ ·~,

'

~,,~

~

Sunday S~hobl
9 :30A.M .

·

.. Mor:ning Wor~hip .

D~. ~.T.

KIRKLAND, Pastor

TAPE MINISTRY

Order On Line At Web Site Or Call Church
WEB SITE: MtPieasantMBChurch.org .

-:; . · 11 :00. A~M .· ·
YPWW - 6:00P.M.
· Evening W()rship

·

_7:oo.P,·M..
TUESDAY. & FAlDAY
Evening Service
7 :00 P.M

DR.THOMAS L. HADDEN, Ill
...

Sunday School
9:30A M. .
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Bible Study (Wednesday)
?P.M.

To Advertise In The Church Directory Call Mrs. Gwen Hayes At
813~248-1921 or Email Her At editor®flsentinel.com
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Sunday SdiOOI Lesson
God also identifies Himself.
God wants you to know and
be sure that it is He who is
calling you. God does not
have to hide His identity
when calling you or block His
number. God wants you to
know that he is calling you
into service. You need to
make sure that you are
answering God's call and not
the call of man .
When God calls you, try to
avoid Moses' response.
Moses replied to God, "Who
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He's Calling You I
.Will You Answer;J
here are many people
does not limit God to calling
living the Exodus story
you or using you for His service.
y in the twenty first cen.:.
tiUry. This biblical narrative
Not only can God reach
11ecorded in Exodus 3:1-12
you, God knows how to get
ir> relevant for today's people.
your attention. He got
.. ust as He did then, God is
Moses' attention by causing
~till delivering His people
bush to be on fire, but yet not
who are living under the
allowing itto burn (vs. 2).
pression of a modern day
God will often use unusual
haraoh. While the Moses of
methods to get your undivided attention. People are
e Israelites has died, God is
II calling individuals, men
encouraged to look into some
~d women, to lead His peoof the strange events of life to
~le out of bondage~ ·
examine them and make sure
This story teaches many
that it is not God trying to get
1 ssons by God. · Verse one
their attention.
'ves us the setting and inforOnce God had Moses'
ation about Moses .. The
attention He lets Moses know
that He knows who He is
t xt says that Moses had
t ken his father-in.:.law's
talking to and confirms for
s eep on the backside of the.. Moses who He is.(vv. 4, 6).
d sert (vs. 1). Moses' occu:. . ·_ When God calls you, He calls
p tion was ·. a ~ shepherd. ; .-you by name. God lets you
oses worked iri his occupa-·
know that He is calling you.
t on to keep him occupied _· •· ...;._ ._ .....;._··_ _ _ _;:..:...._
u til God was ready to call
h m for service.Many people must under- _
s'and that your daily job is
y$ur daily job. God ·provides
y~u with sdmething to keep
ylj)u occupied until He Calls
ycpu. · SOMETIMES God will .'
allow your daily occupation -· ':
tq prepare' you for the calling _ ·.
oJil your life. ·. · · > .;.
. '~ .
·_. It doe's not .matter wh~re .:;·.
y u'
doing your job, God ·,· ..
is able to reach you and get ~-- .
ur attention . ..Moses was ~ - ·
o the backsid~ ofthe.desert.-~ , · . REV. EVAN BURROWS ,
- Senior Pastor
T e backside of the desert
Early Worship - 7:50a.m.
w s away from everybody
Sunday School- 9:45 a.m.
d everything. nte baCkside
· MomingWorship - 10:50 a.m. ·
o the desert was that place
. ·- ·- For Transportation Call
w ere you can't get a cell sigSISTER BARBARA MCGILL
n I.
·
at 621-1155
It doesn't matter how far ,
ue~day Prayer Service ~:30 p.m . .
of the-way you go or ·
Bible Study - 7:30 p.m. . .
w ere your job takes you, ·
Ciur Website or E-Mail us:
9 d can get a message ·to. . ·
info@ fbcch. org
y u . Your life ~ s situation ·

l

am I, that I should go unto
Pharaoh, and that I should
bring forth the children of
Israel (vs. 11)?
When you hear what God is
calling you to do sometimes
you might look at your life
and ask who am I that I
should go. The better question to ask is why not you?
Your calling really has nothing to do with your qualifications or abilities.
God is calling you because
He has seen and heard why

His people are crying and in
distress and has decided to
call you to'be the one to lead
them out of their situation.
Why not you?
You can go and do what is
being said because He is
going to be with you. When
God calls you, He does not
send you by yourself. He
does not give you the assignment and leave you to accomplish it on your own.
God may be calling you, you
might want to answer Him!
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,.The Heart Of -The ·worshipper"
7th Year ·AnniVersary .
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Apostle
Raymond
Williams,
Th£ Church
Of H£aven's
Harvut

\ih Pastor
·· Clintine
Murvin,
City Of Judah
Worship Center
·-::.. •

Michelle
l;uess.
R£viving The
Stones

.

..

• Oth£r Flames Of.Fire • Elder Floyd Walters • Sister Mary Pike • MUCH MORElli
Tickets $10 Cover Both Nights · 12 Yr & Under Are Free · Tickets Sold At The Door
Come Out And Enjoy 2 Fuel-Filled Nights Of Worship & Dance

·

June 13th & 14th At 5 P.M. Sharp
The Center For Manifestation- 3102 E. Lake Ave. - Tampa, FL 33610
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The 29th Street Church -Of.Christ
,·; _,. -·, ~)~r lrtv~es YoifTd Its
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.VACATIO
·BIBlE:SCHOOl~·

-Theme:
Fishing
With
-.The Master-.:..
.
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·Monday, June 15th Thru ·
Friday,.June 19th •7,:00.Nig~~ly
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29th Street Church ·Of Christ
·,
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· 3310 N. 29th Street • Tampa~ FL 33605
For Transportation Call: 813-628-4243 or (813) 495-2108
Director: Bro. Sam Mobley - Asst. Director: Bro. Peny Johnson
LQcal Minister: Bro. Harold Rodriguez

Church Hosts Pastor's 2nd Anniversarv Program
,~-~-·AJ , May 17th, members of New St. Matthew Missionary Baptist Church held their pastor's anniversary. Reverend Alec Hall has I>een the senior
at the church for two.years.
Mi~i:stE!r Barron Banks, who received his Master of Divinity Degree from Morehouse College on May 2nd, was the guest speaker. Rev. Bart Banks, pastor St. John Progressive Missionary Baptist Church, was the original speaker, but was unable to attend due to illness. His son delivered the message in
place his father. (Photographs by Julia Jackson).

Rev.l and Mrs. Alec Hall, and their daughter, Mia, are shown
at the !Pastor's 2nd Anniversary Celebration.

Deafon Harv~y Nichols imd Deacon Willie Monroe pai-ticl- ·
pated ln the anruversary program. · ·
·
· - · ·

Minister Barron Banks ·
delivered the message during the pastor's anniversary
program . at ·New St.
Matthew M. B. Church.

Ms. Lynette Henderson is shown making a presentation to
Rev. Hall during the anniversary celebration.

Among those in atten- ·
dance at the ceremony was
Deaconess Pa~ia Ball, of
. St. John . ..l~i;ggressive .
St. John Progressive Missionary Baptist Church Choir perMissionary Ba.PtiS.t.Church.
. formed during the pastor's anniversary program.
.
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or

.813-272-4692
visit
.· .choice.mysc;lhc.org
3rd Application Period
June 8, 2009 to June 19, 2009
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•Immigration
• Adoption
• Civil/ Personal Injury • Bankruptcy
• Probate
• Guardianship
• Wills
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East Tampa Group To
Host Forum On Safetv

Call Us. We Can Help.

>"'

<
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F. Kemi Oguntebi
Attorney At Law
109 N. Armenia Avenue Tampa, FL 33609

a:

LL.

The hlr1ng of a lawyer Is an Important dedsJon 1hat should
nol be baSed solely upon advertiSements. Before you decide,
ask us to send you FREE wr11ten lnfotmatlon about our
qualifications and experience!

Rosa Cambridge,
Chairperson for Public
Safety on the East Tampa ·
Community Revitalization
Partnership Sub-Committee,
. is announcing a ne~ forum
called "Are You Safe."
The forum scheduled to
begin July 25th at the Cyrus
Greene Community Center,
is a safety initiative that will
focus on more than just law
enforcement matters.
"We hope to provide a
forum to enhance and
· encourage safety," said Ms.
Cambridge.
"We also want the people
to know what resources are
available to them on ·local,
state and federal levels."
Ms. Cambridge said
safety tips will be given on
smoking, swimming, bicycle
safety, and domestic violence.
·
"I really want domestic violence addressed · at this

"CALL RICKY"
AUTO ACCIDENT ·
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

CALL RICKY
jiiijijjjiijjiii

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 Hrs./Day • FREE Consultation

BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel StaffWriter

RICKY E.

WILLIAMS
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ROSA CAMBRIDGE
Public Safety
Sub-Committee
Chairperson
forum. In our community,
not much emphasis is being
put on domestic violence,
and reports indicate the
numbers are growing."
Ms. Cambridge said
she's appealed to all the East
Tampa Crime Watch leaders
to attend the forum.
"Representatives from the
Tampa Police Department,
Tampa Fire Rescue are

working with us and are a
part of the planning committee.
"For the past two years,
we've focused on ex-offenders in our community and
how to make them productive and help provide them
housing."
_
Ms. Cambridge said they
will have their eyes on East
Tampa for safety issues, such
· as the well-being of senior
citizens, proper street lighting and just the freedom of
people to iive comfortably
and without fear in their
homes and in their community.
"We also must make sure
all residents have access to
health care. We must make
more outside services available so health care providers
can have better rapport with
the people."
Although a date and locatioh has been selected for the
forum, the time is still tentative and will be announced
within the next week.
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505 East Jackson St. Suite #303
Barrister's Building
Tampa, FL 33602 * (813) 387-7724

&_ PERSON, P..A..
Community Focused

~
~

•BANKRUPTCY
z
Stop FonN:Iotlure & Creditor's H.-.ment
t=
w · •REAL ESTATE LAW
..J
..J
·FAMILY LAW ··.

Areas Of Practice:

• Criminal Defense

~
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DUI, Felony, Traffic
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• Personal Injury

w

· Auto Accidents, Slip & Fall
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• Medical Malpractice

About Your
Legal Rights?
Call

..J
LL.

Tanya Dugree
I?. (813) 418-5253
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·Darnell E.lngramr PA., Cory J. Person, Esq ..
~·
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(813) 221-4454 .

Payn1cnt Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHECK
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501 E. Kennedy Blvd.
~--· .: _.Suite~715 no"tt ·
·.·-··Tampa, ·F.Iorida . ·

.

Delano S. Stewart, PA.
· • .Martindale-Hubbell AV Rated Lawyer ·,

"45 Years Of Legal Service
To Our Community.... Still Working For You"
m
I
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HOURS OF OPERATION: M - f 9 AM. - 4 P.M.

(813) 239-0600 · FAX (813) 232-2696
-

2802 EAsT MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
SUITE B • TAMPA. FLORIDA 33610

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely ·upon
advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about
our qualifications and experience.
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Social

Birthday Celebrants
Happy birthday to the following folks who are celebrating their natal day this month:
Rev. Thomas Heyward,
Mrs. Barbara Hill, Mrs.
Lizzie Banks, Shalynda
Johnson-Mathis, Miss
Lauren Alexander, Bobby
Morris, Jennifer, Dixon,
Miss Loretta Hayes (Albany
State College), Peggie
Kessler, Alvin Baker, Sr.,
Mrs. Fontaine LondonMarion, Jose Vega Belton
Hargrove,
Shane
Anthony, Sr., Robert
Kellie, Willie McPhee,
Joseph Harris, Bob
Anthony, Robert Anthony
(mem.), Jaime Parson
(Alaska), Rotisha McNair
(Mt. Dora), Robert Leo
Thompson, Kolbe Reeves,
Timothy Cogman, Jr.,
Alexander
Warren,
Denise White, Paul
Jaspour, Tony Carswell,
Bob
Linger,
Sam
Nagatani, Gary Crider,
Monica Uttlejohn and Sue
Suarez.
The pastors and members of
the 29th Street Church Of
Christ wish birthday celebrants a happy birthday: Mrs.
Barbara Grant, Mrs.
Evonda Hancock, Mrs.
Alethia King, Mrs. Pamela
Smith·, Mrs. Lena M.
' Daniels, Mr. Johnny
Washington and Mr.
Lester Davis.
Anniversaries
Happy anniversary to the
following couples: Min. and
Mrs. Harold (Deborah)
Rodriguez - June 7th, Mr.
and Mrs. Charlie (Frankie)
Porter- June 2oth, and Mr.
and Mrs. Hercule (Eula)
Johnson- June 25th.
Happy belated anniversary
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
(Mary Laura) London, Jr.,
who celebrated 40 years of
wedded bliss on May sth. They
are formerly from Tampa now
residing in Fayetteville, GA.
Congratulations,
It's A Boy!
Sharonda Zenita
Anthony former Tampan is
now in Jacksonville and gave
birth to a bouncing. 8 pounds,
8 ounces baby boy, Zavian.
Mother's Day
Sparks Travel
Mrs. Anna Harris accompanied by her daughter,
Emmie and great granddaughter, Margene' and a
cousin traveled to visit her
mother, Ms. Anna Cobb
who's recovering from an ill~
ness, in Marianna, FL, on May
9. 2009.
They shared quality time and
had much fun, food and enjoy-

c

ment with other family members, too.
A special treat for Margene'
was seeing the cows and trying
to get them to talk back to her.
Also on May 9, 2009, Ms.
Eloise Griffin, Demeshia,
Alre', Lelani and Te'Yanna
journeyed to Douglas, GA to
visit ,Uncle Andre~ Auntie
Courtney and Anna for
Mother's Day ai¥1 Women's
Day at True Pralse~.Baptist
Church, of which AndreWright is Founder TPastor 1
Teacher.
·
The Speaker on Sunday, May
10 during the noon service was
Minister Preceida A.
Richardson from Greater
Dimensions
Christian
Assembly in Dunnellon, FL,
whe~e her husband, Alec
Richardson is the Pastor. He
and Shaquille, Emily,
Elijah, Elisha and Ajike
came along with her for the
occasion.
The theme was, "Women In
Pursuit Of The Glory." She
spoke from ·Hebrews 12:1-3,
"I'm Not Just Wasting My
Time."
The 3:30p.m. Speaker was
Minister
Nikkisheta
Swarison of Douglas, GA.
Afterwards, everyone went to
the home by the lake of Sis.
Mary Thomas and shared a
delicious dinner, which she
prepared. '
Uplifting Prayers
E~tend your uplifting
prayers to: Alfonso Green,
Jackie Thomas, Mrs. Lena
Daniels, Mrs. Eliz Bethea,
Mr. and Mrs. George
Dennis, Caesar Morgan,
Mrs. Barbara Hart, the
Blue family, Mrs. Catherine
Cannon, Mrs. Della
Vickers, Mrs. Shirley
Anderson, Mrs. Eloise
Leeks, Mrs. Leila FelderMoss, Mrs. linda ParkerLee, Sis. Bert Graham,
Mrs. Carol Pierce, Bro.
and Sis. Wilbert (Elaine)
Johnson, and Bro. and Sis.
Oscar (lillian) Hightower.
Sympathy
My deepest sympathy is
extended to the Webb and •x,
Williams families in the
passing of their loved one,
Mrs. Evelyn Webb, who was
funeralized Saturday, May 30,
2009.
Friends and neighbors send
sympathy to the entire familv
of our long-time neighbo;,
Mrs. Rudeen O'Neal Reid,
who was funeralized Saturday, "'
May 30, 2009. Mrs. Rudeen
will be missed by many!
Deep sympathy extended to
Mrs. Deborah Rodriguez
and entire 29th Street Church
of Christ in the passing of her
aunt, Mrs. Nina M.
Chrestian.

2nd Annual Lupus Walk
The 2nd Annual Lupus Walk
will be held Saturday, June 6,
2009, from 9 a. m. - noon at
Tropicana Field (home of the
Tampa Bay Rays).
For more information, contact Michelle Morales at
(727) 742-8005 or visit the
website www.lupusflorjda,.
Q[g.

Thought For Today
"A smile is a passport that
will take you anywhere you
want to go."
F.Y.I.

Let us keep President
Barack Obama and his family in our daily prayers as he
tries to bring change for everyone.

)>
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Remember our service men
and women who put their lives c..
on the line daily.
~
Remember the helpers in m
the kitchen : Thelma, (813) ,?1
671-3614, Family Deli, (813) N
671 -1541 or H. 0 . P., (813) g
238-5221.
(0
Call your news in to
lradean London-Biggs at
(813) 677-6071. Be blessed!

1\merica1rusts
Store (813) 237-3741 ·
Pharmacy (813) 237-3743
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24-Pack
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Bible-Based Annual Picnic In The Park
Bible-Based Fellowship Church of Carrollwood held its
picnic on a recent Saturday afternoon at MacFarlane Park.
(Photography by Brunson)

Other food servers were Rose, Ruby, Stephanie and Peggy.
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Deborah and CarOl assisted with serving the food.
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Ken, Celeste and Kennedy Roberts at MacFarlane Park for
al the picnic.
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Danielle and Ahmad
enjoyed- the nice picnic
weather.
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Has Moved To 50th & Sligh . ·
-

(Behind The Snax Store)

Ph: (813) 447-5712
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Ernestine Dickinson and Pamala McCoy were at MacFarlane
Park for the picnic.
·
·
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Darren Royal of Johnnie
B's Bar-B-Q and Adrian
Wright.

-

-

-

Wash & Wrap ·
_______ $1__9.99 _----

Sharon D. Terrelonge and
Latosha Cobham were at
MacFarlane Park for the
picnic.
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Black Historv Committee Host
2009 ScholarshiP Awards Ceremonv
On May 19th, members of
family members and
ends gathered for the 2009
rship Awards Cere. This year's theme was
It Takes A Village To Teach
Youth: We Are The· Vii-

as Mistress of Cereand Ms. Tonja
e extended the

Invocation and Gregory
Hart provided the Occasion.
The
Honorable
Rev.
Thomas Scott extended
greetings, and Ms. Celeste
Gibbons-Peoples gave the
Scholarship History and the
Presentation of Awards.
Marvin Martin presented
the Janett S. Martin Scholarship Award. The award was
named in honor of the late
Mrs. Janett S. Martin, the
first African American City
Clerk for the City of Tampa.
Deputy Monique Devage
presented the Florida Governmental Collaboration Or-

ganization (FGCO) Scholarship. Frank J. Crum,
Chairman of the City of
Tampa Black History Committee, Inc., and Ms. Gibbons-Peoples gave the
closing remarks.
The recipients of the Janett
S. Martin Scholarship were
Chadwick
Boyd
and
Bernard Jackson.
Boyd graduated from
Bloomingdale High School,
where he was a member of
the National Honor and
Spanish Honor Society. He
volunteers through Metropolitan Ministries, serves as

a referee and mascot during
sporting events at the YMCA,
and is the Secretary of the
Tampa Bay Buccaneer Student Advisory Board. Boyd is
a member of Springhill M. B.
Church.
Jackson graduated form
Blake High School, where he
was a member of the National Honor Society, Student Advisory Committee,
Blake Brotherhood, and Jazz
Ensemble. Among other activities, Jackson serves on
the Youth Ministry at the
34th Street Church of God.
Denzel Brown and Tiara

Clark were recipients of the
Florida Governmental Collaboration
Organization
Scholarship.
Ms. Clark graduated from
Middleton High .s chool and
ranked 2nd overall in her
class. She was involved in
several activities including
cheerleading, softball, flag
football, track and field.
Crowned Miss Middleton
High School Homecoming
Queen, Ms. Clark is also involved in her community.
(Photography by BRUNSON).
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lets you ride· any HART local b
May 18th through August 3rt.

,

Where you go is up to you.
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Ciet yours now. Here's how.
, you're in. Just stop by one of
for us at area schools and community

re:,r.;+.::>>

Marion Transit Center or HART on Franklin
.(Do.Y'ff.!t.O,WQ T~rqpa) .f~ ~: .• ~;~. ~
~

~

~

University Area Transit Center
(near the University of South
, ...... . . Florida)
._,
'
.

.
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~

\ ~·

Also available at HART's 21st Avenue operations center.

HART

Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority
www.goHART.org
HARTinfo Line (813) 254-4278
TDD (813) 626-9158

FREE*

lARGE 1TOPPING

G)fi{U;!!~
with the purchase of a SUmmer Blast Pass.
• OffiJI' •pplles

to ffnt1,000 Pass purr:h•es.

Valid It Hllsbonlugh Courty tocdon1
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Health News

Have A Great Smile!!

Marsh Orthodontics
• Braces For Children & Adults
• Affordable Monthly Payments
• Quality Personal Care
• Family Discounts
MARSH

•

New Patients Welcome

. .
.

ORTHODONTICS

Complimentary Initial Examinations

William F. Marsh, D.D.S., P.A.·

Dizziness:

(813) 238-3384

lightheadedness
And Vertigo

4119 N. Taliaferro Ave. (MLK at 1-275 N.) Tampa, FL
www.marshsmiles.com

It Is our otlloe poRcy that the paUent and any other person responsible for payment has a right to
rel'us• to pay, cancel peymen! or to be reimbursed for payment lor any other service, examination
or treatment which ls performed as a resuM of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisment
lor lhe free, discounted-fee, or reduoed fee sarvvioe, examination or trealmenl

problems..

PART I

c

ANGELLA TOMUNSON, DDS, PA • New Patients
GAIL C. MCDONALD, DOS
• Insurance Acc~eoted

>
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Call For Flu Shots
.• see illls From All 0-21 Years
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Healthy Smile

.

Healthy Body-.

Healthier You!
• Dental Implants
• Sedation/Anxiety Management
• Cosmetic Gum Surgery
• Treatment Of Gum Diseases

T.MERRELL·
WllLIAMS.
DMD,MS

Board Certified ·

Interest Free Financing Available
T..

MERRELL WILLIAMS,

DMD,

: ,
MS.

. plant Dentistry

Same Dav IJPIIItments

ledlelld.IIOS, casb-G11J
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lightheadedness

L

(BOARD CERTIFIED PEDIATRICIAN)

LL
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igpt4~adedness is a
fe~ling that you are
about to faint or "pass
out." Although you -may feel
dizzy, you do not feel as
though you or your surroundings
are
moving.
Lightheadedness often goes
away or improves when you
lie down. If lightheadedness

STEPHEN I. WilliAMS, M.D., PJ.

a:

1-

~

Dizziness is a word
that is often used to
describe two different
feelings. It is important
to know exactly what you
mean when you say "I
feel dizzy" because it can
help you and your health
professional narrow
down the list of possible

~
c
~

gets worse, it can lead to a
feeling of almost fainting or a
fainting spell (syncope). You
may sometimes feel nauseated or vomit when you are
lightheaded.
Vertigo is a feeling that you
or your surroundings are
moving when there is no actual movement. You may feel as
though you are spinning,
whirling, falling, or tilting.
When you have severe vertigo, you may feel very nauseated or vomit. You may have
trouble walking or standing,
and you may lose your balance and fall.

Mon.. Tues., lllurs. 9A.M.- &P.M.
Wad.. Fri., 8:30A.M.· 5P.M.

I·

It is common to feel lightheaded from time to time.
Lightheadedness usually is
not caused by a serious problem. It often is caused by a
momentary drop in blood
pressure and blood flow to
your head that occurs when
you get up too quickly from a
seated or lying position
(orthostatic hypotension).
Lightheadedness has many
.causes, in!:!luding:
• 'Allergies.
• Illnesses such as the flu or
colds. Home treatment of
your flu ·and·cold symptoms
. usually will relieve lightheadedness.
'
·. • Vomiting, diarrhea, fev~rs,
and other illnesses that cause
dehydration .
• Very deep oi rapid breathing (hyperventilation).
• Anxiety and stress.
• The use of tobacco, alcohol, or'illegal drugs.

iodontics
4505 North Armenia Ave. • Suite 101 * Tampa, FL 33603
. Visit Our Website At: www.tampaperio.com

(813) 354-8707

" •••brick by brick, block by block, callous hand b y - 1·,'
. callous hand•.• together ordinary people can do
..~
-:-:
extraordinary things••. "
·

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA
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What's up everybody! My name is Marsha, I'm 47 years old been living in Tampa Park for about 15 years
now. I am HIV positive, I found out I had it when I had my 3rd child because he was positive. To be honest
when the doctors told me I was positive, I was like these people don't know what they are talking about. 1
d~:>n't know how I caught It, yeah I'm in the streets drinking and having unsafe sex. I felt like those people
didn't knoVJ wh~t they were talking about. I kept doing what I do best, hanging out at the Dirt)! J3,ar and continue to have un~~fe sex. I was in denlal'for about 4 years until a Soqlal Worker came to my 'door and told
me they were takrng my child away from me. So that's when it hit me to come to grips with this disease
~ey call HIV. I w~sn't going to let those people take my child away. So I made my first step to accept this
drsease and admrtted myself to a DACCO program. I just know I'll have to get myself together for my kids.

Do You Want To
Share Your Story?
2123 W. Dr. Martin Luther King Blvd
Suite 102
Tampa, Florida 33607

Ill
I

1703 Palmetto Ave.
Plant City, FL 33563

N
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We Accept Most Insurance Plans
For

813-9

DAY

Do You Want
More
Information?
(813) 210-0513 Sonja
(813) 277-4587 Rebecca
. Francis House
446-9274 Telesia

,
Health News

They Have To Last A Lifetime!

More Talking, More Problems:
·cell Pho,ne Elbow' Damages Nerves

I

f your p inkie and ring
fingers tingle or feel
. numb , you might not
want to pick up that cell
phone to call the doctor.
Too much cell phone use
can lead to overextending
nerves, causing what doctors
call "cell phone elbow." .
When that happens, the
ad vice is simple: Switch
hands - before it gets worse.
People who have this condition, called cubital tunnel
syndrome, can feel weakness
·in their hands and have difficulty opening jars or playing
musical instruments.
Constant cell phone use
could "stress out the ulnar
nerves," said Dr. Leon
Benson, an orthopedic surgeon and spokesman for the
American Academy of
Orthopaedic Surgeons. The

JJ

Take Care Of 17fJur Feet. ..

ulnar nerve, which travels
through the forearm and
branches into the hand, can
become weakened and
scarred after being stretched
repeatedly.
While the nerves are
designed for stretching, "it's
not normal to be in a position
to be stretched for an hour,"

Sheehv Ankle & Foot Center
.,.,.,.,....,...,....,......

Benson said.
People with severe cases of
cubital tunnel syndrome ,
require surgery . But most
cases require simple behavioral changes. The condition
is not as common as carpal
tunnel syndrome , which
affects nerves in the wrist.
This doesn't mean that cell
phone use is dangerous.
Bending the elbow tighter
than 90 degrees for an
extended period of time will
stretch the ulnar nerve by 8 to
15 percent, Evans said. The
remedies are simple.
*Avoid activities that require the elbow to be bent
tighter than 90 degrees.
*Fix workstations so the
elbows aren't overly flexed.
*Don't lean on your elbows
for an extended period of
time
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• Nail Deformities
• Corn & Calluses
• Sports Medicine
• NEW Medi-Pedicure
Available
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Hoanl ( 'ert!fo.tl Academy UfAmhulatory l ·iJIII & An/Je Sl.tf'}..'f:l)'

813-872-8939
wwwTampaFootDoctor:com

4200 N. Armenia

* Suite 5

(corner of Armenia & Isabel• 2 nlocks South of 1\lLKl

Superior Pharmacy Of Temple Terrace
11531 N. 56th St, Temple Terrace, FL 33617
(SE Comer Of Fowler & 56th.)

www.superiormedicalcenter.com

'

• FREE HOME DELIVERY OF YOUR
MEDICATIONS
• $4 GENERIC DRUGS NOW AVAILABLE
• FREE NUTRITIONAL COUNSELLING FOR
DIABETICS
• FAST & FRIENDLY SERIVCE
• FREE GIFT BASKET ($65 VALUE) WHEN YOU
TRANSFER 3 OR MORE RX

Let Us Be Your Pharmacy. Call Us Today At

.• Reseatchers say regular, high~intensity 'physical attivity can deplete the .body
of magnesium, causing people to .feel sluggish ·and weak. Slow-Mag® tablets
can help protect against magnesium deficiency-~ they combine magnesium and
calciuiT.~.Visit www:slowmag.com.
'
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PAULL. SHEEHY, JR. D.P.M., P.A.
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Mec.licint: .-\nd Surgery Of The Foot. Ankle And Leg

• Foot Pain
• Ankle Pain
• Heel Pain
• Wound Care
• Bunions

0

Fowler Avenue

-1;...;..;.;00;,;,;,;..;.;;.,;;;;;~.;;.....__

(813) 989-1351
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Back-to-SchOOl .Rush!
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FREE SCHOOL IMMUNIZATIONS
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AND FREE PHYSICALS FOR CHILDREN ENTERING
THE FLORIDA SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR THE FIRST TIME.
(Child must be 5 years old by 8/31/09 to qualify)
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Thursday, . Ju~e 18, 2009 • 4 ·p.m. - 8 p.m.
-Heal~hpark .• 5802 Nor.t h .3 0th·:. Stre~/t,,. Ta~pa · . ·.
~
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Tanlpa: ··. ·. ·- ·1 · Ghildrerl"-must" be ·acco"riipanied by parent
General or legal guardian and· bring shot record
Hospital to receive immunizations.
·"
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Snacks I Entertainment
Hands-on activities
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Sports physicals and Head Start physicals_·
will NOT be available.
~

For directions or more information, please call (813) 844-FAIR.
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Savor the warm weather with a sizzling steak hot off the grill and create a restaurant
experience in your own backyard for less - grill once and dine twice for even more savings.

Lemon-Oregano Rubbed Steaks
2 steaks of your choice
Rub:

Y4 cup chopped fresh oregano or 1 tablespoon dried oregano leaves
'1 tablespoon grated lemon peel
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 teaspoon pepper

,.z-

DIRECTIONS: Mix ingredients; press onto steaks. Place steaks on grill
over medium, ash-covered coals. Grill to doneness, turning occasionally.
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Come Out and Taste Ybor 's Best Kept Secret
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1609 Angel Oliva Sr. Street (Formerly 18th St}

0

albarbque@verizon.net

w
~
>-

(813) 956-0675
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Al's Finger Licking Good Bar B Que
Is Now Located In Historic Ybor City
·

2 steaks, your choice

When Was The Last Time You Had Slow Cooked Finger Licking
Good BarB Que, With Mouth Watering Bar-B-Que Sauce And Sides
Your Grandma Would Make For Sunday Dinner?
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Now Cooking Thursday- Saturday

Fresh &Smoked Mullet * Trout
Snapper * Shrimp * Sheap Head
Live Blue Crabs

Lemon-Oregano Marinated Steaks
Marinade:

1/3 cup olive oil
Y4 cup fresh lemon juice
Y4 cup chopped fresh oregano
1 tablespoon grated lemon peel
- 4 cloves garlic, minced
· 1 teaspoon pepper
DIRECTIONS: ·Combine marinade ingredients in medium bowl.
Place steaks and marinade in food-safe plastic bag; turn steaks to
coat. Close bag securely and marinate in ·refrigerator 6 hours or as
long as overnight, turning· occasionally.
Remove steaks from bag; discard marinade. Place steaks on grill
over medium, ash-covered coals or over medium heat on preheated
gas grill. Grill to medium doneness, turning _occasionally.

Special Discounts For

Chu~ches, B~nquets,

Fam1ly Reun1ons And
Large Orders.

gea~ Mango &Avocado Salad
DIRECTIONS: Top mixed baby
salad greens · with cubed fresh
mango; sliced · avocado and red
onion, toasted pumpkin or sunflower
seeds, crumbled queso fresco
cheese and grilled steak slices. _
Drizzle salad with ·lime_vinaigrette.
Wine pairing: SLitte'r Ho111e Zinfandel

MedHerranean Steak Pita
DIRECTIONS: Spread pita or
flatt~read with hummus. Top with
sliced · cucumbers and tomatoes,
chopped Kalamata olives, crumbled
feta cheese afld grilled steak slices.
Serve with plain yogurt combined
with finely diced cucumber and
minced _garlic.
Wine pairing: Sutter Home Merlot

I
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Bottotn Round Roast
Pubilx Premium Certified Beef, USDA Cho1ce
SAVE UP TO 1.52 LB
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~~~~fHam ............... 399

96% Fat Free, Great for Sandwiches,
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli
SAVE UP TO 2.00 LB

Ext~a Larg~

lli

Whtte Shnmp........

599

D~l M<;>nte Golden
Rtpe Ptneapple.........

Ifl1~~~-~~~. ~ . . ·. . . ...4 99,b

-,b

Previously Frozen, Farm-Raised,
21 to 25 per Pound

Whole or Peeled and Cored for Your
Convenience, High in Vitamin C, each ·

Boneless, Publix Premium
Certified Beef, USDA Choice

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

2-99

SAVE UP TO 2.00 LB

. SAVE UP TO 2.00
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White, YeiiON, or Bi-Color, Peak of Season Freshness,
A Good Source of Vlf.amiri C, each

J.Multigrain Bread ......................:................................................289
i Healthy Blend of Whole Grains, Handmade Throughout the Day,
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Pepsi Products~
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SAVE UP TO 3.99
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SAVE UP TO 2.96 ON 6

(Assorted Tostitos Salsa or Sauce,
15.5 or 16-oz jar ... 2/5.00)
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From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

- ~ SAVE UP TO .70

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

SAVE UP TO 4.99
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Assorted varieties, 11.75 to 14.5-oz bag
{Excluding Baked!, light, and Natural.)
Quantity rights reserved.
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Assorted Varieties, 48-oz ctn.
Quantity rights reserved.
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(Jumbo Peeled and Deveined,
21 to 30 per Pound ... lb 7.99)

Breyers
•.
Ice Cream .....
.
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12~ can or bot.
SAVE UP TO 2.00

.
; (18-Pack Busch Or Busch Light,
-1
12-oz can or bot. or Natural Ice
!
j·: or Natural light Beer, 12-oz can .•. 8.99)
;j
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Hurricane Info
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Know What Each Term Means
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• Cell Phone
• Extra Cell Phone Battery
• Landline Telephone
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advise that you shouldn't wait
until a hurricane is approaching to start. Store Items In
Plastic Containers or
Plastic Ba~s To Keep
Them Dry.
The kit should contain in
order of priority are:

A Hurricane is an
intense tropical weather system of strong thunderstorms
with a well-defined surface
circulation and maximum sustained winds of 74 mph or
higher.
Hurricanes are categorized
according to the strength of
their winds. A Category 1
storm has the lowest wind
speeds, while a Category 5
hurricane has the strongest.
A Hurricane Watch is
issued when there is a possibility that you could experience hurricane conditions
~ within 36 hours.
c
A Hurricane Wamin~ is
a:
LL issued when winds of at least
c 74 miles per hour are expected
z with 24 hours or less.

Medicine;
• Prescription Medicines
• Non-Prescription -- •
Medicine
(Aspirin,
Tylenol, etc.)
• Anti-Diarrhea Medicine
• Laxative
• Anti-acid
• Activated Charcoal (if
advised
by
Poison
Control)
• Dental Needs
• Contact Lenses & Supplies
• Extra Pair Eyeglasses
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Prepare Disaster
Supply Kit Early
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Communication Devices;
• A Portable Radio
• Battery-Operated 1V
• Extra Batteries ···

It is recommended that

t- each home prepare a disaster
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supply kit early_. Officials
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1OO's Of Attorneys Statewide Pre-Screened & Interviewed Statewide
~4

uo\JRs

Auto • Bike • Boat • Condo • Bar • ..All\(C'~ident InjUries
·Trauma Cases • Medical Malpractice • . Rape/Assault
Slip & Fallin Apartments • Hotels • Shopping Centers
Poor Security • Child Injuries • Mall • Parking Lot
.Cruise Ship ~ WaterW-ay • WaterCraft · • . Dog Bites
Nursing Home Abuse & Negligence
Workers Compensation
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CRIMINAL
DEFENSE

..1

u..

MARITAL LAW ·

Divorce
Felonies
Contested/Uncontested
Misdemeanors
Custody • Alimony
Traffic Ticket Defense.
Modifications
!-!1
.

DUI

.

Suspended License
Drug Charges
White Collar
. Fraud ·
-·
Embezzlement

ESTATE PLUMING

Battery
Parole
Bond Hearing&
Juvenile Law
Search & Seizure
Parole/Probation .

,...
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PERSONAL INJURY
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Ill

CD
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GET THE SUPPORT YOU NEED

..1
..1

Ill
I

Baby Items;
• Formula
• Diapers
• Bottles
• Medications
• Baby Wipes
• Clothing
• Juice
•Food
• Powdered Milk

A-A-A Attorney Referral Service, Inc.

D..

z

~

• Drinking Water
• Non-perishable Food
• Single-Sized Servings of
Fruit, Juices, Etc.
• Canned Vegetables,
Meats, Juices, Soups,
Milk, etc.
• Sugar, Salt, Pepper, &
Seasonings
• nstant Coffee
• Ice
• Cooking Supplies
• Paper plates, Plastic
Cups, Plastic Spoons &
Forks
• Hand-Operated or Battery Operated Can Opener
• Charcoals
• Grill -- Charcoal or Gas ·
Wooden Matches
• Lighter Fluid

Wills, Probates
Estates, Trusts
Power Of Attorney
Guardianship
Elder Law ·

.

-

_

-

·Sanitation;
• s-Gallon Bucket with a
tight fitting lid)
• Heavy.. Duty Plastic
Trash Bags
• Large Bag of Kitty Litter
• Bathroom Tissue
• Towelettes
Personal Hydene Items;
• Deodorant
• Bar Soap
• Liquid Detergent
• Female Hygiene Products
• Lotion
~ Co~b & Brush
Other Thin~s;
• Unscented Clorox
Bleach
• Fire Extinguisher
(small)
• Flashlights
• Battery Operated Lanterns
• Battery Operated Fans
.; Extra Batteries
• Whistle or Air Horn to
Alert
Emergency
Personnel
• Safety Razor Blades
•Keys
~ • Books & Games .
• Cleanup Supplies.
•Keys
• Tools
• Fill car with Gas
• Instant Tire Sealer
•Compass
• Duct Tape
• Masking Tape
• Mosquito Repellant
• Important documents in a waterproof container such
as
birth
certificates
Insurance, medical records,
bank account numbers, social
security card, etc ·
• Inve1itory of Household

Items
• Insurance Policy
• Will, etc.
First Aid Kit;
• First Aid Handbook
• Bandages (all sizes)
• Sterile Gauze (all sizes)
• Adhesive Tape
• Thermometer
• Scissors
• Needles
•Tweezers
• Needle & Thread
• Antiseptic
• Antibiotic Cream
• Ointments for Burns or
Cuts
•Alcohol
• HyPeroxide
• Safety Pins
• Latex Gloves
• Sunscreen
• Vaseline
• Moistened Towelettes
Children's Activity
Survival Kit
Whether you have to leave
your house during a disastel'
or stay home, it is a good idea
to put together an activity survival kit for children. This will
give the children something to .
do to combat boredom. The
items you should consider
should be things that can be
stored in a backpack, book
bag, or other carrying bag. ·
Your kit should be age appropriate.
1

Disaster Supply 1U.t
For Your Pets

If you live in an evacuation
zone, you must make arrangements for your pets early. If
you plan to place the animal
in a shelter, make contact with
the facility early to ·ensure
there will be room for your pet
if the time comes. You also
need to prepare disaster kit
for your pets, including proper
identification, immunization
records, a carrier or cage,
muzzle, leash, toys, food and
water.
·
~

a

CIVIL MAnERS .
Business/Corporate
Contract Disputes
Corporate Set Up
Real Estate/
~mm~~cial Residential
· Condo Association
· Employment Law
Sexual Harassment
. Civil Litigation

&

BUIRUPTCY
Chapters 7, 11, 13
Foreclosures
Reposessions
Tax Liens & Levy
Collections

1-800-133-LEGAl
;:e~~:u~a7e~ra!~
534
2
::,;;;~u:ra:"~~u:r:
referred,
1 800 133
-

Personal Items;
• Identification
• Clothing
• Blankets
• Rain Coat
• Umbrella
• Sturdy Shoes
• Sleeping Bags
•CaSh

being
~k ~
lawyer for qualilicatlona
. and experience in writing.

/Trusts
Powers Of Attorney
Health Care Designations
Notary & Witnesses Provided
And More

"Meeting Legal Needs
For Over Twenty Year.(
"Same Day Service Available

(813) 961-2802
. www.dgplaw.org

"The hiring of a lawyer Is an important dedslon that should not be based solely upon .adverllsem•nt. Before you dedcko, uk us to
send you free writtt'n informaUon about our qualific.ations and

uperienc~M

------------------------------------------------------------------------~~

Local Entertainment
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Marlev Recruits Familv
Members For 'FamiiV Time'

ZIGGY MARLEY

NEW YORK -- Ziggy
Marley wants to get in
touch with the future leaders of our nation: That's
why his latest release is a

children's CD.
"Family Time," released
last month, is a reggae-flavored kids album that
Marley hopes will connect
with those he says can best
evoke change.
The disc features vocals
from three generations of
Marleys: Ziggy's 3-yearold daughter, Judah; his
mother (and Bob Marley's
widow) Rita; and sister
Cedella..
· ~'
Outside of the 'Marley
household, the album also
has guest appearances
from Paul Simon, Jack
Johnson, Willie Nelson
and Jamie Lee Curtis.

::D

Thomas Wilson Celebrates
Birthdav At Tampa live

Trisha and Lewis Hall
helped Thomas Wilson to
celebrate his birthday.

Pink has attacked
Kanye West for his views
on fur.
The songstress says she
was at Stella McCartney's
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Birthday honoree, Thomas Wilson, right, at Tampa live celebrating his birthday with guest, his Omega brother, William.
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over Fur Support

PINK vs: KANYE WEST

c..

c:

Thomas Wilson celebrated his birthday among family and friends at Tampa Live.
(Photos by Julia Jackson)

Pink Blasts Kanve·West
Paris fashion show in
January alongside West,
the vice-president of PETA,
and Paul McCartney,
when the rapper started
complaining that more of
the clothes needed fur.
"Kanye West is the person p*ssing me off right
now," she said, according to
FHM Australia. "He just
wouldn't shut up about
how he loved fur. I mean,
he's saying this to me, the
PETA guy and Paul
McCartney! I was just so
grossed out by him. I'm
like, 'You're an idiot!"'
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Ms. T enjoyed the fun at
the birthday celebration at
Tampa Live for Thomas
Wilson.
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When you play, we all winFm" l.G~rt'··
For the ·past 20 years, the Florida Lottery's
remained strong. ~u-·.
~ore th;m ~19- billion has been contributed
.f':
to benefit public schools in all of Florida's.
67 schools. districts. Projects have included
construction and .rem;>Vation projects for 7&0... • .
schools: 'tu"ndirig 'lor· community colleg~s ·and . :
state universities, and student financial aid
to more than 400,000 students . through the
Bright Futures Scholarship Program.
W9Jmitm&I'IUG-~ducatien-has

Every time you play Florida Lottery games, you
contribute to education in Florida.

flalottery.com
102009 F~rkla lctle!Y
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~ Twinerless Eve:

~
fE

Not Tweeting About
Chris Brown!

EVE

~
c

LOS ANGELES- Don't
believe tabloid claims that
Eve has taken · to her
Twitter page to ba~h Chris
Brown.
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BODIDDLEY
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DETROIT
Bo is
gone. But his beat goes on.
...J
. Jt's· been a year since Bo
u.
Diddley died of heart failure at age 79 in his home
in Archer, Fla., after a prolonged illness. His June 2, ·
2008, passing ended one of
the . most influential
careers in pop music history, a 54-year run during
which the man born Ellas
Otha Bates earned the
rightful title of the
Originator as he helped
merge blues into rock 'n'
roll.
On such hits as "Bo
Diddley,"
"Hey
Bo
Diddley," "Say Man" and
"Who Do You Love, "
Diddley created a staccato, second-line-style beat
D?
that became an intrinsic
co
- part of rock's foundation.
~
Diddley's array of
~ inventions included his

CHRIS BROWN

Embattled R&B singer
Chris Brown has taken
to the Web to comment
briefly on his alleged altercation with Rihanna and
plug his forthcoming new
album.
In a grainy YouTube
video made with Bow
Wow at NBA star
Shaquille
O'Neal's
house, Brown addresses
the camera for 30 seconds
and ends his comments
with a message to his fans,
saying, "I ain't a monster."
"I don't do all this talktrademark, square-shaped
ing on the thing, this is
Gretsch guitar (three modjust some -new stuff I'm
els ofwhich are now.mandoing," Brown·
said, bendt·· . '
ufactured by Fende•r) and
ing over .a,pd)eaning into
a variety of effects tbat are
the_camer~·:~r just waima
commonplace today. h:·
say 'what's;up?,' because I
In the wake of his pass- ·
ain't been out there in a
ing, those who guided his:_-, f.-i~ute. ' But the new
career n?w want to ensu~~ ~
plbum is _gonna be coming
that D1ddley's legacy - lwJD.. We working on it
· orr
remains vital and potent.d
ti~~t n~w. It's called
Leading this effort ar~ rr. fJrq.ffiti. It's got everything .
· Margot Lewis and Faith · hn _it, so y'all be ready for
9
Fusillo of Talent Source .
ihat. I'm about to drop a
Lewis
had
been ,
single this summer for
Diddley's agent since the
y'all. We ain't going
early ·~os and became his
nowhere. Everybody that's
manager in 1992. Fusillo
haters, they just been
stepped up at that time as
haters. All my real fans, I
Diddley's business manlove you. ·I ain't a
ager. The two oversee an
monster."
estate that includes four
: Bow Wow, who appears
children, 15 grandchildren,
in the background of the
· 15 great-grandchildren
video, Tweeted about playand three great-greating basketball with
grandchildren.
Brown, Chris Tuc~er
, "We want to perpetuate
and Shaq at the baskethis legacy and make sure
ball player's home. The
he gets his due in the - . dispatch was posted OJ?world of popular music
Twitter Tuesday night.
and popular culture;"
"Me c breezy shaq chris
Fusillo says. "We really
tucker bout to play ball at
believe (Diddley) is an
shaq house! Shaq in dis
American original, just
big ass semi truck! Dat
like Marilyn Monroe or
sh- crazy," the rapper
James Dean. I don't
wrote.
think he got that due dur~
ing his lifetime. So we're
exploring all kinds of ways
to take (Diddley) into the
21st century. He's still so
well-thought-of today, we
need to make sure that 50
years froin now he's still
considered an American
icon."

1

z

w

Reports earlier today
that the rapper-actress has
been blasting the alleged
Rihanna-beater with some
emotionally charged and
strongly worded tweets.
"He's guilty until proven
innocent and no man
should ever raise a hand to
a woman," one of the
tweets says. "I'm so sick of
people kissin' his ass."
Problem is Eve isn't a
member of Twitter Nation.
"Eve doesn't Twitterever!" "It is not her who
tweeted about Chris
Brown."
Eve's camp is currently
working on trying to get
the fake Twitter page
taken down.

AYear After His Death,
Bo Diddlev In New Spotlight

....

z

Chris Brown savs
'I Ain't AMonster'
In New Video

Kanve West's 'Paranoid'
Video Director Talks leak,
Casting Rihanna
If anyone knows just how
much Kanye West cares
about his music videos, it's
Nabil Elderkin. The photographer and director has
been working on 'Ye's
"Paranoid" video around the
clock since a rough version
of the clip leaked online
recently.
"That wasn't even an old
version," a sleep-deprived
Elderkin told MTV News.
"That wasn't even the video.
It was j ust a bunch of
footage, like a timeline type
of thing to show the idea .
That was pre-rough cut."
Elderkin said he just
submitted the final version
to West on Friday afternoon
(May 29). The version that
appeared online featured an
opening with West, then
guest star Rihanna
appeared in a bedroom
scene. Later, the singing
beauty was posing onscreen
with the camera centered on
her, then she appeared in a

KANYEWEST

car-chase type of scene.
West, as one can imagine,
was upset that an unfinished version leaked and
took to his blog to clear
things up.
"It hurts me to see the old
and very wrong version of
the 'Paranoid' video get
leaked over the Net while I
was on an 11-hour flight
and couldn't do anything
about it," he wrote in his
characteristic all-caps style.

·oer Jam Rapstar' Video·

Game Coming This Year
Wonder how you stack up
against Jay-Z, Mos Def .
and Dr. Dre? Good news: ·
You'll get your chance with
the upcoming release of "Def
Jam Rapstar"' from 4mm
Games later this year.
The title will let you step
behind the mic and perform
karaoke hits from .Def Jam
recording artists.
Speaking with IGN, 4mm
CEO Nicholas Perrett
mentioned the goals for the
game and whom they're
designing it for. "I think, at
the highest level, we're trying to make a game that

appeals to a very broad
audience of anyone who has
really enjoyed Hip-hot>
music at any point in the
last 30 years."
Perrett went on to
describe some of the features that will be revealed
at this week's E3 Expo, saying that garners will be able
to continue the playing even
after they've finished the
song, and that there will be
a strong community following behind the title to
ensure that it has a long
lifespan.
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50 Cent, Eminem On
Relationship With Dr. Ore:
'We Understand Our Positions'
standing our positions,"
Fif explained. "I'm like
King Kong when I'm by
myself, and when [me, Em
and Dre] come back, come
together, I'm actually the
smallest person in our circle. I get a chance to be
down to earth."
50, EM And DRE
So if Fif is the hairy
beast that terrified the
Two-thirds of the infanatives of Skull Island as
mous
"Three-Headed
well as the visitors of the
Monster" were out in New
Empire State Building,
York this week: Eminem
Em says he's the creature
appeared on BET's "106 &
that blew fire and stomped
Park" and brought out Gthrough Japan.
Unit General 50 Cent as
"Godzilla? Maybe
a surprise guest to help
Godzilla," Em smiled
share the triumph of Em's
about what creature he
Relapse debuting at #1 on
might be. "I don't know. I
the Billboard albums
think the best thing about
chart.
the combination of me, 50
"I think we're absolutely
and Dre is that we take
in a great space, · considercriticism from each other,
ing his project is where it's
we_listen to input. We're
at, #1. And it's working,"
always trying to do better."
50 said about the "monSo where was Dr. Dre?
ster" that is h~m, Eminem
. Maybe working. Both 50
and Dr. Dre. "Until they · and Slim Shady assured
find a collaboration of
the live audience and the
artists that work together
fans · at home the legas well as we work togethendary producer's longer, I don't think we got · awaited Detox album is
issues."
well under way, and on its
50 ,said ·he and the two
way. guys that signed him work
"1 heard eight records,"
so well togethe~ because
50 revealed. He also said
everybody
knows their
that Dre has just under a
·•
I
roles.
dozen songs finished.
"one of the ·most impor- :·
"There's probably .10
tant portions of our rela7
records," Emineni contionships is 'us under~
finned.

E11ine11's Relapse ·
Notches Biggest Billboard,
Debut 012009-.__. - · _·-·- r-··.
. .
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spot on the Billboard 200,
thanks to the highest firstweek bow of the year so far
at 608,000.
. How big wa~ it? Even
with seven other albums
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JENNIFER HUDSON

According to several
online reports, Jennifer
Hudson is several months'
pregnant and held a baby
shower in Chicago over the
weekend. Rumors of the
Oscar-and-Grammy-winning singer/actress's pregnancy have been circulating
for months but have been
denied by her reps. The
shower was reportedly held
on Saturday at a relative's
home.
"It was a baby shower, a
quiet gathering of friends
and mostly family,~ singer/
actress Felicia Fields, a
longtime Hudson friend,
reportedly told the .Chicago
Tribune. "They're really trying to keep it kin~ ofquiet."
Hudson is engaged to former reality-TV 'sta-r·navid
Otunga, who is pursuing a
pro-wrestling career. The
pair have not publicize.\l1 n
their wedding date. . .
1::d l
"It was a nice time tha~
we had," Fields .said of tli,e ~ 
shower, but de.clined · t-o~ 1•
reveal whether Hudso n''
received blue or pink gifts, •n
which would· reveal the rf
baby's sex .. "They don'tknow :[the ge-nder] . More
yellow [gifts]," Fields
reportedly told the_Tribune.
Hudson recently postponed several dates of her
tour with Robin Thicke, .
claiming strained vocal .
cords..

Pitbull on Punching Disruptive
Fan: 'Natural Instinct KickedIn'
When making it rain
goes wrong, Pitbull
reacts. Amateur video of
Pit onstage in Colorado
recently hit the Net, showing the rapper punching
out a fan. The scene starts
with Pit entertaining the
audience, when a man in
the crowd started throwing
money on the stage. Pit
pulled the man onto the
stage and he started
throwing money in Pit's
face, and Pitbull immediately knocked t\le guy
down with a punch to the
PITBULL
face.
"They don't show the
whole clip of what haponstage with no intention
pened," Pit said of the
of doing nothing to him,"
video . "Before the song
he explained. "I'm bringing
'Bojangles,' I play a whole
him onstage to say, 'Look,
set and · I only get three
this the clown that's gonna
breaks. I was going into
f - up your show. I'm get'Bojangles' . and this
ting rid of him. I'm letting
mutha--a had already
y'all know right now. Don't
made it rain, like, three
nobody else make it rain.'
times. He threw a gang of
When I bring the muthamoney in the air and I was
-a up on the stage, he
scooting the money, giving
-throws a wad of money in
it to the cro-w d. I didn't
my face. When he did that,
touch the money, but I was
"that's when natural reacscooting it, giving it to the
tion ... natural instinct
crowd." .
kicked in."
Pit said he had enough
P it laid the guy out with
and gaveJ the guy a verbal
one punch.
warning from the stage.
"No way, shape or fonD.
· "I told .him, 'Look, dog,
was that my intention. It
you already got three
was more like a reaction,
'1n~tt1~es. Don't make it rain
self-defense," he explained.
oJllOre. I'm telling you. I
"Mind· you, l'v~ been in
lain;! gonna talk about it no
shows before and I done
bote, I'm just gonna be
- got hit ·wit~ bottle. Any
~b~nit it. Don't do it no
time I see anything'·'movp1ore'," he recalled. "Boom,
ing onstage, I'm cautious
left it alone. I started
about it. You · feel me? As
'Bojangles,' then about a · soon as he threw that
minute later, he comes to
mo'n ey, ·it' was o"n from
the other side of the stage
there."
·
and throws money again."
.The man was escorted
From there, Pit actually
out and the concert' continextended his hand and
ued after Pit apologized to
pulled the man onstage.
the . crowd for the distur"I'm bringing him
bance.
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- making their de~uts iri the
· _.top 10, Sliri:t Shady sold . ·.
nearly a's many ·albmrts. as ·.
~':the rest of the top.10 com2 · bi~~d;' Acc~tding i~ figUre~ ·?'~•
. pr~vided. by . Niel'se_ n,.··. ·
· ·_ So:~dS~an,J~st feek's #1, ·"•
.-Gr.eep
- . _·fiays
· ·-. · 21st
· · Century
Breakdown,
dropped
down · ·
·
a _spot on sales of 166,000. . _
Breakdown,' the "Hannah
Montana" soundtrack (#7,
58,000) and ·Lady .Gaga's
Fame (#8, 45,000) are the
only holdovers from last
week. ·

Guess ·who's back? As· if ·
there were any que:ttaon of
whether Eminej{~ould
dominate th~~~lagafu
after
nea't:: rour-yea~ ,
absence_, the rapper's .
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Jennifer Hudson
Is Pregnant,
Friend savs
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Sources: Bruno's Eminem
landing Staged

The sure-to-be-infamous
part of the 2009 MTV
Movie Awards where
Sacha Baron Cohen's
bare butt landed on
Eminem's face, causing
the rapper to angrily
storm off? Yeah, that was
staged.
A-lthough neither MTV
nor Eminem will comment on the situation,
sources close to Cohen tell
EW that the incident was
rehearsed.
MTV Movie Awards Hot
Shots Matt Sayles, AP375
photos Sacha Baron
Cohen - aka 'Bruno' flew high above the crowd
seconds before plopping
his manhood square on
Eminem's face. Seriously.
~
Furthermore, Scott
c Aukerman
who
~
LL claimed to be the head
LL

c

writer for the shows wrote on his blog that it
was in fact planned. "The
Bruno/Eminem incident
was staged," he wrote,
adding "they rehearsed it
at dress and yes, it went as
far as it did on the live
show."
During the Movie
Awards, Cohen- dressed
as his character Bruno flew above the crowd to
give the award for best
male performance, wearing very little clothing,
especially in his netherregions. However, he
ended up descending into
the crowd, right onto the
'Slim Shady' rapper.
Eminem seemed to be
furious as cameras caught
him and his bodyguards
making their exit.
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DREW·-Z'S MOVIE REVIEW
Up - Pixar/Disney deliver another excellent animation that adults and kids
will enjoys. r***1
.
·
·
1
Night At Thelrtuseum- Ben Stiller tries to save the museum1pieces from
moving to federal storage. Fell asleep on this one. No. 1 at box office $53M [*~]
. n· .
Terminator Salvation - Very Good Storyline and special effects. Must
See! No. 2 at box office- $43M [-*~]
?I ·
Angels And Demons - Tom Hanks stars in this mystery about a secret
society out to destroy the Catholic Church. Worth See1ng! Too long ,..,2hrs/20 mins. [-*~]
.
.
--;.J ,_ ,3 H
Star Trek - The U.S.S. Enterpnse goes back to the beginmng. GradKJ~
special effects/ Enjoyed it! (**j
. / .3 ; ,
X-Men Origins: Wolverine - This Marvel comic book movie tells the st~ci '
of Wolverine (Hugh Jackman) violent and romantic past. Expected mdr~ -~
{-*}
. ' ..
Obsessed - Beyonce stars in this drama about her husband (ldris Elba}
being stalked by a temp worker (Ali Larter). Rainforest Films (St. Pete/Will
Packer- Stome The Yard) produces another blockbuster. 4lh week at box
office - $63M. ( *~]
The Soloist - Oscar-worthy Jamie Foxx plays a mentally ill musical genius
who happens to be homeless. A L.A. reporter (Robert Downey, Jr.) tries to
save him from the streets. [***]
State Of Play- Russell Crowe stars in this crime thriller about a journalist
investigating a series of brutal murders. Worth seeing! (-*~]
The Haunting In Connecticut- Based on a true story, a family moves into
a house haunted by ghosts. Not for Kids. [***]
Observe And Report- A mall security guard does -whatever it takes to
impress his dream girl. Surprisingly funny. [-*]
Fast And Furious -A fast-paced action and adventure starring Vin Diesel.
The best of the series. A must see! No. 1 at box office - $72.5M. [-]
Monsters vs. Aliens - Your kids will love this one. [-*]
Knowing - A creepy, suspense/thriller starring Nicolas Cage. This move
could have been a classic but the ending was disappointing. No. 1 at box
office - $27M. Worth seeing! [-*~]
Duplicity- A comedy/spy caper that was too long (2 hrs/5 mins) and
confusing until the end. You can pass on this one.[**]
Race To Witch Mountain - The Rock comes through with this actionpacked movie from Disney. The kids will love this one. No. 1 at Box Office $25M. [***]
..
The Last House On The Left - A family of crazy prison escapees kidnap
two girls, rapes them and leave them for dead. A revenge killing YOIJ can
feel good about.[***~]
Watchmen - Comic book comes to the big screen. Over the top violence
and nudity. Definitely not for kids. Too long - 2 hrs./43 min. No. 1 at box
office - $55M. [**]
Caroline - A dark animation about a girl who is terrorized by a witch. Too
scary for kids. [ j
Fired Up - Two high school football stars decide to join the cheerleading
team to be around the girls. Well-written comedy. Enjoyed it! (-*~]
He's Just Not That Into You - A comedy/drama about different
relationships concerning women. Starts slow but turned out to be good.
(***]
Tyler Perry's Madea Goes To Jail - Comedy/drama starring Tyler Perry
as Madea. 5th week - $87M. [***]
·
Friday The 1Jih - The same as before. Fifteen victims to slash and two to
survive. You pick who will survive. Blood and guts. No. 1 movie-$42M [**~]

RATINGS
**** - Very Good I *** • Good I **·Average I * - Wait For Video

Eminem, Jav-z
Share Stage For
'OJ Hero' Partv

JAY-ZAnd EMINEM

LOS ANGELES - If you
want to blow it out for the
debut of "DJ Hero," there's
no bigger way than with
Jay-Z and Eminem. The
iconic MCs shared the mic
at the Wiltern on Monday
night, in a rare joint
appearance to celebrate the
launch of the new game in
front of a celebrity-studded
audience that included
Leonardo DiCaprio, Pete
Wentz, Tyrese and Blink182's Mark Hoppus.
The packed crowd was
treated to a thrilling set
from Jay that included
some of his biggest hits. His
j)erformance concluded with
a sul'])rise appearance from
Slim Shady himself - fresh
from his run-in with Bruno
at the MTV Movie Awardswho grabpec;t the mic and
traded verses .with Jay on
"Renegade." ~before taking
· over the ~tage for his own
mini-set.

T~Pain, lil Wavne

:CQDJPieted 12 Tracks
for Joint Project

LIL WAYNEAndT-PAIN

If Lil wayne keeps pushing back Rebirth, the rocktinged a lbum he's been

working on all year, and if
T-Pain keeps making guest
appearances on everyone's
record, how are these two
.ever going to deliv:er their
anticipated · T:.\vayne
supergroup project?
Well, according to
T-Pain, the duo have managed to knock out a solid
block of tracks so far. That's
progress. Last time he
updated MTV N ews, he said
the two dreadlocked artists
were just getting started.
"We got 12 songs right
now," Teddy P told MTV
News rece.ntly about the
T-Wayne sessions. "We
going slow; there's no rush .
It can come out whenever .
We're gonna keep it push ing, however . It's gonna be
pushed."

Sa de At Work On
First Album In Nine Years
NEW YORK -- Sade
Adu, the reclusive "quiet
storm" soul signer who
takes notoriously long
breaks between releases,
has regrouped with the
band that bears her name
and is recording her first
album of new material
since 2000's "Lovers Rock,"
Billboard.com sources confirmed . ., ~ The group,·is in the studio
throug~~u~e. Sony has nc.t
set a release date but hopes
to put the record out by the
end of2009.
"She is in the studio and
the album will come when
it is ready," a source at
Sony told Billboard.' "You
don't wait for years for one
and then rush it."
Sade's longtime bandmate Stuart Matthewman, a.k.a. Cottonbelly,
also confirmed that new
material is in the works,
but he said the project is .
still in its "early days" and

SADE

won't be close to finished
until "later in the year."
Last week, rumors of a
new Sade album surfaced
when the official-looking
website sade2009.com went
live with a message claiming a release date of
November 24 for a new
album. The source at
Sade's label denied any
connection to that site. "We
do not know where that fan
site could have got that
release date from, but it is
.100 percent not true." .

Jimi Hendrix's -Roadie··
savsGuitarist'sManager
Murdered Him
Jimi Hendrix's former
roadie James '"Tappy"
Wright has claimed that
the late guitar legend was
murdered by his manager,
Michael Jeffrey•
In his n e w book Rock
Roadie, Wright claims
that Jeffrey told him he
plied Hendrix with pills
and alcohol in order to kill
him and claim on the gui- ·
tarist's life insurance.
Hendrix died in
September 1970. His body
was found in a room at
London's Samarkand Hotel
booked
by
Monika
Dannemann,
whom
Hendrix had known for a
. matter of days.
Jeffrey allegedly made
the confession to Wright in
1971, two years before he
was killed in a plane crash.
Writing of the admission,·
Wright says: "I ·can still
hear that conversation, see
the man I'd known for so
much of my life, his face
pale, hand clutching at his
glass in sudden rage."
Jeffrey is quoted by
Wright as telling him: "I
was in London the night of
Jimi's death and together
with some old friends .. we
went 'round to Monika's
hotel room, got a h andful of
pills and stuffed them into
his mouth ... then poured a

JIMI HENDRIX

few bottles of red wine deep
into his windpipe."
The manager was
alle gedly · worrie d that
Hendrix was about to sack
him. He had recently taken
out a life insurance policy
worth $2 million, with
J effr~- as b.e neficiary,
report~ Britain's Mail On
Sunday.
"I had to do it. Jimi was
worth much more to me
dead than alive," Jeffrey
is quoted as telling ·
Wright. "That son of a
b*tch was going to l e ave
me. If I lost him, I'd lose
everything."
At the time of Hendrix's
death, a coroner recorded
an ope n verdict, stating
that the cause was "barbiturate intoxication _a nd
inhalation ofvomit."
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that are important to you. Set up
a schedule that works for you,
not necessarily for them.
Actually, this will work out fine for
everybody.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Others admire what you 've
been doing, so you might as well
accept the applause. Don't make
any major changes to your life,
however. Don't disrupt everything
to please the people you serve.
They pay you, but they don't own
Gemini (May 21-June 21) you.
Today is a 5 - Polarized oppoCapricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
sites don't attract. They can bare- You might not have to go very
iy keep from strangling each
far to get the relief you seek. You
other. Comfort food might help, if
might actually just hide out at
you can keep them from throwing
home and have dinner delivered.
it. Stand by to help soothe hurt
Anything you don't have to cook
feelings.
would be fine, but ifit's a treat,
go for something exotic. You've
Cancer (June 22..July 22) earned a break.
There's a barrier in your way. It
could be something small, like
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) having to wait till Monday to get
Should you spend that jingle in
information you need. Don't
your jeans or should you save it?
worry too much about it. Read
If you can slash it in your piggy
the funnies and relax.
bank, you'll be able to buy someLeo (July 23-Aug. 22) - You
thing more expensive, or even
have enough in your pocket to
pay the rent. Those jingles add
get that toy you've been wanting.
up, you know. Get into the habit.
Should you buy it, pay another
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) bill or simply put it into savings?
A particularly obnoxious person
Can you guess? Of course you
demands your attention. Try not
can. This is another lesson in
to hate this individual, or let him
self-control and deferred gratifior her shut down your natural
cation, dam it.
creativity. Keep asking for clarifiVIrgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) cation. You'll either learn someTry to educate a dreamer to keep
thing or win the argument by
him or her out of trouble. This
default.
one wants something expensive
Aries {March 21-April 19) .::..
and can probably get it. There's a
Today is a 5 _ It's still hard to
lot of saving up to do between
get anything done, so try not to
no_w and then, however. Getting
stress about it. Do what you can
a JOb m~y _even be necessaryL: ;. -~ . and save the rest'tor :another
Worse t lngs have happe!led. "" . day. Right now , there's just no
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) .
'
· ,
You might try to explain your
pleasang some peopl~. Don t
position to a person -who's con- . -: kno~k yours~lf out-tryu:ag,~ but
fused. It .can be very difficult for
don t make It worse.
another person to see what's ·
Tau~us (April ~0-~ay ~0) .goil1g on in your mind. That's ·
!~ay IS a 9 - _Ma1~ta1n obJectlvwhy it's best not to show unfin1ty an a ~ense s1tuat1on. The ?thished work. Figure it out yoursele
ers can t reach a compromise,
first.
·
..
but maybe it's better this way.
· Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Some things will work in this situYou can't go to as many events
ati?n and some ~impl~ will not.
-as others would like you to do.
Po1nt out the obv1ous, if the othYou have family responsibilities
ers are missing it.
Today's Birthday- Your studies lead to more questions this
year. That's interesting, but
annoying. You'd just as soon
find the answer and be done ·
with it. Unfortunately, that's
unlikely. You'll get good at
solving puzzles, if that's any
consolation. The other part is
that you'll also develop objectivity and patience. You'll n'"eec/
them both, often.

Sentinel's Top 20 Albums
1. Relapse ..........................................................................................Eminem
2. Back On My B.S.•••••••••••.••••••.....•..•.•.••..•..•...•..••••.•.••.•.........Busta Rhymes
3. Blackout! 2 ..........................................................Method Man & Redman
4. Eplphany••.•••..••••••••.••••••..•.•••..........•..................••..••..••....Chrlsette Michele
5. Gansta Grlllz: The Album Vol 2 ••...•...•..•...••..•..••..••.•.•.;...•..•.•.•.•.....Drama
6. Deeper Than Rap ......................................................................Rick Ross
7. Crime Pays...................................................................................cam'Ron
8. Love Is .............................................................................Ruben Studdard
9. Just Go..................................................................................Lionel Richie
10.1n A Perfect World..................................................................Kerl Hilson
11. Fantasy Ride ....................................................................................Clara
12. Murder Was The Case ..........................................................Gucci Mane
13. The Last Klss..............................................................................Jadaklss
14. lntuition ...................................................................................Jamie Foxx
15. Love VIS Money .....................................................................The-Dream
16. Lotus Flow3r/MPLSoUND/Eiix3r.............................Prince/Bria Valente
17. Fast Life ....................................................................................Paul Wall
18. Uncle Charlie •••••• :............................................................Charlie Wilson
19. Philadelphia FreeWay 2 .............................................................Freeway
20. I Am ..• Sasha Fierce............................................:......................Beyonce

ALL MY CHILDREN: After Zach, Kendall and
Ryan all pointed fingers at David for the shooting,
he accepted Liza's offer to act as his attorney.
Admitting to Jesse he was at the mansion that
night, David denied killing Stuart and claimed he
saw Liza standing over the body. Adam was
grateful for Annie's actions on the night of the
murder and promised to help her, but Aidan and
JR believed that Adam is becoming obsessed
with Annie. Despite David's efforts to stop them,
Jake and Amanda were wed, after which
Amanda gave birth to a baby boy. Kendall shared
an embrace with Zach on learning that lan is able
to have heart surgery, apologizing for having hurt
Zach when she turned to Ryan. Coming: Randi
is encouraged not to give up on Frankie.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Meg broke up with
Dusty after he triggered another fight over her
allowing visitation rights to Paul, and Derek and
Bonnie ended things when he thought she had
gotten too close to Dusty. Wanting to help
Rosanna, Paul hacked into Craig's computer and
had money transferred to her. When Craig found
out, he accused Rosanna of stealing, and, to protect Paul, she admitted to doing so. Riley became
uncomfortable when the man Noah interviewed
for his film said he knew a soldier in the same
outfit with him. Parker crashed the prom and
started a fight when he saw Liberty dancing with
Tony. Considering having another child, Emily
was sliocked to be told by Bob that her frozen
eggs are missing from the hospital. Coming:
Riley takes advantage of Margo's neediness.
BOLD AND BEAUTIFUL: By taking the opposite side to Ridge regarding Rick and Steffy's reconciliation, Brooke drove him straight to Taylor.
Ridge· overloaded on Taylor's anti-anxiety pills
and made a shocking confession to her. Brooke
was shaken when she found out thafRidge· had
been with Taylor, and her last-ditch· peace talks
with Ridge were too strained to stand up to reality . Steffy had _to defuse the situation wl[len
Thomas foun:d per and Rick together.
Stephanie's repJy·lo Eric's offer to rehire ~r at
Forrester was not what he hoped for. When· Nick
tried to fire Owen,"Jackie was caught in the middle ·after Owen,:responded with an unexp-etlted
marriage proposal. Coming: Taylor starts to
believe her dream is coming true.
DAYS OF OUR LJVES:.Stefano opted not to ·
tell EJ about the baby switclll. Whiie Et .wanted to
1
know what Stefano has' ~~ol ~event Owen
from speaking to the polif;~'""N ipole,Jeared EJ
would end up in jail due ':to his jn~b lvement in
Stephanie's kidnapping. Victor appeared to be
making amends with those close 'to. him, inviting
Brady back into. the family ·~ telling Caroline
he's still the man who fell in ·tove with her long
ago. However, at the DiMera mansion with a
peace offer, Victor made what Nicole saw as a
threat against Sydney. Chelsea returned from
London and had a passionate reunion with Max.
Kate lured Daniel onto her TV series as a medical expert. ?ami revealed her secret to Will.
Coming: Arianna remains suspicious of Sami.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: While Alexis irritated

Nikolas by refusing to abandon her belief that
Rebecca is hiding something, Rebecca and
Ethan recalled how they first met and concocted
their scheme. Rebecca feigned shock when
Nikolas showed her proof that she's Emily's twin,
and managed to get Jason on her side, but not
Elizabeth. Patrick allowed Matt to perform emergency surgery on the mayor's mistress, but the
woman died and Matt was faced with a malpractice lawsuit. Sonny told Claudia to have a paternity test, suspicious of Ric's presence in her life.
After a rocky homecoming, Michael stormed out
of early's and was picked up by Kristina, but their
actions led straight to danger. Coming: Michael's
unchecked emotions take over his life.
GUIDING LIGHT: With Reva further on the
hook when the pipe found in her car tested positive for Edmund's blood, Jeffrey accused Dinah
of framing Reva, but couldn't get her to say
where she was when Edmund was killed. Jeffrey
and Josh came to believe that Edmund could
actually be alive and is setting up Reva. After
Phillip testified about James' bad acts, James
faced hundreds of years in prison. Urged by Beth
to help, Phillip asked to speak with the judge.
Cyrus made a connection between Remy and
one of the stolen diamonds. Olivia and Josh
unexpectedly shared a kiss after he helped fix
her car. Rate was unseen as he saw a tender
gesture between Olivia and Natalia, later yelling
at his mother and demanding to know what she's
doing. Coming: Remy's secret brings danger to
others.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Although torn over going
through with the adoption, Starr signed the
papers and gave her baby to Marcie, then wept in
Cole's arms. Several days later, Starr found
Mar9ie and the. baby at her door. ~r9dy insisted
to Jessica tha(she's dese.rvlng of his lc;>ve.
Charlie surprise~ Viki wit~ a mimiage propbs_ai.
Todd announcecfto Blair that he's taking the kids
home, although he allowed Starr to stay with her.
Tea moved in to recuperate at Todd's, staying in
the guest room~ but Blair was crushed to see
them all looking, like a family. Stacy convinced
Sh~ne that Gigi is lying about her claim not to
have slept with Brody. Dorian was hurt and angry
when Ray decided to leave Llanview. Coming:
Stacy has Rex under her spell.
.
YOUNG AND RESTLESS: Adam put Ashley
into bed and got Nikki to leave. When Ashley
confronted him, Adam convinced her it was all a
dream. Ashley believed she's still pregnant, while
Adam blackmailed the doctor into keeping quiet
about the fact that she suffered a miscarriage.
Cane became uneasy about Nina's questions
concerning his past and called Langley. Daniel
became the prime suspect in the murder of the
fake agent. Meanwhile,· the masked man who
instigated the shooting had Victoria's money-filled
briefcase. Mary Jane got nervous when Paul
grilled her about having no identity until a few
months ago, and filed a stalking charge against
. him. Mac finally admitted her feelings to Billy and
kissed him. Coming: Mary Jane gets back at
whoever she thinks is hurting her.
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Sentinel's Top 20 Sing.les
1. Birthday Sex ...................................................................................Jeremih
2. Knock You Down •.•..•.•..••.••• Keri Hilson Featuring Kanye West & Ne Yo
3. Blame ll......:....................;............................Jamie Foxx Featuring T-Pain
4. Boyfriend 12 ..............................................................................Pleasure P
5. Every Girl..............................................................................Young Money
6. Best I Ever Had .................................................................................Drake
7. Day 'N' Nlte....................................................................................Kid Cudl
8. Tum My Swag On .......................................................Soulja Boy Tell'em
9. H This Isn't Love.................................:............................JennHer Hudson
1O. sobeautlful......................................................................muslc soulchlld
11. Halle Berry (She's Fine) ...........Hurricane Chris Featuring Superstarr
12. Rockin' That Thang................................................................The-Dream
13. Tumln Me On ......................................Kerl Hilson Featuring Lil Wayne
14. Eplphany.......................................................................Chrlsette Michele
15. Always Sb'apped......................................Birdman Featuring Lll Wayne
16. Pretty Wings """"'""""""""""""''"'""""""""""'""""'"'""''""'Maxwell
17. Swag SUrfn'..................................................Fast LHe Yungstaz (F.L.Y.)
18. Never Ever ..............................................Ciarra Featuring Young Jeezy
19. There Goes My Baby .......................................................Charlie Wilson
20. On The Ocean ~ ...............................................................................K'Jon
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! Church Celebrates 22nd Anniversarv
LL

FORT MYERS- On Saturday, May 14-16, 2009, the Pastor and members of New Life Church
of God by Faith in Fort Myers, Florida (a/k/a the City of Palms) celebrated the 22nd anniversary of their church. A Church Positioned for Victory was the chosen theme for this occasion.
On Saturday, May 16th, members of New Life's district sister churches (Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Lakeland, Polk City, Bartow, Plant City) were invited to fellowship and celebrate.
The Call to Worship was given by the pastor of New Life COGBF, Elder Calvin McDonald.
Elder Thomas Faison, Jr. served at the Master of Ceremony. The New Life Praise Team
opened the service with songs of Praise and Worship. Minister Anthony Landers rendered
the scripture - Psalm 34, followed by song selections by the Little Rock COGBF Praise Team.
Sister Carolyn Cowan introduced the guest speaker, Reverend George M. Matthews.
Closing remarks and benediction were given by Elder McDonald.
Some of the district members in attendance were: Chola Little, Arnita Durant, Margaret
Faison, Courtney Phillips, AI Smith, Jr., Dexter Phillips, Minister Anthony Landers
and wife, Myrtice, Deacon Leon Williams, Brian Smith, Melanie Williams, Deacon AI
Smith, Ashley Smith and others. A rejoicing time was enjoyed by everyone. (Photos by
Shaw-Nuf)
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Reverend G~orge M. Matthews, guest speake~, 'with First

t- Lady Belinda McDonald and Elder Calvin McDonald. - -....

Landers led the Little Rock
Praise Team: in song. ,;.; ;c•.· ·
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The New Life Praise Team, led by Audrey Williams, opened with songs of Praise and Worship.

Girls Inc. Of lakeland's Twentieth
Annual 'She Knows Where
She's Going' Awards Luncheon
"It doesn't matter where
a girl comes from, just as
long as she knows where
she's going.,
Lakeland - Girls Inc. of
Lakeland's annual "She
Knows" 4wards Luncheon
honors exceptional women
who serv~ as positive role
models for girls and young
women as evidenced by
their personal and professional accomplishments
and community spirit.
Three women were recipiEimts of the "She Knows
Where She's Going" Award
for 2009. The nominees for
2009 · were:
Lolita
Berrien, PCSB, Lincoln
Avenue Academy; Diane
Boczkowski, .PCSB, Polk
Life and Learning Center;
Tory Bombard, Lakeland
Electric; Crystal Brown,
Crystal's World of Dance; ·
Monica Campbell, Girl
Scouts of West Central
Florida;
Cassandra
Denmark, _Polk County
Sheriff's Office; Bea . .
Dickey, . Polk · County
Sheriff's Office; Patricia
"Patti" Harrell, Talk _oL
the - Town; Karin D. McKnight, Allen and
Company;
Londann
Merrick, Polk County
Sheriff's Office; Ashley
Metts, Volunteers In
Service T~ The Elderly;
Annette Miller, Sylvan
Learning Center; Syndi

KAY FIELDS

Murray, Polk County
Sheriff's Office; Jennifer
Ogg, Polk County Sheriff's
Office·; Teresa .Olinger,
Publix Super Markets, ..
Inc.; Pamela Page, City
of Lakeland ·Parks and
Recreation; · - Chrissy
Schaff, Riverside Bank; ·
Terry Strong, PCSB,
Winston
Elementary
School; Kathy Sullivan;
Lakeland Regional Cancer'
Center; Edith Thomas,
:PCSB,, R .. Bruce Wa,gner
Elementary School; and
Mary Tidwell, Rooms To
Go.
The event was· held on
Thursday, May 21, 2009,
at 11:30 a. m. at The
Lakeland Center.
Kay Fields is President
and CEO of Girls Inc . .

Ambassadors For Christ Hosts Mother's Dav Breakfast
On Saturday, May 9th, the Ambassadors for Christ Church of the Living God, Minister Bobby Shaw and Minister Maureen Shaw, pastors and the
youth gave honor to the Mothers! A delicious hot breakfast of grits, biscuits, sausage and eggs (with orange juice) was served, BY THE YOUTH, to the
Mothers and other guests. Minister Minnie Hamilton served as the Mistress of Ceremony. (Photos by Shaw-Nuf).
·
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Mother Reather Jenkins
CJ gives Woi"ds of Encouragement.

£f

Mother Ella Pinnock
shares ' her story of
Motherhood.

Praise and Worship
Leader Evangelist Carol
Peterson.

Patricia Jenkins, Co-Pastor, New Dimension of Faith
Ministries enjoyed the breakfast with her daughter.
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Belated Celebrants
Happy belated birthday to
the May celebrants from
Pilgrim Rest F. W. Baptist
Church, Bishop Henry
Rodmon, Sr., Pastor: Ellen
Smith, Kenneth Brascom,
Joyce Harris, Kendra
Rodmon, Lena McKay,
Mary Horne, .Robert
Smith and Kadaijah
Simpson.
Wedding anniversary celebrants are: Ronald and
Regina Rodmon, Frank
and Gwendolyn Coleman,
and George and "Glenda"
Charlene Baker.
Belated wishes are extended to Min. Craig J. Smith,
co-owner
of
D'Zire
Beauty/Barber Palace, 610
N. Ingraham Ave. May 8,
1968, was a very good year!
A Sentinel stand is located
in the shop.
· First Baptist
lnst. Church
Rev. Alex Harper, Sr.,
Pastor · and congregation
extend · belated birthday
greetings to: Sisters Marie
"Peaches" Lewis, Kathy
Fowler, Maggie Bennett,
Corey Henderson, Jesse

Bryant, II, and
Ruben Campbell.

Dea.

In Memoriam
A glorious event in heaven, siblings joined together
in eternal life.
Sis. Bessie M. McLeod
Birth: August 12, 1936
Demise: April 25, 2009

***

Bro. Peter Mobley
Birth: December 21, 1932
Demise: May 6, 2009
Bessie's funeral service
was held at First Baptist
Institutional Church, May 2,
2009, Rev. Alex Harper,
Sr., Pastor, and Rev. Fred
Maeweather, Sr., officiating.
Peter's funeral service
was held Saturday, May 16,
2009, at New Jerusalem M.
·B. Church, Ocala, Rev.
Keith Blunt, Pastor, and
. Rev.
Dr.
Fred
Maeweather; Sr~, Shady
Grove Baptist Church,
Ocala, officiating.
'· Bessie was a longtime
·employee of Publix Stores,
Inc. and was retired at the
time of her demise. She was
a member of First Baptist.
Choir #1, and Floral
Ministry.

Bessie's memories will be
cherished by: loving, devoted daughter, Shirley Hill
Simons; 3 sisters, Mary
Mobley-Graham, Martha
Williams and Marie
Mobley Lewis (Sonny);
devoted cousin, Ollie Mae
Parker, R.N., Lakeland and
Ocala, caregiver to both
Bessie and Peter.
Peter graduated from
Rochelle Senior High
School, class of 1952 . He
served in the U. S. Army
and attended BethuneCookman College, receiving
his Bachelor of Science
Degree in Education. He
retired from the Polk
County
Schools
and
Okeechobee County Public
School.
Ocala was Peter's favorite
homestead along with other
Mobley clan members.
Cherished memories will
forever be with: his children,
Novella Mobley-Johnson
· ('Rema'), Lakeland, Patti
Mobley-Gillison, New
Jersey, Anthony Smith,
Natalie
Washington,
Pernell, CA, Rodney,
Shaun Mayes, Reginald,
Deidre Mobley-Keith
(Reginald) and Deborah
Mobley; all of Florida,
grands, great grands and
other relatives; and sisters,
Marie, Mary and Martha.
·'

· Club Kathleen's
Sunday, May 31, 2009,
from 9 p. m. until, Club
Kathleen's
family
.- .
.....- ....
..... .
. owned .

and operated business honored May and June birthday
celebrants : Ms. Angel,
Manager at Club K; Renee
Blunt, Orlando; Mr. Tim
Randolph, Mr. Jesse
Bryant, Willie
Mae
Handcock and George
Benefield, among others.
The event was sponsored
by hostess, Mary and the
staff.
Christ Community
Christian Center
Pastor Walter K.
Laidler, II and members
send belated birthday greetings
to:
Anthony
Broadnax, De Aundra
Cobb. Novella Johnson,
Diane Robinson and
Sharon Gray.
Happy anniversary to:
Ezra and Camilla ,Gitten,
and William and Sharon
Gray.
June Celebrants
The birthday celebrants
and anniversary couples will .
enjoy the beautiful rose as
the flower for this month
· and the Pearl as the birthstone . .·
June celebrants: Mr.
·Alexander Jenkins, Miss
Gabrielle Parrish, Royal
Davis,
Troy
Young
(Lakeland ·
Police ·
. Department, Pres. Kappa
Alpha · Psi Fraternity),
Arthur Ralph Laidler
. (Rose Heights #318).
Mr. and Mrs. J • . T.
· McCre~ (Patricia), New

Bethel AME Church memhers have a dual celebration
this month. Their birthdays
and anniversary is June
26th. What a blessed event!
NewMt.Zion
M.B.Church
Happy birthday: Deacons
Willie Scott, Willie Terry
and Nathaniel Robinson,
Min. Davis Simpkins and
Davis Simpkins, III.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
(Nadine) McFarland of
Walker Street', celebrate
their anniversary on June
17, 2009.
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Word Alive
Enrichment Center
Happy natal day to Ms.
Stephanie Ross.
)

Greater St. Paul
M. B. I. Church
Rev. N. S. Sanders,
Pastor celebrated his special
day on June 1st.
. · Beta Sigma Chapter
Sadie W. Birt and Pres.
Jemeka Ellison celebrate
their birthdays this month~
Gloria's Things
& Other Things

Qri.otes
Blessed is the person who
appreciates his/her· own
.time too highly .to waste the
time of so.meone else.
A budget is a matheimitical confirmation ofyour:suspicions. .
· ·
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wowed the conference attenSpecial wishes are extended
received the 2009 Girls Inc. of r;- .
m
dees with his instrumental
to my father, John Zorn of
Lakeland She Knows Where c
selection, which he played on
Seattle, Washington, who
She's Going award: Annette
his violin.
celebrll:tes his natal day on ..
Miller, Ownert~~.of Sylvan
Sister Debra;~alter intro- · · . June 6th. May the Lord .bless
· Learning Ceni'er; ·Teresa
e~ch o( YQU with many, many
Olinger, Administrative
duced, '.J:'he M:es~:enge~. of the
Hour, her · baby brotii.~en
more birthdays!
AssistantiMedia & ComiilMinister Eric Thomas. His.
unity · Relations at Publix c:
m
message scripture was Luke
:Founders Day Service .
Super Marketls, Inc., and
'
ToBeHeld ·
17:32 - Remember' Lot's Wife. '
Mary Ellen · Tidwell, c;;
The conference consummat.... The month of June is speAdministrative Assistant at :J:
m
ed on Sunday, with Sunday
~cial 'to Mother Princess
Rooms-To-Go.
c
School and Morning Servi<;e;,.
Fortson for more than just
These ladies excel in being m
Programme' participants·
her birthday. During the
· strong, smart and bold. · And <
were: Elder James Taylor,
month of June, numerous
they exemplify those qualities m
::D
Master
of
Ceremony;
.praise teams, choirs, quartets,
in their workplaces, commu- < .
Gainesville COGBF Praise
soloist; family members, and
-t
nities, churches and families. c
Team, Brother Andre'
friends join 'together in a
Congratulations,
Annette,
m
Sanders, Brother· Tyler
praise and worship ·service to
Teresa and Mary Ellen! en
.Sanford, the Gainesville
celebrate her foundership of
c
May the Lord continue to
Youth/-Young Adult Choir;
Victory Temple Church of God
~
bless each of you!
Sister Erica Reed; The
by Faith, 2004 Martin Luther
:1>
Word of God & Altar Call by
King
Jr .
Boulevard,
z
c
Minister Jonathon Reed;
Lakeland, Elder Neal T.
Talk to Shaw-Nuf
Sister Janice Phillips,
Phillips, Pastor.
Shaw-Nut Talk wants to
:::0
Bishop McKnight and
Mother Fortson has
hear from you. Share news
Benediction by Elder Cash.
served as a member of Victory
and/or photos of your celebraWhat a wonderful weekend!
Temple for more than 30
tions, special' events, birth- ~
years. The celebration service
days, anniversaries, wedHappy Anniversary
will be held in the sanctuary
dings, family reunions, etc.,
Shaw-Nut Talk extends
beginning at 6-:00 p.m. on
with
the readership of The
wishes for a very HAPPY
Saturday, June 13th. For fur- .
Florida
Sentinel Bulletin with
ANNIVERSARY to VSPs
ther information please call
Shaw-Nut Talk by sending
(Very Special Persons)
(863) 687-3607.
an e-mail to: shawnuftalk@Sylvest~r
and
Mary
yahoo.com or catling (863)
Gordon, of Rochester, New
Shaw-Nuf Shout-out
York, who will .celebrate yet
This Shaw-Nut Talk gives
513-8437. Shaw-Nut Talk
another wedding anniversary
a SHAW-NUF SHOUT-OUT
will 'share your exciting news
on June 11th. The Gordons
to the three · ladies who
with the readership!
have been happily married for
40 plus years! May the Lord
continue to bless this union!
Much love to you!
New And Old We Care For Them
Birthday Greeti.D.gs
Phil: Service Tech
Shaw-Nut Talk extends
1? Years In The Industry
belated birthday wishes to
VSPs (Very Special Persons),
713 Lumsden Road • Brandon, FL 33511
Mother Princess Fortson of
Lakeland, Florida who celePhone: 813-689-8737 • Cell: 813-260-6140
brated her _natal day was
. Email: theapplgent®aol.com
June 1st; her granddaughter,
ACN REP: 01887 436
Jakayla Glass who celebratDO
NOT
THROW
AWAY
OR GO SHOPPING BEFORE YOU SEE ME
ed her natal day on June 3rd.
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Let The
· Journey Begin
The Youth Department of
the Gainesville Church of God
by Faith, Bishop James E.
McKnight, Pastor, hosted
Let The Journey B'egin, its
Third
Annual
Youth
Conference during May 22-24,
2009. The conference opened
on Friday with Brother
Andre' Sanders as Master of
Ceremony.
A prayer was rendered by
Brother Sam Jones followed
Sister Patience Landers'
reading of the Holy Scripture.
Simone Singleton extended
a warm Welcome and shared
the Occasion. Various tal~nts
were exhibited through:
Praise & Worship - The
Gainesville Praise Team;
R.A.P - Chase Phillips and
Sam Jones; a Skit by Sister
Rhonda Wilson and Youth;
Songs of Praise - The
Fairbanks Church of God by
Faith; Song by Renata,
Cierra & DJ; Christian
Reggae by Brother Kenton;
Dance of Praise by the
Emmanuel Baptist Church
Praise Dancers; and a Solo by
Jasmine Webb.
The Word of God and Altar
Call were given by Minister
Cedric Baker of New
Beginnings Church of God by
Faith. The evening closed
with Words of Expressions by
Sister Diane Harden,
Conference Coordinator and
Remarks and Benediction by

Bishop
James
E.
McKnight. On Saturday,
there were breakout workshop sessions that included:
Young Men M(mtoring, Young
Women Mentoring, Single
and Saved, Credit and You,
Your Place in Ministry and
Members ages up to 8 activities.
On program for a special
guest presentation was
Pastor Harold Lawrence of
Thru the Roof -Ministries in
St. Augustine; and choir
rehearsal led by Minister
Leo Parker and Sister
Phyllis Dykes. On Saturday
evening, Sister Rochelle
Banks served as Mistress of
Ceremony. The evening
opened · with Praise and
Worship by the Gainesville
Youth Choir, which was followed by Prayer led by
Brother
Lavondrick
Howard and the reading of
the Holy Scripture by Sister
Jessica Phillips (Job 36: 5,
8).

Sister Taylor Stanford ·
rendered a short, sweet and to
the . point Welcome and
Occasion! Songs of Praise &
Worship were rendered by:
Open Door Ministry Youth
Choir, Kingdom of God
Instrumental Team featuring
Brother Chris on the saxophone; and the Tampa West
Coast District Youth Choir.
Brother Brian Smith of
Little Rock Church of God by
Faith in Tampa , Elder
James Williams III, Pastor,
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Agencv Panicipates In National Take our
Daughters And Sons To Work Dav

a:

BY CYNTHIA E. ZORN-SHAW
Polk County Columnist

LL

LAKELAND- Thursday, April 23rd was a typical workday with a little twist for some of
the employees of the Lakeland Housing Authority (LHA). The agency participated in the
Ms. Foundation's Take Our Daughters and Sons to Work Day. This year's theme was
Building Partnerships to Educate and Empower.
A welcome to LHA luncheon was coordinated by the agency's Employee Outreach and
Motivational Committee. To help everyone learn a little about one another, everyone participated in Just Like Me, an ice-breaker activity and personal introductions. Herb
Hernandez, Executive Director welcomed the students to LHA and gave them a brief
overview ofthe agency.

Triumph The Church And
Kingdom Of God In Christ
Hosts Spring Banquet
On Saturday, April 25th, the Shepherd and members of
Triumph the Church and Kingdom of God in Christ hosted
their annual Spring Banquet. The host-site of this occasion
was the Polk Street Center in Bartow.

This lovely group of sisters were not on program, but they
received a lot of attention.
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Left to right, Curtis Logan ~d W~da Hill with her granddaughters.
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Jasmine Bare'tto smiles as she is presented
with her certificate.

w

Dyami Brant's leamed about LHA's Section 8
Department.
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&p.: GIBBS & PARNELL PA
· ,=- .

.

A. P. GIBBS. ESQ.

ATTORNEYS.AT LA:W

MATTHEW KOCHEVAR. ESQ

'

TJiOMAS ~.PARNELL. EsQ.

PERSONAL INJURY AND WRONGFUL DEATH

Voices of Praise.

'
AUTO, TRUCK. MOTORCYCLE OR BOAT ACCIDENTS. SUP AND-FAlL.
NURSJNG HOME NEGLECT OR MEDICAL MALPRACTICE. AlL SERlOUS I.NJURIES.

(813) 975-4444

1-800-711-5452

WWW.GIBBSANDPARNELL.COM
. OUR fiRM Is RATED "AV" BY MARTINDALE-HUBBEll, THE HIGHEST
RATING FOR LEGALABlLilY AND ETHICAL STANDARD WORLDWIDE~
Tlr,-.l/irlng (/.4 f,([K;••es·l$ An fnrprmanr fk.<idtin Thr;t.W.auld Nm Be fla.r~.i.'i<,l~fy Up<,:l Adllerti.•ement.
B<:fo"' YrJU r.>ccidJ~. A$k li.t TrJ Send llJI! FREE Wrillellill/orm<Jtimr .~bout Ou' Qur!lijica:fons And F..tperiencu.

"•'The Voice of Our GO..m_muni1y
Speaking fi:wltse.lf""~ · ·

1·S::IneiBu1Ietin
..C.)!.(r..e<«~

... ·~:,<:'-l'"..C;.X!7';<.~.,:(.focN..:-!.~C!f

248-1.921

HABSE Program Holds 17th Annual Awards Ceremonv
Members of the Hillsborough Alliance of Black Educators (HABSE) celebrated their 17th Annual African American Achievers Awards. The program was
held at Chamberlain High School.
This year, the program paid tribute to its founder the late Dr. Sam J. Horton, Jr. Dr. Horton served as the only president of the organization until his
death earlier this year.
A total of 758 students from throughout Hillsborough County were honored. More than 300 of those students were recognized for having a grade point average of 3.0 or higher. More than 100 students had a grade point average that exceeded 4.5.
Ms. Janette Spencer Davis served as the Mistress of Ceremony. The sign language performance was by sign Instructor, Ms. Phyllis Gaines, of Howard
W. Blake High School. Student Marcus Borders performed a modern dance routine and Rhonda Harris, Blake High School Guidance Supervisor, and Vice
President of HABSE gave the occasion.
Saxophonist B. K. Jackson entertained the audience with his version of "Wind Beneath My Wings," and received a standing ovation. The keynote address
was given by DeAnna Sheffield Ward, of Big Brothers, Big Sisters Inc., Tampa.
Charles Johns, Director of Student Financial Aid, presented Hillsborough Community College Scholarship Awards. (Photographs and article by Julia
~ackson).
·

Members of the HABSE organization on hand for the event were: Bernadette Washington,
.Fontaine Marion, Ernestine Glenn, Ruth Hall, and Charles Washington.
Ms. Phyllis Gaines, Sign Language Instructor at Blake High
School,;performed with her students during the celebration•
. ~. '
==

Brittany Safford, left, is
shown with Ms. Marion L.
Davis.

Malcolm Bell Thomas, left,
is shown with his mother,
Ms. Chestine Bell. Bell
Thomas, a g raduate of
Dura nt Hig h . School ,
received the Horior Student
Award during the program.

Mother and daughter,
Sheila and Sierra Fare ed,
were in atte ndance at the
awards program.

MS. RHONDA HARRIS
Vice President, HABSE

· TONYAWIDEMAN

Saxophonist B. K. Jackson
is shown afte r receiving his
high achiever award.

Nina Z imme rman is
shown with h e r dad, Donald
at the eve nt.

John H e nson, of Sickles
High School, was chosen #2
· in high school basketball.

DeAnna Sheffield Ward,
was the keynote speaker for
the awards ceremony.
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Mother Gives Birth To
Twins With DiHeren.t Dads

TEXAS -- A Texas woman
wasn't planning on two conceptions for the record books.
But that's what she got along with two beautiful boys
- when she gave birth to
twins of different fathers
nearly a year ago.
"Both of them have similar
appetites. They like to play
with their older brothers.
They like to play with each
other," Mia Washington
told the TODAY show
Thursday.
Talk about baby-papa
drama.
How did it happen? Evecy
month a woman's ovary
releases one egg that can be
fertilized by one sperm. But
~ in this case, a pair of eggs
- emerged.
0
Sperm, meanwhile, can
remain alive and well and
o viable for up to five days in
Z the reproductive tract. Thus a
< woman can have sex with dif~ ferent men within those five
0

fE

James Harrison and Mia
Washington will soon
have another addition to
their family, which
includes twins by two different dads.
days and the sperm '1ust kind
of hang out there waiting for
the egg to be released," Dr.
Hilda Hutcherson, Clinical
Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology at Columbia
University, told Meredith
Vieira on TODAY.
Washington, who just
turned 20, admitted to her
partner that she had sex with
another man within that fiveday window - he~ce, the

double conception.
The mystery began to be
solved when her partner, 44year-old James Harrison,
became concerned that
Justin and Jordan, born
only 7 minutes apart, looked .
so different. A paternity test
followed.
When he discovered that
Justin wasn ' t his son,
Harrison said, "I was hurt,
torn apart - didn't know
what the next move was
gonna be," Harrison said in
a taped NBC News segment.
Nonetheless, he's loved
both boys the same since
then. "I raised him [Justin]
from a baby all the way to
now. He knows me as his
father, and I know him as my
son," Harrison explained.
The boys, meanwhile,
know each other as brothers.
"They're growing in the same
environment," Washington
said, "and they're getting to
know each other and play
with each other."
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29-Year-Oid Has 21 Kids With 11 Women

As if Octomom wasn't
bad enough , a Tennessee
0 man, 29 year old Desmond
w ' Hatchett has now fathered
::c
at least 21 children he can't
C/)
::::i support. Hatchett was in
m child support court again last
::::)
q. w~ek. His name appeared on
z the dockett 11 times in one
day, representing 15 of his
...J children.
...J
Hatchett says he wasn't
::::)
out
to set a record. He says
m
...:. he never intended to have
w this many children, "It just
z happened."
He fathered the
children by at least 11 differw ent women and he claims all
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range in age from newborn to
·
The question Knox County
officials now face is how .to
support all these children.
Hatchett works a minimum
wage job and by law the state
can only take so% of his paycheck for child support. By
· the time that money is split
.. 21 ways, some of the mothers
. get less than $2 per month.
That leaves the taxpayers
- · _ footing a large portion of the
bill for these children.
11 years o~<J-:.

DESMOND HATCHETI
of the mothers knew about
his large family. The children

Dozens Flock
To See Jesus
In Mirror
HOUSTON
--A northeast
Houston
woman said
she can see the
image of Jesus
in her mirror, and now dozens
are coming to see it, KPRC
Local2 reported Tuesday.
.
It's a sign right there," said
Yolanda Gonzalez. "But I
can't get the picture yet why he's
here."
Above a small altar with candles and a framed picture of
Jesus hangs a mirror and what
appears to be a cluster · of
smudges. · However, when
Gonzalez gets closer, she
points out the outline of a.face
with eyes, a nose and a beard.
She said her stepdaughter was
the first one to find it.
"I had just cleaned the mirror
the night before and it was spotless," said Raquel Martinez.
"When I woke up I Was surprised to see smudges. When I
looked doser I saw the face. "

lite For Pregnant
Briton In laos Trial
A pregnant British woman
accused of smuggling heroin
into Laos was sentenced to
life in p ris on , t h e British
Foreign
Office
said
Wednesday.
Briton
Samantha
Orobator has been sentenced to life in prison for
heroin smuggling.
Samantha Orobator, 20,
was jailed last August at the
airport in the Lao capital,
Vientiane, and charged with
carrying about half a kilogram
of heroin.
She is more than five
months pregnant, and enters
her third trimester on
Saturday.
The circumstances under

SAMANTHA ORO BATOR
which Orobator became
pregnant in prison remain
unclear.
She told her mother she
was not raped in prison and
that the father is not a Lao
prison official.

Obama Reach Out To Muslim
World With Mideast Trip
WASHINGTON-- President Obama arrived
Wednesday in Saudi Arabia,
his first stop on ·a Middle East
trip that included a major
speech intended to repair a
damaged U.S. "image.
The president delivered the
widely anticipated address
Thursday in Cairo, Egypt, in
hopes of reaching out to
Muslims and begin a dialogue.
"I think what is important
is that we demonstrate that
· the United States wants to
pursue a different relationship and ensure that Muslims
around the world understand
·the message of the United
States," White House
spokesman Robert Gibbs
told reporters Tuesday.
"We have more in common

President Obama arrived
Wednesday in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, on the first
leg of his international
trip .
·than we have disagreement
about, and I thi~k that's what
he wants to ensure that the
vast majority of the Muslim
world hears."

One Killed In Armored
Car RobbervAt·Wai-Mart
LAKEWOOD,
Wash. ·
Robbers fatally
shot an armored
car guard and
wounded
a
shopper who
was holding a
baby during a
heist at a WalMart store in
Lakewood
Tuesday afternoon. .. ·
Police are looking-for two men caught on surveillance cameras
as they left the store. The stolen car they fled in was later found
abandoned in Tacoma, police said. .
One shot was fired, hitting the guard in the head and hitting
the shoulder of a man holding a child, Lakewood police Lt.
Heidi Hoffman Brown said. The man holding the child suffered injuries that are not life-threatening, she said.
Hoffman said the shooting took place outside a branch of
Anchor Bank located inside the Wal-Mart at about 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday. The guard was shot as he was leaving the bank with a
money bag.
While the two robbers escaped with a money bag, it .was not
known whether it contained any cash, Hoffman said.
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AN OPEN LEI I ER TO THE COMMUNITY
May 27,2009

Here is an update on our most ambitious project to date: The redevelopment of the former Central Park
Village. As much lnforma tion as possible has been included with the hope that you will have a total view,
from our perspective, regarding the impact this project will have on our total community, as well as answer
and correct some of the misinformation that is drifting about from people who are not involved or no longer
involved in the project.
You are encouraged to please allow the Tampa Housing Authority to be your first point of contact for Inquiries or specific questions relating to the progress of this project.
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In the Beginning
Central Park Village was a 60 + year old public housing community that was determined to b9 severely
distressed due to age, lack of modem amenities such as air conditioning, inadequate parking, environmental contaminants; such as lead based paint and asbestos, unit designs prohibiting the provision of
handicapped accessible units; mold and mildew resulting from construction materials and poor natural
light and ventilation, among others.
The residents of the old Central Park Village deserved better and together we were able to form a partnership that enSured every resident would indeed receive better housing. This was due, in part, to the strong
resident leadership exhibited by Mary Williams and Ruth Dewberry, President and Vice president of the
Central Park Resident Council. Working together, the THA was able to develop a plan for the relocation of
residents, demolition of the outdated buildings and the development of modern replacement units on the
same site. Presently, these three actions have been accomplished and we are working toward building
back new affordable housing in a modem mixed-use community that will provide an unparalleled opportunity for residents and exhibit a shining example to the whole country that affordable housing can't just exist
but rather, thrive alongside market-rate housing.
The Relocation Plan
The Tampa Housing Authority successfully relocated more than 400 families from Central Park between
July 2006 and July 2007 adhering strictly to the guidelines set forth by the Uniform Relocation Act dictated
by the Department of Housing and Urban Development. Approximately 70% of the families chose participation in the Section 8 program as their relocation choice and were issued vouchers to lease comparable
units available within the private market. Additionally, 30% of families chose to remain in public housing
and were transferred to other THA owned public housing communities throughout the City of Tampa and
Hillsborough County.
Each resident was provided relocation assistance that included payment for actual moving costs and related reasonable relocation expenses

The 'Training and lnb'oduction to Other Housing Opportunities
Prior to relocation, the Tampa Housing Authority conducted close to 100 meetings held both in the mornings and in the evenings on site at Central Park Village to allow everyone a chance to be briefed and to
ensure that their concerns regarding the relocation process were addressed as well as detailed explanations regarding the operation of the Housing Choice Voucher program. Residents were introduced to the
social service facilities close to their new selected site; they were also introduced to the schools that were
in close proximity to their new housing choice. Additionally, each resident was assigned a case manager
that worked one on one with them to determine their housing needs and preferences, explain relocation
benefits and services, relocation schedule, advise on comparable replacement dwellings, Pf'9VJded a current list of available Section 8 housing throughout the metropolitan area as well as provided transportation
to view them. Additionally a self-sufficiency planned was also mapped out to help them achieve their set
goals.
" '- '
Development of Tracking Document and Right to Return Once Development Is Completed
This Important step provided the Tampa Housing Authority with a tool that tracked each·resident, by
name, to the relocated area whether in the City, County, or to another state. We committed to provide
, every resident with a comprehensive program of supportive services for up to 5 years post relocation and
we are keeping with our word. Former central park residents are taking advantage of a vast array of programs such as job training, business development, life skills, counseling services, day care and transporta-. ,.
tion assistance, educational classes and tuition free educational programs, motivational series, computer '
Incentive programs and others. This program of supportive services was not a requirement by HUD or any':·'
other agency but was a program which the THA felt would assist residents in gaining self sufficiency. ···" '
Every relocated Central Park Village resident was promised in the relocation plan, a guaranteed right to:: .
return to the new site, once developed. The only stipulation to this guaranteed right of return was that resi- ,_
dents maintain lease compliance from the point in which they left the site up until they applied to return to"'., :
the new community. It is important to note that no past infractions, such as credit history, late rent pay-:, ;;:
ments or lease violations would prevent a former resident from returning to the new community. This In-· :
eludes past criminal convictions. Once again, as long as they maintained lease compliance during their· '~
period of relocation (from when they relocated off-site up until the point the applied to return to the new de- : .
velopmE!I'l1), every resident who wished to return would be able to do so.

Master Plan Development and Partnership with Bank of America
A development partnership was formed between THA and the Bank of America Community Develop- ment Corporation to prepare a master plan depicting the future redevelopment of the site into a mixedincome/mixed-use community. We are very appreciative of the solid, sustaining support we have received · ·
from the Bank of America; we could not have asked for a better partner. Their commitment to this project
has been unwavering and steadfast.
The residential program calls for the development of 794 rental apartment units to be located throughout
five buildings; 667 will be affordable to persons earning below 60% area median Income and the remaining
127 units will be market-rate.
The plan will Include a new middle school, grocery store, office building, retail stores, restaurants; an African American History museum will occupy the restored St. James Episcopal Church, a hotel, market rate
housing and a renovated Perry Harvey Sr. Park.
We recognize that this is a very ambitious plan; but it is one to which we are t~ly committed to completing.
Wrthin the coming weeks THA will be submitting an application to the U.S. Department of HUD for infrastructure funding sufficient to develop new roads, storm sewers, waterlines, electricity and lighting to sup·
port the development plan.
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ABOUT ENCORE
The former Central Park Village site is being name "Encoren to reflect upon the rlch history of the site
dating back to the days of a thriving, vibrant Central Avenue. "Eticoren, refers to the fact that we wish to
bring back the presence of a rich and storied past of the site; steeped in music legends such as Ella
Fitzgerald, Cab Calloway, Dizzy Gillespie, Ray Charles, Chubby Checker, James Brown and many others
who at one time played in the music halls and theatres of Central Avenue.
The main boulevard through the new site will be named Ray Charles Boulevard and one of the first three
buildings will be named The Ella, after Ella Fitzgerald. Look for signage and banners that will be going up
along the perimeter of the site that will document the project progress and provide you with more up-todate information regarding the construction schedule, job and contracting opportunities to help rebuild the
site; as well as pictures and images of what's planned.

Job Opportunities
This redevelopment project is expected to generate more than 4,000 total construction jobs over the
build-out period commencing once funding is received to begin infrastructure improvements. In addition,
we estimate that more than 950 permanent jobs could be created once the new community is built out.
As we continue with the implementation of this rather innovative and exemplary project, we ask that you
remain properly informed on all aspects of this project by allowing the Tampa Housing Authority to be your
first point of contact regarding concerns or inquiries regarding the progress made on this project.
In the coming weeks, we will be rolling out a new website that will be continually updated with the latest
news and information on the development "Encore". OurTHA website, www.thafl.com, will provide a link
to take you directly to the new site.
As always, we remain committed to "Building a World class community, One Family and One Neighborhood at a Time".
Sincerely,
Jerome D. Ryans
President/CEO
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT
OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT OF
THE STATE OF FLORIDA,
IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY,
FLORIDA
JUVENILE DIVISION

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES ·
601 E. Kennedy Blvd., County Center, 18th Floor
P.O. Box 1110, Tampa, F133601
Telephone (813) 272-5790 Fax (813) 272-6290
www.hlllsboroughcounty.org/procurementservices

Minority and local participation is strongly encouraged.
ZMG Construction, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CASE NO: 510194
UCN NO: 08-261
DivisionC

.NOTICE OF INTENT TO SOLE SOURCE

Please visit our website at WWW/ZMGENCORE.COM
for further information.

IN THE INTEREST OF:
MAXWELL, Julie
10/11/2007
(MINOR CHILD)

Encore Pre-Construction Event
ZMG Construction, Inc. is soliciting qualified
construction subcontractors to participate in the Encore
Project in Central Tampa.

NOTICE OF AN ADVISORY
HEARING ON A ·
TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS
PROCEEDINGS

HART Statements of Qualifications
No. 108732 for Miscellaneous
Architectural/Engineering Services
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) is
seeking qualifications statements from multi-disciplined
Architect/Engineering firms/teams to provide Architectural and
Engineering services and assistance, on an as needed basis,
for various types and sizes of projects ranging from transit
infrastructure at bus stops (landing/shelter pads, sidewalks and
bus bays) to new transit facilities, including existing ..facility
upgrades and expansions, incidental drainage, r~ad~y and
signalization necessary to complete assigned transit proje.Os. The
type of work required to . be undertaken is art: ~s-yet
unspecified list of projects which includes, but is not lifflited to
environmental investigations, studies or reports; design di!'Various
transit infrastructure and bus stop improvements to include access
that conforms to the Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility
Guidelines (ADAAG) requirements; field review and analysis; cost
estimating; survey, construction oversight and management (CEI);materials - ~esting, site selection for facilities, bus operating faciliti
and related real estate activities, development of constructio
documents including drawings specifications and other items as·
required to provide a fully developed permittabie and biddable job,
permitting of projects. Survey work may be included in this scope
of work or may be conducted by HART under a separate cOntract
and data will be coordinated with the design team. The work will
be provided on as-needed basis. HART r~serves the· right to
select multiple Consultant teams.
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The selection process ·of A/E firms for this effort will be
accomplished in accordance with Chapter 287.055 Florida
Statutes: Firms. are advised that Federal Transit Adminis"tration
.
(FTA) funds will be used in the performance of any work proposed .
As a result all federally required contract provisio-ns will be
incorporated into any r~sulting contract(s).
·
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· HART

j

..

will ,. be

-~cc~pting

· Standard

Architect-E~gineer · Qualifications

Form

330,

during the peri,od of
May 28 through June 22, 2009 for this effort. S.tandar~ Form 330
is available through the Federal Acquisition Regulation Web Site

(http://www.arnet.gov/far/cu~renUhtmi/FormsStandard28.html).

Firms are advised there will be an overall 6% Disadvantaged
Business Enterprise (DBE) goal. Actual DBE participation will
be established upon final negotiation .of-each of the .various
task orders. ·
Interested firms shall submit a completed SF 330 to :
Hillsborough Area Regional Transit AuthoritY (HART), Reference: ·
HART Statement of qualifications No. 108732 Miscellaneous
Architect/Engineering Services, 4305 E. 2j st Avenue, Tampa,
Florida, 33605-2311 , Attn : Marc Mostoller, Director Procurement
& Contract Administration.
For further information you may contact Marc Mostoller at
Telephone .number (813) 449-4673, FAX (813) 664-1119, or
E-Mail to: mostollerm@goHART.org.

FAILURE TO PERSONALLY
APPEAR AT THE ADVISORY
HEARING CONSTITUTES
CONSENT TO THE TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS
OF THIS CHILD. IF YOU FAIL
TO APPEAR ON THIS DATE
AND TIME SPECIFIED, YOU
MAY LOSE ALL LEGAL
RIGHTS AS A PARENT TO
THE CHILD NAMED IN THE
PETITION ATTACHED TO
THIS NOTICE.
TO: Michael Sester
(Father)
Julie Maxwell
(DOB: .10/11/2007)
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE
NOTICE that a Petition for
Termination of Parental Rights
has been filed in the Circuit
Court of the Thirteenth Judicial
Circuit of the State of Florida, in
and for Hillsborough County,
Florida, Juvenile Division,
alleging that the above-named
child is dependent child and
by which the Petitioner is
asking for the termination of
parental rights and permanent
commitment of the child to
· the Department of Children
and Families for subsequent
adoption.
··

FILE NUMBER: S-0218-09(JW)
Purchase of Specialized Training Services in Critical
Incident/Emergency Stress Management
For Public Works Department
Hillsborough County intends to recommend the award of a sole
source purchase order for the purchase of specialized training in
Critical Incident/Emergency Stress Management Training Services
in an amount of $35,000.00 to Corporate Crisis Management, In~.
Training is specifically designed to enable first response disasters
managers and supervisory personnel to recognize the symptoms of
debilitating and dangerous stress-related behavior in those under
their supervision and to properly deal with the behavior to help
ensure the safety of all concerned.
Contractors who believe they can meet or exceed the above
stated requirement must provide convincing technical data
sufficient to support their position . The Hillsborough County
Department of Procurement Services must receive replies to this
notice not later than close of business on June 11, 2009. After this
date, an award will be made. Responses to this notice will be used
to determine whether bona fide competition exists.
Send written responses to the Hillsborough County
Department of Procurement Services, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd. ,
County Center, 18th Floor; Tampa, Florida, 33601, Attention
Jennifer Wilson, or FAX to (813) 272-6290. For further information
call (813) 301-7071 .

Get That .,Perfect Part
Time Paying Job wo·rking
For An Oil Firin As · A Local
Agent And Earn More. · ,,,··· . ·

YOU ARE HEREBY notified
. ·.
. .:
·. ..
that you are required to appear
personally on the 21st day of
Job Requirements: Good
July, 2009, at 9:30 - a.m.,
before the Honorable Rex M. . · Communication Skills In
Barbas, at the Hillsborough
County Edgecomb Courthouse, : English , lnter~et Access
BOO East Twiggs Street, 3rd
Any Previous Working
Floor, Division C - Courtroom
·
Experience Could Be An
#309, Tampa, Florida 33602,
to show cause, if any; why
Advantage.
parental rights shall not be
terminated and said child shall
not be permanently committed
:Applicants Should S.end ,
to the Florida Department of
Their Resume To
Children and Families . for
Jason Wheller
subsequent adoption. You are
entitled to be represented by
Email
an attorney at this proceeding.
jasonwheller27@gmail.com
:.~·

DATED this
June 2009.

~

day of

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: /s/ LINDA LEPELLETIER
DEPUTY CLERK

For More IAfo

·

Avon Representatives
· · .Needed All Areas! ··
.

.

. Call813-832-4282
:, _· .' O~i"JJIall .
~-

.

i• !

, •'

,j

AVO~~I?_YGE,O~.G}A@YAHOO.COM

HIRING HIRING HIRING
Marketing Reps
T9 Work From Home
Guaranteed Income
And. Free Insurance .

(813) 417-6664
Debora Barr
·.
(The Tag Lady)

GET NOTICED...... Place Your Ad In
_
The Business Directory
Contact LaVora For 'More Information@ (813) 248-1921
Emailledwards@flsentinel.com Or ~ax (813) 248-928
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Notice of lntent to Apply for Funds from the U.S. Department of Housing & Urban
Development Neighborhood Stabilization Program 2
The Tampa Housing Authority (THA) in conjunction with the City of Tampa and Bane of America
Commuruty Development Corporation intends to apply for approximately $36,000,000 in federal
funding targeting an 11 census tract geographical area (tracts 30-36; 38-41) for the following activities:
• Redevelopment of vacant land (the former Central Park Village Public Housing property) and
other vacant properties in the target geography (approx. $28,000,000 for public lmpr()vements)
to support the development of housing for inaivtdtial.s and families with household mcomes not
. to exceed 120 _percent of area median mcome; and,
• Acquisition of foreclosed residential pro2erty, land-banking, and ex2anding the City ofTamP.a's
down payment assistance and soft secona home loan program to assist individuals and families
with incomes up to 120 percent of Area Median Income acquire and/or renovate existing and
new homes in the target area ($10,000,000).

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PROCUREMENT SERVICES
REQUESTS FOR BIDS AND/OR PROPOSALS

c:
z
m
~(11

N
0
0
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Hillsborough County will receive sealed bids and/or proposals
for the following, until the stated date and time when they will be
publicly opened.
JUNE 19, 2009-2:00 P.M.
T-0215-09(JM) BOTTLED WATER

No less than 25 percent of the funds will be used for purchase and redevelopment of abandoned and
foreclosed-upon homes and residential properties to house individuals and families whose incomes
do not exceea 50 percent of area median income.

****
JUNE 18, 2009- 2:00P.M.
P-0216-09(BM) VIDEO CONFERENCING SYSTEM

PROPOSED TARGET GEOGRAPHY

AND SUPPORT
****
Some or all of the above bid{s) may have Pre-Bid
Conferences. Information on these and other Requests for Bids,
along with Bid/Proposal results may be accessed via the following: (1) the Internet at www.hillsboroughcounty.org/procurementservices, or

(2) by coming to the Department of

Procurement Services office located at the address listed below.
Minority and women owned firms will be afforded a full
Legend

opportunity to participate in these m~tters and will not be subject

N

+

to discrimination on the basis of race, sex, color or national origin.

Per requirements of the grant application, Public comment is requested and a summary of
comments received will be forwarded to the U.S. Department ofHUD with the application.

Hillsboro-tgh County Board of Commissioners, Department of

Please send written comments via U.S. or Electronic Mail no later than July 3, 2009 to:

Procurement Services, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., 18th Fl., County

Ques_tions regarding the above projects may be directed to

Center. ~%ampa Florida, 33602, {813) 272-5790, during regular

Leroy Moore, Senior VP/Chief Opera~ng Officer
Housing Authority of the City of Tampa ·
1529 West Main Street
Tampa, Florida 33607
· leroym@thafl.com
1

·· IJS11e111E,.-~Acl:fa~

UNIVERSITY OF"
.........................................................
SOUTH FLORIDA

Call (813) 775-5884
Monday -Saturday
Musicians Wanted

Keyboard And Guitarists
Primary ResponsibiUties
Are To Play Direct
And
· Teach Choirs
Salary Negotiable

L -
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AVAILABLE AT THESE LOCATIONS
.

'.

Wai-Mart . :..

!Tampa & Seffner)

(Tampa & Brandon)

625 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (7)
· 2502 W. Hillsborough Ave. (7)
5502 E. Fowler Ave. (7)
4001 E. Busch Blvd. (7)
2911 E. Fowler Ave. (7) ·
715 W. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
2725 N. MacDill Ave. (7)
611 S. Howard Ave. (7)

949 E. Bloomingdale Ave. (8)
2701 E. Fletcher Ave. (7)
11110 Causeway Blvd. (8)
12808 E. Brandon Blvd. (8)
1601 W. Kennedy Blvd. (7)
8885 N. Florida Ave. (7)

.
· Hess Express
..
Busch Blvd. (By Busch Gardens)·
Florida Ave./ Linebaugh Ave.
·New Tampa Area ~ · · ·
Sh~I .Gas · .
(Bruce B. Downs BlvdJSkipper Rd.)

sweet eay

(Bruce B. Downs Blvd./Highland Pkwy.

C~ct(813)223-3023

Sweet Bay Super Markets

For Appointment

!Brandon. Seffner. Riverview & Valrico)

FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING NEEDS
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com Or Fax 2417 (813) 248-~218
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CVS Drugs , ·

1be University of South florida is one of !he nation's leading public research institutions
and the ninth largest univer.;ity in the U.S., with four campuses throughout the Greater
Tampa Bay region. We offer a competitive benelits package that includes medical, denial
and life irn;wancc plans, retirement plan options, tuition program, generous leave
programs, career advan~ and more!
·
·
NEWS MANAGER (DiRECToR) 10880 • WUSF Public B~dalsting. This position
will be responsible for IC!Iding u staff of creative and enterprising reporters, hosts. and
pmducers who gene~-~.~ qualii.y ne~s featuret.. spot news and ~pecial programmi~g.
The position will make Wily news asstgnments aud oversee cdiung 10 ensure clartly,
journalistic integrity and:story impact'~ill ove!See FM news production and heiJ? ~ha~
and initiate strategic visaon and coordanate all newR department resource.~. Pos1Uon •~
expcx:ted 10 work in a col.la~v~ management style. This.posilion is designated as
"Essential Personnel" status dunog Urnes of emergency oparatioos.
.
·
For additional
information
and
bow
to
apply
please
visit:
htlp:llusfwebl.ll!lf.edllllllliEmploymtDtiA&cP/0880.htmJ.
Be a pert of a dynamic, diverse environment that genemtes bold ideas and creative
solutions. Join us to lllllke a difference.
·
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.~Sentinel Bulletin
Looking For
Talented Actors
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A Gospel Play Production ·
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THE VOICE OF OUR COMMUNITY FOR OVER 64 YEARS
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Producti~ns
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THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

Finding Me

::!!

Cii

business hours.

The NSP2 application submission deadline is July 17, 2009. Immediately after submission the application,'
complete with public comments, fmal uses of funds and target geography, will be available via the web at
www.thafl.com/nsp2 .·
.,
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6929 U. S. Highway 301 N. (R)
2535 W. Brandon BMl.(V) •
1101 E. Bloomingdale Blvd. (8)
1247 Kingsway Blvd. (S)
11230 E. M.L.K. Jr. Blvd. (S)
205 E. Alexander St, Plant City
597 S. Wheeler St., Plant Cit
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Coin Box Locations
HARTLine
. Terminals
.
(University Area) .
Livingston Ave.
(West Tampa)
Himes and MLK Blvd.
(East Lake Area)
56".Street

Orient Jail, Orient Road
Falkenburg Jail, Faulkenburg Rd .
River Pines. Apts., 4()81 Street
Centro Place, 21stAve./151h St.
JL Young Apts., Nebraska/Bird St.
Epiphany Arms Apts., Hanna/22nd
Univ. Comm. Hosp., 30111/Fietcher
St. Joseph Hosp., MLK/Habana
Tampa Gen. Hosp. by McDonalds
Presbyterian Village- North Blvd.
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Family Care Worker
For Small Residential

o::

Facility

u.

Regency Palms

Brandon Beauty!

Apartments

1637 Crossridge Dr
, Brandon, FL 33510

Under New Mgmt!
P!T, 24 Hours Per Week

1-2 beds starting at $650

4 Bedroom/2 Y:z Bath

Which Consist Of Nights

H20 Included!

ALL NEW!

And Weekends Shifts

Move In Specials!!

$159K Or Best Offer

Can Pursuit Of New Credit
Help My Credit Scores?
The following must be evaluated!
~Number

H.S Diploma
Or Equivalent

Call 813-221-4457

Call Cruz Trademarks

Must Have Valid Drivers

www.trademarkleases.com

813-221-4457

VETERANS PROGRAMS

HUD Homes!

of inquiries in last six months

~Number of trade lines opened in the last year
~Number of months since most recent inquiry

License And Pass
Background Screening

ALL Mortgage QUESTIONS MAY BE MAILED TO:
Yolanda Y. Anthony, Licensed Mortgage Broker
Apex Lending, Inc., P.O. Box 21472
Tampa, FL 33622 ·

No Down Payment
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Call For Appointment
(813) 375-3933
Between 9 A.M. - 4 P.M.

Own A Two, Three, Four

$199/Monthly!

Bedroom Home
4 Bedroom Only

Many Areas
EEO/ADA Employer

~

Free Pre-Qualifying
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HJ.I:.LSBOROUGH COUNTY
CIVIL SERVICE
New Employment
Opportunities

LIBRARY TECHNICAL
ASSISTANT
'
$27,830

a..

$31,512
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Walter Brewer
Real Estate Broker

Listings 800-366-9783

(813) 766-2033

Ext 5490

See our web site at
http://www.hccsb.org or visit
our office at: 601 E. Kennedy
Boulevard , 17th Floor,
Tampa, FL. Preference in initial apt. will be given to eligieligible
ble vets &
spouses of vets.

Sulphur Spring Area

Open House Rental

2 Bedroom/1 Y:z Bath

3/2/2 - Move In Now

Townhouse For Lease

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
TRAINEE
$24,752
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5% Down 15 Years
@8%

:::i . SENIOR CREW LEADER
m
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$215.00/Monthly!

Prices & Sizes

1310 N. Grace.:St. * 10415 N. Annette St.
6218 38th Street -.:~:::
Many Ott~r Locations Available!
We Have Many Programs To Hetp You
Get Into Your Dream Home!!
Visit Our Model Today At: _.li.,MtEJR~I,CAN
3705 Hillcrest Circle

CALL NOW!!! .

(813)218 - 3729

c

.....Hrel1JtSzlrN!c
•Cfo'R1P10lRfAxT1I,Oli•
~ VisltOurWe~sfte:

W'NW.amhousmg.com

Section

8, - No Pets

Gated Community

6602 North 24th Street

A Low $720.00

(Corner of Diana & 24th Streetj

Section 8 Welcomed

Saturday, June 6th

Security Deposit $300.00

10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m.

$25.00 Application Fee

Sunday, Jun 7th
12:00 p.m.-2:00p.m.

Call (813) 740-0384

2105 East Ellicott
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WDH, CHA
$900.00/Monthly

Credit/Criminal Check

_$215/Monthly!
4 Bedroom/3 Bath
A Bank Repo!
·.; 5% Down
15 Yrs@ 8% APR

$900.00/Deposit
Section 8 Approved

AAIEEO Employer,

0::

Call (813) 786-8670

0

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext R592

...J

u.

Largo
Townhouse For Rent
207 Kings Row
Seffner, FL

5 Bedrooms/2 Baths

3 Bedroom/2 Bath House

4 Bedroom/1 Y:z Bath

2 Bedroom/2.5 Bath

CHA, WDH

. CHA, Fenced Backyard

$1 ,250.00/Monthly

1,600 SF

$1 ,400.00/Monthly

1 Car Garage

Deposit Negotiable

$120k Or Best Offer

1 Mile From Beach

"LOOK" Also Available

Appraised At $166k

$1,300 Negotiable

Big Rooms 4 Rent

Call Bob

Bank Foreclosure!
$38,700!
Only $415/Monthly!
5% Down 15 Years
At8%APR ·
For Listings

w

800-366-9783

~

Ext H489

C)

CHA And Kitchen

Security Negotiable

Appliances ~ndluded

Section 8 OK

Section a·Preferred

Call (813) 325-6499

(813) 770-7749

Call (813) 690-0338

Section 8 Accepted
USF Area

5 Bedroom/4 Bath

$1 ,000.00/Monthly

;

847-287-67 44

813-221-4457

I

3202 N. 45th St., 33605

Garage, Pool, Cable TV

Call Cruz Trademarks

CD

Clair Mel

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Last Month

u

2301 5th Avenue

· Newly Remodeled
Large 2 Bedroom
Town home

USF Area Townhome
2 Bedrooms/2Y:z Bath
$800.00
Includes All Appliances

13053 Londondery Place

Also Available

Move-In Special Available

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Free Water

$700.00

Section 8 OK

Grant Park Area

$775.00

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Call (813) 220-3633

(813) 417-3455

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 -1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR EACH
ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20 THIS PRICE IS
EACH liME YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition - Friday @ 3:00

P.~.

Friday Edition -Tuesday@ 3:00P.M.
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HOMES FOR REN
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Move In Specials!

Move In Specials!

1-2 Bedrooms Homes

3-4 Bedrooms Homes

From $500.00/Monthly!

From $700.00/Monthly!

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

Call 813-221-4457
www.trademarkleases.com

2501 E. Chelsea Street

3/1 - Computer Room

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

CHA, Large Fenced Yard

Block Home

$475.00/Rent

Laundry Room

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Deposit $300.00

$600.00/Monthly

$4 75.00/Deposit

Central Air
Tile Floors, Ceiling Fans
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Section 8 Only
Kenny (813) 416-6183
Or (813) 630-0839
204 East Selma
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
WDH,! CHA, Fenced
$900.00/Monthly
$900.00/Deposit
Section 8 Approved
Call (813) 786-8670
3007 42nd Street North
3 Bedroom/2 Bath
Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher

5813 12th Avenue South
~ection 8 Only

CHA AndWDH

Washer & Dryer Included

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

$950.00/Monthly

$900.00 Per Month

Call (813) 621-7492

$1 ,200.00/Monthly

Plus Deposit

No Deposit

Deposit Negotiaple

3841 E. Osborne Avenue

Call (813) 223-1490

Available Now

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Sulphur Springs

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2609 Genessee Street

Brandon Area

$950.00/Monthly
$500.00/DeJ?OSit
Please Call
(813)-382-7015

Beautiful Home
4 Bed room/2 Bath
2 Car Garage
Screened Patio

$199.00/Monthly'

Progress Village Area
5909 81st Street

Sulphur Spring Area

Central Heat/Air
$950.00/Monthly
$300. OO/DEJJ)osit
8109 N. Brooks·Street
·...
call (813) 610-:4518.
Temple Terrace ~··
8705 Mandarine Place

Central H/A

$125.00 Move In

$600.00/Monthly
Call (813) 310-3434

$875.00/Monthly
• j
$600. 00/Deposit
WDH; Fenced Yard

MacDill & Spruce
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
.Very Large Fenced Lot
Two Utility ROOI!IS
Section 8 Only

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
$1,1 00.00/Monthly
Like New, CHA, .WDH
Section 8 Welcome
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$400.00/Deposit
Section 8 Welcome

$500.00/Deposit

Property Management

c

No Pets

Call (813) 943-6719

(813) 293-2677
Or (813) 932-6811 .

:;o

Mike (813) 244-0658 ·

~

c

Belr~oms/2 Baths

8315 Allamanda Avenue

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Waii-:To-yvall Carpet

2

Carport, WDH

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Washer'/Dryer Hook-up

$575.00/Monthly

Section 8 welcomed

Available Now

Fenced Yard _.

Including Water

$900.00/Rent

$650.00/Deposit

$400. OO/Deposit

$850.00/Monthly

(813) 361-0344

Call Ed (727) 542-7283
West Tampa

"T1

2604 East 19th Avenue

8213 N. Hillsborough Ln·.

Tampa Heights

z

~

Section 8 Rental
Progress Village

NC, Fenced, Carport

(813) 238-6353

c:

Ill .

:l>

Double Fenced Lot,

Extension 5649

z

""D

Call Jeflis

Required

listings 1-800-366-9783

m
:::! .

"erifiable Income
$850.00/Monthly

$215.00/Morithly

NJ-i
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Seminole Heights Area

· Central Heat & Air

Central

rI
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Excellent Rental History

5%Down -

m

z
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4 Bedroom Only

15 years @'8%
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1709 ·E. Nome Street

No Section 8

c

Available Now
.,

,Recently Renovated
Large Fenced Yard

:;o

(813) 240-81~8

Call,.._.,
(813) 231-2974

3/2 1400 Sq Ft

r
0

m

Section 8 Accepted

$900.00/Monthly

919 E. 11th Avenue

Block Home
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up

Section 8 OK

2/1 -House

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

(813) 713-4055
(813) 770-2003

$1 ,250.00/Monthly

HUD Homes!

"T1

Darrel Hall

Must Have

Ybor City

West Tampa Area

(813) 735-5295

3 Bedsoom/1 Bath

Phone (813) 857-9050

Call (813) 879-5959

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Call (813) 968-1168

· Available 6/1/09

First Month Free
3 Bedroom/2 Bath

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

Section 8 Ok

3 Beoroom/2 Bath

$900.00/Deposit

New NC, Windows, Floor

$1 , 100/Month ly

Section 8 OK

At (813) 689-6595

Totally Remodeled

4/2 -Available Immediately
Large Yard, CHA

$900.00/Monthly

Huge 3 Bedroom/.~ Bath

8215 9th Street North

$950.00/Deposit

Call Leib Or Denise

:sulphur Spr,jngs
'

22nd Near Sligh Avenue
3201 North 45th Street

Tampa Home For Rent

(0

East Side

(813) 401-1829

With Pool, CHA

Call (813) 210-5102

N
0
0

(813) 231-3101
Furnished

Fenced Backyard

No Section 8

m

Call (813) 310-3434

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

And Microwave Included

Call (813) 895-0175

Section 8 Accepted

4 Bedrooms/2 Full Baths

$950.00/Monthly

z

,!J'I

Home For Rent

Call (813) 846-6422
4 Bedroom/2 Bath

West Tampa Area

2009 East Ida

- $750.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit ·
(813) 777-6919
1st Month FREE

Section 8 Tenant Wanted

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS
EMPLOYMENT
HOMES FOR SALE/RENT
APARTMENTS/DUPLEXES
ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
LEASE OPTIONS ETC.
ADVERTISE IT IN
THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN

Located Near School

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
$850.00/Monthly

3 Bedrooms/2 Bath,

Community Pool

Vaulted Ceiling

Remodeled Block Home

And Library

In Living Room

Carport, Tile Floors

E. MLK & 21st Street Area

Big Master Bedroom With

Must Have A

4 Bedroom/2 Bath

Walk-In Closet

$1,1 00.00/Monthly

.wood Fraine

Front And Back Porches

3 Bedroom Voucher

$1, 195.00/Monthly

WDH, Large Backyard
Call (813) 731-1014

Available June 15th .
··call (813) 610-8256

Lawn Service Included
CaJI (813) 220-8658
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APTS. FOR RENT
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Apartment For Rent

402 W. Amelia Ave.

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

One Bedroom Apartment

F om $125.00/Weekly

Burglar Bars, CHA, WDH

Wit Electric & Water On

$550.00 /Monthly

Pa Monthly -Or Weekly

Plus Deposit

all (813) 731-1014

(813) 391-7046

$215.00/Monthly!
Bedroom/ 3 Bath
HUD Homes!
%Down, 15 Yers
@8%APR

1, 2, And 3 Bedroom

Concerning life insurance, I
behind.
Yes, life insurance protects
3. Set-up a trust to leave
our communities in that it
often state to clients "If you
can afford Brighthouse, you
·· money to a church or organ!effectively secures land owncan afford life insurance."
zation.
ership.
Urban renewal is
4. Pay for kids and grandoften termed 'negro-removal',
Gone are the days of debit
a._nd burial insurances -where
. kids higher educatic>n; in the.
and we all know the story of
our grandparents paid big
eventofdeath~
..
. ·.. · f
· ·11 · 1· ·
.
s.· ·To··•-·.1e.·a··v.. ·8 ·.an
·. ··n·h...e.rl·ta
· nee
Central AvEt; in ?009 we conpremlUJ:TlS or sma ·PO lCJes.
··.· .
·· .· 1 · · · ·
...•.. tinue to see similar affects
.
T .o day in the Afric;an(Proverb!; 13:22); ... · .·
. . . . . . · .t.. h. ·.·th · .·t···· ··· .. d .
f
American cbmmunity{ sdrp(3 •.. . . Otteih. oufhom$s ~re our-:· WI ,. e eanng • own 0
·still --· haVe •. the ''burial• ihst.Jr~ ··· ....•. biggt3$t\ ass.e t ~flf.l wjtp , •. OenltaJ Park and Riverview.
enough life irisul"a,hdeWecan · f''T~hace, also the wideriirig of
ance'' ITI~ntality tOw~rdilte
insljraoceitnissing ()uton .the · .. · ·•·rnake c~rta.in @;~.t puf proper""o .
the inters,ate inWestTampa.
gf~aler t)(:)pt3fits.. Qf(3insllr~ ..·_· · .•. •·•ty . st~ys irrtb~t~rnily/ ~allllly .
···· With so · many being dis>> · · •.•·.· ar(jbu~if1es~. Pr§P~~. oWp7 •. · pJ~qed •. < Roo~ Shock. is
an¢ecaribt3l1Se<ito:
· ·. 1 < Payoff~I!(i$qt.
? >> erstfipJri (>u{ cqm !l}Ui)Jtiei~ · . unavoidable · • and · the
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Apartments For Rent
Section 8 Welcome
Central Heat And Air
Washer/Dryer Hook-up

~
c

a=
u.

For Listings
800-366-9783
Ext 5492

Call (813) 244-8528

First Month Free
La Casa Mia

Rent Based On
Income

12

Bedroom/1 Bath
$570.0Q
Free Water

c

Onsite Laundry

<(

1 301 N. 11th Street
813-971-0341

z

~
c

$300.00/Security

Senior Apartments
Security High Rise
Services & Bus Stop

813.977.1663

12r

U)

w

::>

"A ailable Immediately"

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

Thonotosassa
(301 & Fowler~ ,-.: ·· .

1-

~
Gj
c

One Bedroom Apartment

w

L cated In Hyde Park
Quiet, Nice Yard & f,@tio

w

R nt $662.00 per ~onth
Age62+ EHO .
Utilities Included

Window Heat And'A/C

:::z:::

rn
::;
m

::>
ll..

z
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w

2/1 W/DH,
.

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
c.H~, yvDH

Near -~ve!Ything

~

Call (347) 825-2230

)~~

Water Included
all (813) 870-1830
Ext. 22
) 1-800-955-8771

...J
...J

::>

12401 N. 15th Street

(813) 968-1168

Starting At $425.00

Apartment

On-Site Laundry And

CHA, WDH

Convenient To Everything

Owner Pays Water

SENIOR CITIZEN

z
t=

COMMUNITY

w
rn

Active independent living

Ex ellent Rental History

<(

Required

a=

Newly Remodeled

...J

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

0

u.

Apartment

~
w

(!)

~

social

activities, riverfront living.
Efficiencies and 1-bedroom

$535.00/Monthly .

apartments

Including Water

$380.00 per month.

starting

at

Section Accepted

2/2 Apartment - $850.00

Call (813) 453-0123

Large Rooms, WDH/A/C
$600.00/Monthly
Water Included
+Deposit

Section 8 Welcome ·
Jacob Real Estate, Brkr.
(813) 258-3200

Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problemll
FREE APPLICA TIONII
Newly Renovated
1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Upstairs Apartment
First Month Free
$125.00 Move-In

New Tile Floors
New Appliances
$525. 00/Monthly

Required

Water & Trash lncludedll!l

3 Bedroomf2 Bath

Very low Deposit!

AJC, Gated Entry
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$650.00/Monthly
Includes Water
(813) 238-6353

Beautiful 2/1 Duplex
Large Fenced Yard
Section 8 Special
0 Deposit
Call (813) 264-9660
(813) 486-2504

Sulphur Springs
2 Bedroor;n/,1 Bath Duplex
$550:GO/Monthly
W/0 l":fook-up
Section 8 Welcome
Phone (813) 451-1776
(813) 264-0698

Central A/C

Excellent Rental History

3625 Potter Street #A

Temple Terrace
9902 Myrtle Street

8721 12th Street

With Washer/Dryer

(813) 985-4419

C ntact LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
To Publish Your Classified Or
Legal Advertisement In
The Florida Sentinel Bulletin
Email Your Ad To:
ledwards@flsentinel.com
Or Fax 24n To (813) 248-9218

4/2 -CHAWDH

Ybor City
2910. East Columbus

Updated, Very Nice

005 N. 34th St. #H ·

(813) 238-6353

$700.00/Monthly
Also Available

shopping,

transportation,

'

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath,

Call (813) 971-5254

for 55+, quiet park-like
setting ,

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Call (813) 224-9040

$650.00/Rent

...J

z

Please Call
(813) 610-4319
Or (813) 610-4206
For Availability

·Tampa Heights

1028 East MLK Blvd.

River Pines Apartments

w

1, 2, And 3 Bedroom
Apartments For Rent
Clean And Affordable

Cinnamon Cove

Section 8 Special

m

c

Covering Your Assets

813-2~51

. SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

Unfurnished
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
.Private Driveway
Fre!ihly j'ainted, Carpet
Tile, Conveniently located
Section 8
(813) 886-9827
(813) 516-1669

"T1

~
0

}<

OH. YEAH?' WH.ArS
THAT BJG. THJNe ON THE

JUST A UT'TLE P.AJN.

BASS. YOU'RE MAKING .A
BIG OEAL. OUT OF
NOTHING.

c...

c
z
m
.?'

SIP£: OF YOUR FACE?

N
0
0
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pUPLEXES _

Sulphur Springs Area

Rooms For Rent

Ybor City Area

Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Single Individuals

Very Clean Rooms

uiet Area $500.00/Monthly

$675.00/Month!y

Preferred

For Rent

In Quiet Building

"T1

$300.00/Deposit

$125.00/Weekly

With Private Entrance

No Drugs Allowed

0

Section 8 Accepted

Senior Citizen Discount

Call (813) 784-0508
For More Information

Visit: 2913 N: 15th Street

Call (813) 244-7388

Call Henry (813) 727-0151
Or Larry (813) 382-6055

Sulphur Springs

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 503-5321

Call (813) 335-0076
Grant Park Area

Or (813) 885-5226

2 Bedroom/1 Bath Duplex

Tampa Heights Duplex

Central Heat/Air

Move-In Ready
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath - WDH
$900.00/Monthly

$120.00/0~posit

Only $600.00/Monthly

3822 N. 54th Street
Call (813) 610-4518

$500.00/Deposit
Water Included

Special No Deposit
No Credit Check
No Application

Section 8 Welcome

2513 Spruce Street
Furnished, Kitchenette

$595.00/Monthly

(813) 244-9335
USF Area Duplex

$5p0.00/Monthly

2 Bedroom/1 Bath,

CaJ~(813)

2 Bedroom Duplex

No Smoking

Cable, Internet

Fenced Yard

Also Available

Washer And Dryer

Burglar Bars WDH

Home To Share

$775.00/Monthly

8213 North Marks Street

:;

Call 813-956-5607
Nice Area ·
Section &'Only -t

·3 Bedr~m'~~ ~ath
CHA, WDH ..:-

In Brandon Subdivision

Agba (813) 770-2266

Room For Rent
'Hillsborough & Himes

Clean- Safe

Queen Beds
Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

3/1. Duplex"" Very Nice

Private Kitchen

Spacious, Feneed Yard

A/C, Share. Bath

F~miiy·oriented, ·

$140.0//Weekly.

Quiet Street

$140.00/Deposit

Section 8.Special-

On Bus Line

With Signed Lease

(813) 264-9660
(813) 486-2504

p-----------------~
Busch Gardens Area

Section 8 Welcome

Plant City
Fair Grounds

Grant Park ·

0

c
m

$110-$140 Weekly

0

• .Call (813)247-4724

.'

Room For' Rent ·
c _e ntral @ 1-275
,,

_·· : ·Aic, Cable,.Phone
·.- ·· Queen·~~eds, ·

3 Bedroom Duplex

Furnished, CHA
W/D, Cable

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Tile, W/D Hook-Up

All Utilities Paid

W/D Provided

8304 Mulberry

Security Bars, Fans

Apartment #B

Quiet Neighborhood

$600.00 /Monthly

$850.00

$140. 00/Weekly

$600.00 Deposit

Section 8 No Deposit

Private Entrance

Call 310-922-5957

(813) 238-6100

(813) 478-1286

Next

tel Bus Lines

en

~
>
z
c
"T1

~

0

~

Kitchen, C~ilil1g Fans
$85.oo Deposit_ .
$100.00 And Up Weekly

$~1o.qo And Up Weekly

813 598 4262

~

-f

Kitchen Use
Deposit + 1 Wee~ _Rent

· · $85.00 Deposit

.

'

~----------------~ ~----------------~

(813) 846-9535

Clean, A/C, New Paint

3413-8 53rd Street

Large/Furnished Rooms

m
<
m

.,

:.

0 Deposit .

(813) 789-3879

m

Facilities Included

A/C, Cable, Phone

Furnished Efficiency

c;;

Ybor Heights

Utilities/Laundry

,..·~

· Near Ybor/Downtown

c
aJ
r-

::I:

Plus Deposit

Call (813) 785-1030

Receive $100.00 Cash
0 Deposit

z

~~

Furnished Rooms Or
Efficiencies For Rent

Includes: Water, Lights·

(813) 486-2639

1

:::!

Leave A Message

(813) 503-0493

Voucher Accepted

r-

, NO DRUGS

. Starting@ $600.00

Section 8- 1 Bedroom ; ·

m

Males Preferred

Call
. (813) 872-7514

234-9102

Plus Deposit

Washer/Dryer

>
en
m
z
:::!
z

'"D

Jim (813}'23Z~1810
Gennte (8.13)'326-2871
Polete (813) 410-5422

1.$550.00-$650. OO/Monthly

Central A/C

~
0

c
rrm

$100.00/Weekly

Or Spniors Preferred .

$1 00. 00/Weekly
1st Three Months-

·Section 8 Special
No_Deposit

r-

aJ

Entrance, No Drugs Retiree

· Special

2002 East 142nd Avenue

$125.00 Moves You In

Utilities, Private Bath Private

Call (813) 294-2537

2 Bedroom/1 Bath- CHA

Rooms/Ap;~~rtments

Efficiency For Rent .

Room For Rent
In Nice Home
30 Years Of Age & Older
Must Have Steady Income
$120. 00/Weekly

For Rent

-'
\,

~

• I

'

Sell; ...
·your stuff. ·

.

-

'

813-248~·1921
The Florida·Sentinel
Bulletin

~
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.00 Move-in Special
University Area
CHA, Cable
Washer/Dryer
ust Be Drug Free
& Employed

RUDY'S REPAIR

Convicted Felons, Bad

SERVICE

Credit, Need A Job?
, High Commissions!

Complete Air Conditioning

We Will Train You And

& Heating Service

Help You Build Your Future

On All Makes And Models

Sierra Denmark

Call (813) 620-1866

Call (813) 293-1090

.

813-699-2157

LIC #CAC 1814465

Fixed Income
Room Special

Dwayne Williams
813-679-3002

$350.00/Month
eludes All Utilities
At Serge Auto

asher And Dryer

~
c

ii:

On Premises

We Do It All

Call Annie
(813) 247-1844

Imports and Domestics

Hyde Park Rooms
.00 Move-In Special

Installation Of Kitchen
And Bath, Countertops

3908 East Lake Avenue

Reface Laminate Cabinets

LL

c
z

0 Man Gerald

Specializing In All
Japanese Cars

(813) 900-5891

Free Estimates

NC, Cable

<(

~
c

rn

w

Call (813) 621-9390
& Employed

~
w
>
w
c
w

:I:

rn

::::i

m

(813) 293-1090
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras
West Tampa

Near Armenia

j::

Ca le & Personal Fridge

...J
...J
:::l

m

For Listings Cafl

z
j::
z

Rooms For Rent

rn

p tic/Parking Available
$7 .00- $100.00/Weekly
eposit Negotiable

w

<(

c

ii:
0

ONLY ~:$24.95

Refer A Friend

Call (813) 325-4330

And Get$150.00

DNA Testing ·

Call Leonard

Ybor CitY Area

(813) 649-8275

2 Bathrooms,

$0 Downl

Large Kitchen
Cars From $29.00/Monthly!
36 Months @ 8.5% APR
Police Impounds

...J
LL

[

COMPUTERS
Paternity Test

~
Top Notch
Computer Service &
Recording Studio
Repairs, Upgrades,

Legal Or Personal Testing

Breaker Panels And

Payment Plans

Receptacles, Lights, Outlets

24-Hour Service

Service Upgrades

Monday - Saturday
DLM-DNA Testing Services

Customized Music

(813) 928-2753

Electric Contracting

Furnished, .TV

And Recording

Dlmservices91 @yahoo. com

(813) 348-6148

R frigerator, Microwave

"Service You Can Trust"

Now Servicing Nationwide

N , Cable, Private Bath

Call Tony

1-888-651-5777
Hire Stan ·

$135.00/Weekly
$120.00/Deposit

· To Cook Your Barbecue

all (813) 532-9697
Or (813) 965-5561

Call (813) 446-2676

(813) 238-7884

~

Results In 3 Days

Also

( 13) 541-5010 (Cell)

""'w"

Electrical Service

800-366-9813 Ext K456

DJ SERVICE

Ill

Sales & Service
New & Used NC's
inancing Available

(813) 752-2043

Beds
Twin

$60.00

Your Personal DJ

Full

$65.00

For Weddings, Birthday

Queen

$75.00

Parties Family/Class

King
Bunk Beds

$110.00 & Up
$150.00

On Time Service
LIC# CAC181530

Call (813) 310-0991

Call Rufus

. ,- l:ic #ER13013733

(813) 695-7813
Or (813) 241-9050

At Any Occasion

Tarpley's A/C

C)

Commercial Complete

Virus Control

CTG Events Plus

0

We Come To You!

Residential And

For Listings Call

ior Citizens Welcome

0I

with
Eric Hal; is a ·Comp TIA ·and
over ' ten years of experience <and can be reached at
comptech@comptechonline.us for any questions. pertaining to this
article . .·.
·
·
· ·
· · ·

~ No Hidden- CHARGES!

Good Credit Or Bad Credit

all (813) 545-8074

.

1 -·3 Rooms

Buy A New Or UsectCar

...J

w

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning

800-366-9813 Ext.~Q95

Furnished ::;It

:::l
D..

w

,.... '

South Of 1-275 ...

.

Last month I received .an e-mail from someone from Africa
claiming he was a physician looking to transfer money to an
account in the United States. · The e~mail claimed the transaction
would be lucrative investment. The e-mail was obviously a hoax . .
E-mail crooks are growing by the numbers every day with the
expansion of .the World Wide Web, Toe crooks send these fictitious e~rnails from the web accounts of unsuspecting victims. Each
year millions ·of web mail accounts are<'hljacked by well-equipped
scammers. ·
·
'
• .
· ·
·· ·
There are plenty of free password cracking tools on the web
which these scam artists can use to break your password.
The brute force attack works by using complex algorithm software to continuously guess a person's password which could be
for example a combination of your social security number and last
name. ·
Spyware and hidden malware on your computer are also used
by scammers to duplicate webmaii account login's. After the cyber
crooks becomes privy to your password they will often use the
same password to. gain access to other sites as well which may
provide a trail of financial transactions.
·
· ·
People who use computers in public places such as .libraries
and .internet cafes are at greater risk to cyber e-mail fraud.
Microsoftrecommends you use a complex password of random
numbers; lower and upper class characters. Microsoft also recommends youchangeyour password frequently. Never use the same
password for more than three months for a web inailagcoi.mt.

Micro~oft certlfi~a t~~hnician

Toyotas, Etc. From $500!
~

$10 .00 -'$125.00/Weekly
I ·eludes All Utilities

z

Lie #218529

$500! Police Impounds!

:::l

....

(813) 863-5399 (Cell)

ust Be Drug Free

Cvber crooks Are . SoVinu on .
·. Your Web Mail Accounts

Reunions

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS AND 50¢ FOR
EACH ADDITIONAL WORD OVER 20
THIS PRICE IS EACH TIME YOU
. ~UBLISH YOUR AD

PUBLICATION DEADLINES
Tuesday Edition ...... Friday @ 3:00 P.M.

Catering Also Available
www.ctgeventsplus.com

Friday Edition .... ;.. Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.

,

~
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Small Does It All
Handyman Services

(11

Junk Cars

N

0
0

We Buy Junk Cars
Specialties:

Trucks And Vans

Plumbing, House Painting
Cutting Yard &

Call (813) 784-8339

CD

Ask Deanna! Is an advice column known for its fearless
approach to reality-based subjects!

Tree Removal
Reasonably Priced

I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

Clint (813) 210-0962
Free Pick Up Of Old
Appliances And Metal
Call Eric
PAX HERBALS
International
The New Face In
American Medicine
For Herbal Consultation
Call Tai lgbinosun
BSc, PN
(813) 810-7426
Or visit Us@
.PaxHerbalsUSA.com

(813) 458-5107
I Buy Cars
In Any Condition
Perfect - Not So Perfect
Title - No Title
No Problem- Any Shape!!
Top$$$
Call (813) 775-5990

· Ask Deanna/ can be heard
every Sunday on KTYM AM 1460
at 3:00pm in Los Angeles, GA.
·

Dear Dea~~al
1 tossed my future wife out of
the house in the middle ofthe
night. My family is taking her
side because she told them
about an old ·affair
had.

1

Dear Glenn:
She denied being there at first
She's playing you left and right
but later she said they only sat
and that's why you can 't see.
and talked on the sofa. Am I a
straight. Unless you just fell off
fool or what?
the turnip truck, the man in your
Tyrone
· bed was there for a reason. You
On-Line Reader
did the right thing by getting her
out of the house on the spot.
· Dear Tyrone:
. You always have the option of
·.·.· .staying and faking it since. you're ·
· You're not a fool, but your wife
bottr cheaters. But you should
is a trickster. Nine times out of
. keep it real arid get out of this
ten when your woman who
· · relationship with the lottery : . claims to love you skips out on
. apprbach and tell your fiancee' . . her womanly duties, she's cheatl"Don~ play nie, play Lotto!"
ing. You've been . deprived,

However, she failed to mention f
D~ar Dean~f . / · ·. . . ·• ~~~~v~e~E\~~ ~!~dw~~~g~o~~~~
walked in and a strange man was
.. My wife arid 1 have been mar- . . make a right and you burned
asleep in rriy bed. I only wahtecj . ... ried .tor 11 years. · Shewouldn't .
each other .with the cheating.
her to be honest abOut this rnari
. ·. Wl:jar lingerie, an~ the lights had
Make a decision and decide to be
right then and th~r~. She never
to be off when being intimate. I ·
t()gether, . have an open relationcarne up with ag~ reason so I .. ·. expr'e:>sed my concerns on these . ship or call it quits and keep it
kicked her out imme~iately . < I'm ·
matters.Tater in the marriage > moving. ·
·
·
confused because she wants to
she quit woi'k because! was tak- .
..
.
..
return. Should I give tier another· .•
ing good care of the houseiJold: ..
AskDe~nna is writien Dean~a
chance? - .
.·
. There was stiU no intimacy, so I
M.. Write Ask · Deanna! . Email:
had an affair with a female friend.
askdeannaf®yahoo com .or write:
I told iny wife about this but then I
Deanna M, 264 S. La Cienega, Suite
Glenn ·
0 11
saw
her
car
at
a
man's
house
.
.
·
::
~et~iie~='~s~~:nn;~~
~ ·
Atlanta, GA.

by

Dow~

Payment!

Speak With A Licensed
Agent to.....Get

z

c

Legal Lawsuit Loans

Vegetable Garden

No CredifCheck

Plants, Landscaping

24 Hour Turnaround
Borrow On Your

Ceiling, Painting, Tile

Car Wreck

Room Addition,

Lie #221059

Remodeling, etc.
Sierra Denmark
863-662-7877

Highest Price_Paid ·
Free Tow Away 24/7

"We Do Best For Less"
MAC DADDY
.Lawn Service

Up To 3 Months
Rent Free

Hauling And Clean-Up

Tree Trimming

Prices May Vary

Space B

We Pay ''TOP" $CASH$

Call 813-447-7674

Call (813) 238-6353

Up to $1,500.00
For Junk Cars, Trucks

Junk MetaVAppliances
For FREEl
7 Days A Week
(813) 695-2438

THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL
BULLETIN
THE VOICE
OF OUR
COMMUNITY
FOR OVER
64 YEARS

.,
c
~

THE CLASSIFIED
Call Eli (813) 325-4643

SECTION

Llc#022650

Some Fixtures

Tree Trimming Available

We Pick Up Any

Roofing, Drywall

ADVERTISEMENT IN

Call (813) 410-0061

Running Or Not

~

(813) 248-1921 FOR

And Hauling

Rent Negotiable
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CONTACTLAVORA@

Sidewalks, Patios

50 x 100 Lots $35.00 And
$65.00 Per Acre

m

C.arpentry, Room Additions

For Barber Shop Or Retail

May Help Finance

m
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ADVERTISEMENT.·...

Commercial Space

Lawns Start At $15.00
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THIS COULD BE YOUR

DETAILS ON
· PLACING YOUR

Business Plan

.,

Woodard Brothers
Residential Remodeling

Plumbing, Ceramic Tile

For Person With Solid · ·
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Insured/Lie# 199701

864 Square Feet

2409 East Lake Avenue

Vans· And Motorcycles

Harvey (813) 412-9318

Lie #2170004117

Lawn Care And

Or Unwanted Cars

Kenny (813) 416-6183

Complete Home Repairs
Experienced Staff
Licensed Electricians
Carpenters, Roofing,
Decks & Ramps

Or (813) 630-0839

Phone (813) 245-9761

We Buy Junk Cars

Carp§Iltry, Sheet Rock,
Doors;Locks, Windows,

Tree Services And More
Call813-447-5920

S & H Painting
& Contracting

HOME REPAIRS
'I~~

Tag Or Sticker

Call (813) 234-6325 .
(813) 310-8608
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Get Licensed Reinstated As
Low As $119.00

We Also Offer SR22 .AJ'ld
FR44 And Title Service
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Instant Coveraae

As Low As $34.99
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Various Greens And

Low
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INSURANCE
Auto Insurance Plus
3503 E. Hillsborough Ave.

~
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UNIQUE FASHIONS
ONLINE
Designer Fashions
At Affordable Prices
Convenient Shopping
From Home Or Office
www.uniquefashionsoniine.com

SUPPO~T

THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
ADVERTISERS

GET NOTICED .... Plac~ Your Ad
.In Th~· Business Directory
Contact LaVora For More
·· Information
•' @ (813) 248-1921
Email Your Ad To·:
ledwards@flsentinel.~om

Fax 24/7 TO: (813)

248-9~18
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Hair Braiding License

Sulphur Spring Area
2 Bedroom/1% Bath
Townhouse For Lease
Gated Community

Now Enrolling Supplemental

A Low $720.00

Exam Classes

Study Aid Cosmetology

Section 8 Welcomed
Security Deposit $300.00

Call (813) 740-0384

Micros Short Hair

$65

Micros Long Hair

$85
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Box Plaits

$40

Helps All Problems
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Weaves

$45

Removes Bad Luck
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$65
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Let A Professional

Honest And Firth ...

m

Braid Your Hair

Candles, Oils, Incense
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Call 813-546-2692
813-222-0195
Across From McDonalds
@ MLK & Central

Affordable Outdoor

Get Collect Calls

Weddings Receptions

On Your Cell Phone

Renew Vows

Orient Road & Faulkenburg

Accommodations Up

Jail Only $2.25 Per Call

To 50 Guests

Betty Coleman
Wedding Hostess
(813) 900-0671

Fast, It'll Go Fast.
Tree Trimming, Removal,
Cheapest Rates

Sis H~rvey
(813) 286-7500
Credit Cards Accepted

Michelle@
Lasting Impression
4202 East Busch Blvd.
(813) 300-0404
Relaxer

$100.00

Micros

$100.00

Sew-In

·No Job Too Big

Only With Your Eyes Shall

Until 8:00 p.m .

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

·

Sister Grace

TO: (813) 248-9218

In The Name Of Jesus
He Works

Sell
your stuff.

Palm, Card Reader
Spiritual Cleansing
Removes Bad Luck
Evil Spells
Restores Lost Nature

Mel@

Advise On Love/Marriage

Turnin Heads Salon
(646) 670-6478

Health And Business

Sew-Ins

$50.00

Relaxer

$40.00

· Re-Twist
Kinky Twist

.
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3407,3408,3409
& 3411 E. 24th Avenue

FAX YOUR ADS 2417

Prayer (727) 459-8190

$20.00 Eyelashes

Roller Set

Saturday, June 6th

(813) 285-4674

·. Psalm 91:8

1

Yard Sale

Furniture Removal

Reward Of The Wicked.

Call Me (727) 417-7791

Four Family

Or Small Including

You Look 1 And See The

Etc ... Sold Here

$45.00

Or Any Other Hauling

Botanica 11th Heaven

Call: (813) 45..-2809

(813) 228-9576

Trash Cleanup

- Key Answer To All Things.

Readings That Are

:::J

813-767-4043
813-684-207 5

(TANF), (LHEAP)

If It Comes Fast Or Work

UpTo40% Off

In All Styles
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Call Pastor Don Crumbly

SSI, Section 8

Only God Himself Is The

Specializing:

w
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Lease/RenUBuy Option

Prophetess Annie Mae

African Braids
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4927 - 83RD Street
, www.mothergriffin.emarqspace.com

Lucky Numbers
By Phone
1-800-780-4772
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Free School Lunch

Needs Building

Evil, Reunites Lovers

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429
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If You Receive

50-1 00+ Capacity

Public Housing

1-813-677-2971

Kinky Twists

New Church In Tampa

_ Food Stamps, Medicaid

CALL ME TODAYI

~
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Offers Special Prayers
And Gives Luck!

Has your loved one changed? .
Are
you
in · distress?
Whatever the problem, I can
help in one visit. Satisfaction!

Sister Dora

Home Phone ONLY
$16.49 +Tax & Fees

GRIFFIN

Don't be discouraged if others
have failed. I can help you ,
overcome bad luck, evil
influences, spells, unatural
conditions surrounding you.

Trump Tight
Staffing Agency
(813) 992-7771
(813) 442-4739
Call Now

$25.00 Application Fee

c

.MOTHER

$200.00

Recession Discount
Available

Special Readings $5.00

30 X 40 - 105 X 105

Phone (813) 506-9239

Call For Deal!
Avail Ltd.

. $25.00

www.scg-grp.com

$45.00
$95.00

View Our Website @ ·
www .flsentinel.com

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENTS

Source#1BX
813-774-6584

'

813-248-1-9 21
The Florida Sentinel
-Bulletin
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EMPLOYMENT
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HOMES FOR SALE/RENT ........ APARTMENTS .......... DUPLEXES ....... ROOMS FOR RENT
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES . .·.......... · LEASE OPTIONS ETC.
ADVERTISE IT IN THE FLORIDA SENTINEL BULLETIN
FOR ALL YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

N~EDS

CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921

EMAIL: ledwards@flse.n tinel.com OR FAX 24/7 TO (813) 248-928

